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To:

MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES

From:

DAN HARRIS

Subject:

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ON JUROR PARTICIPATION
GUIDELINES

Date:

December 28, 1999

At our last meeting, I was asked by Mic Alexander to provide materials to committee members
relating to what is commonly referred to as "Jury Reform." In anticipation of this subject being
discussed at the January meeting, I have enclosed for your review the following materials:
I.

1996 article by Tom Munsterman on state [ury reform efforts (Tab I).

2.

1997 article by Munsterman and Hannaford recounting the history of jury
reform in the United States over the last 30 years (Tab 2).

3.

1993 Indiana Law Journal article (Tab 3).

4.

A summary of the 1995 report out of Arizona entitled "Jurors: The Power
of 12" (Tab 4).

5.

Select portions of Arizona Civil Procedure Rule 39, relating to juror
participation (Tab 5).

6.

1998 article from the "Colorado Lawyer" surnmarizing reform efforts in
Colorado (Tab 6).

7.

May 8, 1996 article from the DailyAztec regarding reform efforts in
California (Tab 7).

I have reams of additional materials 1have received from the American Bar Association and from
the court administrator's office in the Arizona Supreme Court, which I can share with you upon
request. 1will bring all of these materials with me to the meeting.
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MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Page 2
December 18. 1999

PROPOSAL TO THE COUNCIL
It is proposed that we form a committee for the purpose of studying the issues raised by the
attached materials. I would recommend that this committee be made up of two judges (judge
Carp is also interested in this subject). two trial lawyers and John McMillan (our non-lawyer
member).

cc:

Maurice Holland

A brief history of state jury reform efforts
Recent jury system changes in Arizona and New York are onltj the latest
in a series ofreforms going back more than 30 years.

by G. Thomas Munsterman
n 1994 Arizona and New York issued major jury reform reports'
that were important not only because of the changes that resulted, but because of the direction
they provide to other states. The focus
of these reports is the jury-what can
be done to make this important funcJon of de~o&acy feasible for more
people? What m\:thods will facilitate
its task and make"tl:te experience of
serving more rewarding?
As a result of the New York Jury
Project's recommendations, in July
1995, Chief Judge Judith Kaye listed
155 changes. These ranged from
higher fees for jurors, reduced terms
of service, and greaterjudicial supervision ofvoir dire to an "800" complaint
number and a juror ombudsman. The
innovations in Arizona. discussed in
another article in this issue. also cover
the whole jury process from improved
follow up of non-responders to permittingjurors to ask questions ofwitnesses
and to discuss the evidence prior to deliberations in civil cases. These two
state efforts at improving theirjury systems represent the most recent and
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G. THOMAS MUNSTERMAN is director of
the Center for Jury Studies, National Center for State Courts.

) most innovative efforts .during a time
.' when the Jury system rs undergomg
great scrutiny. They also represent
state level acceptance of innovations
~ previously practiced by only individual
. \ ....._,,:\216 Judicature
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judges or courts.
There have also been many other
efforts at jury reform in the states in
the last 30 years. This article will examine a number of them. It is not
meant to be an authoritative history,
but a look at the major changes that
have led to notable and widespread
jury improvements.
Beginning in the 1960s the pace of
jury system change accelerated. Fueling efforts Were the development of
court management, Challenges to the
representativeness and the randomness of the jury selection process, the
desire to make jury systems mindful of
the citizen's time and the cost to communities, and the availability of automation: While many changes were in
the more administrative areas of the
jury system, a number affected the
courtroom as well, particularly changes
in voir dire and the size ofjuries.
Judges provided the impetus for
some changes, legislators devised others. Attendance at national conferences and judicial workshops enabled
judges to share and discuss ideas. U.S.
Supreme <:;PUrl decisions brought
some ideas to the fore, as when the
Court decided that juries of less than
12 were permissible. The Uniform Service and Selection Act of 1970 contained a number of improvements that
many states were inspired to adopt, signalling a movement away from highly
discretionary systems in which jury
commissioners were at liberty to include or exclude persons at will. UnMarch-April
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der the act the source list had to begin
with the list of registered voters; others
could be added to expand inclusiveness. In addition, persons were not to
be excused because of their profession
and random procedures were to be
spelled out and documented. Jury
management was no longer an informal gathering of friends.

The '60s and '70s
Although not aconscious unified effort, a number df important changes
originated in Texas in the 1960s and
1970s and found their way into jury systems throughout the country. The first
was the use of a call-in system whereby
jurors call the courthouse the evening
before reporting to find out via a recording whether or not to report.
The selection ofseveraljuries from a
single panel of prospective jurors with
the selectedjury reporting several days
later for the start of the trial was first
reported in Beaumont, Texas. This
technique, called multiple voir dire, is
particularly useful in small courts
where concentrated voir dire provides
for wise use ofjurors' time and more
rapid voir dires. And then there was
the idea of the "firecracker jury," introduced in Houston in 1971. Persons
were called in to participate in only'
one voir dire. If selected, they served
on only that one trial. If not selected,
t. THEjUR.Y PROJECT, REPORT TO TIlE emu jimeE or
TIlE STAn Of NEW YORK (March 31, 1994);jull.ORS:
THE POW£RSOF 12. Report of the Arizona Supreme
Court Committee on More Effective Use of Juries.
(November 1994).
.

Figure 1 Standards relating to juror
use and management
A. Selection of prospective jurors
Source list

Eligibility
Term of service
Exennptions, excuses

B. selection of a particular jury
Voir dire

New York reforms

Challenges
C. Efficient jury m;lnagement

Administration

.

Monitoring

Facilities
Compensation

O. Juror performance and deliberations
Orientation
Size, unanimity
Deliberations
Sequestration

the Conference of ChiefJustices, the
Conference of State Court Administrators, the National Association for Trial
Court Administrators, The National
<\..ssociation for Court Administration,"
.d the National Bar Association developed a set ofjury standards. These
standards were notable in that all of
the provisions were based on actual
practices in courts. The adoption by
the American Bar Association and
other national court organizations of
Standards Relating toJuror Use and Management in 1983 provided a basis by

which states could examine their jury
systems." The 19 standards are organized into four sections (see Figure 1).
Fourteen states have now adopted
standards based on the ABA Standards." The adoption procedure has
varied but usually involved establishing a committee to develop standards
for the state, which are adopted by the
supreme court or judicial council as
rules or guidelines. The ABA's Committee on Jury Standards has also recognized four states as being "in substantial compliance" with the
standards.' As a result of the implementation of the standards states have
'ntrcduced the use of multiple lists for
.tror selection, eliminated exemptions, changed their juror fees, reduced their term ofjury service, often
to one day/one trial, improved the au-
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tarnation support of the jury system,
and improved the treatment ofjurors
through training for judges and administrative staff. Currently 10 states
are working on the adoption phase of
jury standards or have major state level
jury reform efforts underway." Figure
2 shows the status of state jury improvement efforts.

Volume 79, Number 5

In New York the standards provided
the basis for examination of the state's
jury system by a blue ribbon panel -appointed by Chief Judge Judith Kaye.
While the jury system inNew York had
been studied before, this time major
improvements resulted. In 50 of New
York's 62 counties. the term is now one
day/one trial; the list of exemptions,
once the longest in the nation, was
eliminated; the qualification and summoning process was revised to more
equitably distribute the selection of
persons for service; automation was-improved to better monitor the jury
systems in the counties; scanning ofjuror data was introduced to speed the
input process and reduce the staff
time needed; and follow-up procedures to locate persons not returning
their qualification forms or not responding to the summons were instituted. The state is studying the use of
public assistance and unemployment
lists as additional sources of juror
names, in addition to the voters, drivers and state tax. lists.
Juror problems can now be reported
through a juror hotline directly to the
state Office of Court Administration.
An ombudsman service is provided by
the Vera Institute ofJustice; this is the
first use of a juror complaint service
operating outside the courts. Orientation to jury service will be available via
public and cable television system, as
some courts are already doing in New
York and eJsewhere. A pilot study of
more intensive supervision of the voir
dire in civil cases showed reduced voir
dire times and the procedures are now
being implemented statewide with
video training tapes, made by the bar,
available for attorneys and judges. A
voir dire questionnaire is used to further enhance the selection process
and is destroyed at the completion of
juror selection, providing greater reMarch-April
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6. The National Association for Court Administration and the National Association for Trial Cout
Administrators subsequently merged to become
the National Association for Court Management
7. Available from the ABA Service Center. 54J N.
Fairbanks Court, Chicago. IL 606J 1 publication
number pc: 394-0005.
8. Alaska, Arizona. Delaware, Georgia. Idaho,
Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota. Missouri. North Ilakcta, Ohio. Virginia, Washington. and West Virginia.
9. Colorado, Connecticut. Massachusetts, and
North Carolina.
10. California. Maryland, Michigan, New Hampshire. New Jersey, New Mexico. New York. Oregon,
Pennsylvania. and Wisconsin.
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Bedrock
of Democracy:

.'
American Jury Reform During the Last 30 Years
By G. Thomas Munsterman and Paula L. Hannaford

he pace at which courts
and legislatures have
introduced jury reforms in
recent years, and the scope
of the reforms so introduced, are impressive. These efforts
are all the more remarkable given the
length of time the.jury has been an
integral component of the American
justice system. On a timeline illustrating the period from the American
Revolution to the present, for example, nearly every jury reform would
have occurred during the most recent
15 percent of that time. For the vast
majority of that time, courts and legislatures trusted juries to fulfill their
role in the justice system with little or
no concern for how they were selected, how they arrived at their verdicts,
or even how much their participation
in the justice system cost the taxpayers.
All this has changed in the last 30
years with the introduction ofjury reforms in state and federal courts across
the country. Some reforms reflected
major shifts in societal values, particu-
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Editor's Note: The reforms mentioned
herein are described in greater detail in G.
Thomas Munsterman, Paula L Hannaford.
and G. Marc Whitehead, Jury Trial Innovations (National Center for State Courts
1997). which was developed in cooperation
with the American Bar Association Section
of Litigation with funding by the State Justice Institute (SJ{·93-{2K-B-263). It can be
ordered by cal/;r,i~{,,;f}88.228.NCSC
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Having juries
reflect the
demographic
characteristics of
the communities
from which they
are selected is a
relatively recent
phenomenon.
larly with respect to the democratization of the jury. Some courts implemented reforms to reduce the financial
costs associated with their jury systems, or even to reduce their overall

court budgets. California's Proposition
13, for example, eliminated county
contributions for juror fees. Still other
reforms were introduced in reaction to
the growing complexity of cases and
applicable law that juries were being
asked to decide.
In almost every respect, these reforms have been very successful. Juries today are far more representative
of the communities from which they
are drawn than those of the early
196Os. Overall. jury systems have become more efficient and cost-effective.
And by borrowing ideas and techniques from social scientists, many
courts have introduced reforms that
dramatically improve the problemsolving ability of jurors. In addition to
achieving their intended objectives,
however, many reforms also affected

,,,,,Iv

the jury in unanticipated ways.
But what caused the sudden interest and impetus for reform? What happened to the jury that it suddenly
needed such drastic overhauls to function adequately? Had the country simply outgrown the jury system? Or
have juries always been somewhat deficient, but we never realized it before? Did we push the jury beyond its
limits, into new areas for which it Was
not equipped? And if so, have the various reforms properly equipped it to
function well in contemporary American society? The answers to these
questions are both simpler and more
complex than one might realize. In
this article, we explore three broad
areas of jury reform-administrative,
structural, and procedural-as well as
the problems they were intended to
address and the consequences, both
good and bad, that resulted from their
implementation.

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS
One of the most significant reforms
to the jury system involved how jurors
are summoned for jury duty, that is,
from what source lists their names are
drawn, their length of service, and
how (and whether) they are compen·
sated for their service. The goal of
having juries reflect the demographic
characteristics of the communities
from which they are selected is a relatively recent phenomenon. Although
"a jury of one's peers" has long been
understood as an essential mechanism
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gest that the degree to which this is
achieved is not as great in some courts
as in others. The reasons are unclear,
but some possibilities include increased representativeness in voter
registration lists due to motor-voter
legislation and the adequacy of data
maintenance for the various supplemental source lists.
Courts also enacted other administrative reforms to their jury systems,
such as reducing the terms of jury service in many cases to "one day/one
trial" systems; increasing juror fees
and reimbursement for incidental expenses; and eliminating automatic exemptions for various professional occupations and physical conditions.
Until it was repealed as part of its jury
reform initiative in 1996, for example,
New YorkState had the dubious distinction of having the longest list of
automatic jury exemptions in the
United States, exempting over one
million people as potential jurors each
year.!" Following the repeal of the automatic exemption categories, both the
governor and the chiefjudge of the
state's highest appellate court were
summoned for jury duty."
Theintroduction of these various
reforms led to more representative jury
venires-but not necessarily to more
representative juries. Case law had
long established the proposition that
litigants were entitled to a jury selected from a fair cross-section of the
population, but not One comprised of a
specific race, ethnicity, or gender.V As
a result, parties in litigation historically were free to discriminate against
women and minorities through the exereise of their peremptory challenges.
This practice was substantially curtalled in 1986 with the U.S. Supreme
Court decision in Batson v. Kentucky,13 which held that racially-based
peremptory challenges violate equal
protection. The Court's three-step inquiry for evaluating whether a
peremptory challenge is discriminatory
was later extended to gender-based
peremptory challenges. J4 Other courts
have extended the reasoning in Batson
to prohibit peremptory challenges on
the basis of ethnicity and religious belief. IS The Batson progeny have
sparked continuing debate among
commentators about where (and

The U.S. Supreme Court

decision in Batson Yo
Kentuclcyheld that

racially-based
peremptory challenges

violated equal
protection.
whether) the list of protected classes
will end. Some argue that Batson
tolled the death knell for the peremptory challengc.P Others counter just as
adamantly that by assigning to the trial
judge an undefined discretion to determine the validity of race- or genderneutral responses to Batson challenges, the Court in Purkett'?
substantially reduced the available
legal remedies to respond to discriminatory peremptory challenges for all
classes of prospective jurors.'·
STRUCTURAL REFORMS
While administrative reforms substantially improved the racial, ethnic,
and geoder diversity ofjuries, they
also had less positive consequences.
Increasingly, courts were faced with
greater financial costs associated with
running their jury systems. These included not only the costs of administration for court' staff and facilities, but
also postage for jury summons and reimbursement for juror fees, parking,
mileage, and other incidental expenses.
Some of these costs could be
shifted to extrajudicial sources. For example, legislation requiring employers
to pay compensation and benefits to
employees on jury duty, which the
Supreme Court likened to the right to
vote;'? relieved some of the demands
for increased juror fees. However,
mandating that employers subsidize
the jury system was only a partial solution. By definition, it could not provide compensation for individuals who
were self-employed or unemployed.
And, to the extent that those individuals had to be excused on financial

V Ip 'il

hardship grounds, inadequate juror
compensation also undermined efforts
to empanel more representative and inclusive juries. Indeed, it is still a major
impediment that challenges court and
legislative policymakers. The Massachusetts jury fee structure-which provides for one day/one trial terms of
service.i? a right to one postponement
for persons called forjury duty,21
mandatory continuation of salary and
benefits by employers, and reimbursement ofactual expenses for_unemployed jurors22_is perhaps the most
comprehensive'attempt to remedy the
financial hardship and inconvenience
associated with jury duty.
Strictly as cost-cutting measures,
state and federal courts also instituted
two major reforms to the structure of
the jury itself: (1) reducing the size of
the jury from the traditional twelve
persons to as few as six and (2) attempting to make almost all verdicts
count by permitting nonunanimous
verdicts. The U.S. Supreme Court
deemed the reduction in the size of the
jury constitutionally permissible for
crinninal juries in 197(j23 and for civil
juries in 1973. 24 The Court's conclusions were based squarely on utilitarian concerns: 'The performance of
[the jury's decision-making] role is not
a function of the particular number of
the body that makes up the jury....
And, certainly the reliability of the
jury as a fact finder hardly seems
likely to be a function of its size.""
Following this logic, most federal
courts and 38 state courts reduced the
size of their respective civil juries to
various increments of six, seven, eight,
and ten persons depending on the type
of case.26 Seven states provide for reduced juries in felony trials and 33 in
misdemeanor trials?'
This reform was intended to reduce
jury system costs without affecting the
validity or reliability of jury verdicts.
As a practical matter, however, the extent to which courts accomplished this
objective is much less clear. As a costcuning measure, the reform was effective, but empirical data now indicate
that the Court's assumptions about the
difference between six- and 12-person
juries were not well-founded.P In civil
cases, six-person juries appear to be
less predictable than 12-person ones
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note taking requires very little effort or
expense by courts and is, for the most
part, within the "sound discretion of
the trial court." Reforms sucb as juror
questions to witnesses, preliminary instructions and interim commentary,
jury tutorials, and even juror discussions about the evidence prior to deliberation are more controversial subjects, but increasing publicity about
these tecbniques is generating a great
deal of favorable commentary by trial
and even by appellate courts." As applications for courtroom technology
become more widely known, many
judges and attorneys are also using
computer graphics. animation, and
other video presentation techniques to

communicate camp lex evidence in a
comprehensible format.
Although noncontroversial in theory, one of the more difficult reforms
to implement appears to be the use of
"plain English" jury instructions. It is
axiomatic that poorly drafted instructions are a major obstacle to a jury's
correct application of the law to the
facts. Studies have dcmonslrated repeatedly that juror comprehension improves dramatically by defining or
eliminating unfamiliar terminology,
correcting grammar and syntax, and
improving organization.v' Nevertheless, efforts to draft comprehensible
jury instructions are an extremely
labor-intensive task. Many trial judges,

1.Yikrarn O. Amar, Jury Service as Political
Participation Akin to Voting, 80 CORNELL L.
REv. 203 (1995).
2. GA. CODE ANN. § 15·12-40(a)(I) (1994).
3. See Carter v. Jury Comm' n, 396 U.S. 320
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FORGING AHEAD
The various administrative, structural, and procedural reforms have interacted in some interesting ways, Efforts to make jury venires more
representative and inclusive necessarily involved greater financial expense
to coordinate multiple source lists, to
schedule jurors for shorter terms of
service, and to compensate jurors for
their loss of income and incidental expenses. Structural reforms implemented as cost-cutting measures had
unanticipated consequences on both
the dynamics of jury decision making
and the representativeness of empaneled juries. Procedural reforms, designed to improve jurors' problemsolving ability, were a response to both
the world's growing complexity and
the diversity of perspectives that jurors
brought to their deliberations. The jury
reform movement does not appear to
be slowing its momentum. Rather,
courts will continue to seek an appropriate equilibrium that balances the
jury system as a time-honored and
valuable democratic institution with
the costs of adequately supporting such
an institution as an effective and efficient method of dispute resolution.
Predictions of where this equilibrium
might be found in years to come
would, at best. be speculative- But at
the very least. the next few years will
be fascinating for us all-for, indeed,
all of us have a vested interest in the
institution of trial by jury,
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fearing the possibility that those efforts
will not survive appellate scrutiny, are
reluctant to stray from pattern instructions that have already passed appellate muster. Although numerous appellate decisions criticize the legal
accuracy of specific jury instructions,
to date none has overturned a case on
grounds that the instructions were incomprehensible to jurors.
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(1970) (holding that when a key-man system is
administered in an intentionally racially discriminatory way. it runs afoul of the Fourteenth

Amendment).
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REv. 153(1989); Nancy S. Maeder. Beyond Gentier: Peremptory Challenges and the Roles ofthe
Jury. 731'Ex. L. REv. 1041 (1995).
17. Purken v. Elem. 115 S. Ct. 1%9 (1995).
18. See. e.g., Jasen Hendren, Peremptory
Challeng~ After Purkert v. Elem 115 S. Ct.
1969 (1995): How to Judge a Book by Its Cover
Without Wolating Equai Protection. 19 U. ARK.
!..JTrLE RoexL. J. 249. 259-&l (1995).
19. Dean v. Gadsen TImes. 412 U.S. 343
(1973).
20. Mass. Ann. Laws ch. 234A §§ 40-41
(West 1986).
21. Mass. Ann. Laws ch. 234A §§ 34-39
(West 1986).
22. Mass. Ana. Laws ch. 234A §§ 47-50
(West 1986).
23. WiUiams v. Florida, 399 U.S. 78 (1970).
24. Colgrove v, Battin. 413 U.S. 149 (1973).
25. See Williams, supra note 23, at IOO.. .,QJ.
26.
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specifics of this theme has served two functions for social scientists. til:.'
fact finders, and policy makers. First, We hope it has shown how it is
simultaneously to improve the quality of science and the quality of
the presentation of social science research in the courtroom. Second,
that, in raising more issues than it has answered, this Article ilIus
social scientists, lawyers. fact finders, and policy makers that, in the:
of improving science and ethics, many issues are yet to be resolved. _

"Learning Lessons" and "Speaking Rights":
Creating Educated and Democratic Juries
THE HONORABLE B. MICHAEL DANN·

Jurors are
once.'

rarel~ brilliant and rarely stupid, but they arc treated as both at

[A] growing body of research [demonstrates] that courts are ignorant of
social science, may be hostile to using it as a basis for legal policy, and
prefer to base laws on expediency. precedent, and intuition.'
The field cannot wen be seen from within the field.'
INTRODUCTION

Appraisals of trial by jury have almost always produced mixed results. On
:- the one hand, there has been strong sentiment toward. if not reverence for, the
"institution of the jury and its place in the democratic firmament. We see no
serious effort to abolish trial by jury or even to restrict the right in complex
civil cases.' .
However. concerns and complaints about jury trials, and how such trials
jmpact and empower Juries in deciding cases. continue to abound. Most critics
focus on juror competence, doubting the ability of the average juror to
understand, remember, and integrate all the information (evidence and law)
given to them in modern-day litigation. Recently, criticism over the way
jurors are treated during trials and deliberations has seemed to reach a
crescendo. spawning numerous studies and prompting many calls for changes

• Judge, Maricopa County Superior Cowt, Phoenix, Arizona. B.S.• 1961. Indiana University;
L,LB., 1966,Harvard University; MJ.S., 1992,University of Virginia Law School.
1. William W. Schwaner, Reforming Jury Trials, 1990 U. CHI. LEOAL F. 119. 137 (quoting
Warren K. UrOOm. Toward Better Treatment ofJurors' By Judges, 61 NEB. L. REv. 409, 425 (1982».
reprinted In 132 F.R-D.575, 590 (1991).
2.· J. Alexander Teaford, Law Reform by Courts, Legislatures. and Commissions Following
Empirical Research on Jury Instructions, 25 LAw & SOC'yREv. 155, 166 (991).
3. RALPH W. EMERSON. Circles. in EssAYS & LECTIlRES 403, 409 (Joel Porte ed.•. 1983).
4. For a history of the debate of the so-called "complex case" exception to the Seventh
Amendment, sec ARTHUR D. AUSTIN, COMPLEX LmOAnON CONFRONTS THEJURY SYSTEM 3-1 (1984).
For recent calls for the elimination of juries in some complex cases, see Steven J, Friedland, The
Competency and Responsibility ofJurorsin DecidingCases, 85 Nw. U. L. REv. 190(1990); Joseph C.
Wilkinson. Jr. et at, A Bicentennial Transition: Modem Alternatives to Seventh Amendment Jury Trial
in Complex Cases,31 KAN. L. REv. 61 (1988).Seegenerally Joe S. Cecilet el., Citizen Comprehension
afDifficult Issues: Lessonsfrom CivilJury Trials. 40 AM. U. L. REV. 727 (1991).
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in the traditional jury trial format.' Judges, lawyers, law teayh~
scientists, jurors themselves, and others have called for an
traditional passive role of the juror and urged the utilization v.1.o'.'
techniques intended to create more juror participation in trials. Crff
that these changes will enhance the educational atmosphere in trial
better enable jurors to comprehend and justly resolve disputes. Man
that the 6 problem is not with juries but with jury trials and the ti,
process. Jurors must be allowed greater roles in trials ifjuries are.
up to the task of resolving today's disputes and if the institution
jury is to retain its vitality.
',".
The aim of this Article is to add to these many discussions in aLr'
ways. First, r demonstrate how and why the role of the jury chan
time from One of active participation to one of passivity today. These
occurred primarily because of the gradual seizure of power and contf
the trial by lawyers and judges and the simultaneous development
adversarial trial. The retention of juror passivity is now thought to beesi
to the preservation of the adversarial trial in its present form.
implementation of many of the suggestions ,;ommentators have 'rna
Improve the jury trial process would be seen as "threatening" the 'cll
balance of power that judges and lawyers have Over the trial its~:
disquieting prospect to many judges and lawyers. This power and co ,'_
jealously guarded, in large part, due to the inherent distrust ofjuries
by many lawyers and judges. However, the jury, a key democratic in
could in fact be strengthened by a reallocation of such power and, co'
Second, I demonstrate that modem social science research and COiL
accepted principles of psychology and education have exploded tradi
legal assumptions and myths about juror behavior in general and Iearniti
decision making by juries in particular. These research findings and acc~;
classroom techniques should Cause those of us involved in trial work-j!i~,
lawyers, and Court administrators_to reexamine how we conduct ju.ry\(
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5. Recent influential works and studies include: Jury Comprehension in Complex Cas,'.
A.B.A. Lmo, SEC. REp. [hereinafter A.B.A. REPORT]; AMERtCAN JUDICATURE SOC'Y, TowA}!
ACTIVE JURIES: TAKING NOTES & ASKtNQ QUESTIONS (1991); AUSTiN, supra note 4; JOTiN qt
THEJURY INAMERICA (1988); SAUL M. KAssIN & LAWRENCE S. WRIGHTSMAN, THeAJ;d:Ric;.;
ONTRLAL: PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES (1988); MOLLY SELVTN & LAAAY PICUS, THEDE~~j
JURY PERFORMANCE (Rand Institute for Civil Justice 1987); Friedland, supra note 4; Syrnp:
Role a/the
Jury in Civil Dispute Resolution, 1990 U. CHI.LEGAL F. I (see especially Sehw,
note
I).
6. E.g., KASSIN & WRIGHTSMAN, Supra note S, at 215.16; SELVIN & PlCUS,supra note
& n,7; Mark A. Frankel. A Trial Judge's Perspective on Provlding Tools for Rat;,
Decisfonmaldng, 85 Nw, U. L. REV. 221 (1990); Anhur D. Austin, Why Jurors Don't Heedi ..
NAT'L LJ., Aug. 12, 1985, at 15.

:ytith a view to improving the educational component of trials and the quality
':ofverdicts.
Next, I briefly survey the most commonly suggested techniques for
·.iffiPrOVing juror participation at trial. After noting the social science data and
\legal arguments regarding each one. I assess their value in terms of their
potential for enhancing the educational objective of the trial and a democratic
courtroom.
Finally. I propose and discuss two techniques that have received only
. modest or, in one instance. no .attention in the otherwise nearly exhaustive
literature on this subject. Both ideas deserve and require further evaluation,
such as field testing where results can be quantified and compared to control
groups. Both procedures hold much promise: (I) permitting jurors to discuss
the evidence as it is received. but only among themselves and after being
instructed to withhold any decision on the outcome; and (2) asking jurors who
are at an impasse and heading toward deadlock whether court or counsel can
be of help to them' in reaching a verdict by addressing issues of fact or law
that divide them. These procedures have the potential for increasing juror
understanding and recollection of evidence and, in the latter case, avoiding
needless and costly mistrials due to juries that hang, If we give jurors an
opportunity to ask for and receive help, they might be able to conclude such
cases accurately and fairly.

I. FROM ACTIVE TO PASSIVE:
A PRODUCT OF THE STRUGGLE FOR CONTROL OF THE TRIAL
Early English juries were extremely active in the trial process. The gradual
transformation in the jury's role was due in large part to a struggle for power
and control over the trial that was successfully waged by lawyers and judges.
The resulting model for American juries•.and one that by and large is still
followed today, severely compromises the jury's ability to understand the
evidence and law and to render an accurate verdict. Although these restrictions also denigrate the jury as a democratic institution-because they help
perpetuate the near complete control by lawyers and judges thought necessary
to sustain the present adversariel trial system-change remains difficult.

A. The Early Jury
The jury had its orrgm not in England. but on the Continent. Frankish
royalty relied upon local members ofthe community to respond to summonses
to appear before the king to report on local conditions. Called the inqutsttio,
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citizens participated by informing, not deciding. It was this active model,
the jury that was exported to England as a result of the Norman Conqu
The earliest English juries bore a striking resemblance to their COUDte:
the tnquisttta. at least in terms of composition and activism. Beginning w
the reign of William the Conqueror, and for hundreds of years thereaf
juries consisted of neighbors summoned by the sheriff to settle a dispute •.:
by judgment. but by «declar[ing] the truth" on the basis of their. Q:
knowledge,S Referred to as "the country,"? these jurors were "integrated if
the fabric of the proceedings."IO Beginning with the sheriff's call;'! t~
summoned were expected to investigate the facts if they did not know th:e
indeed, talking with the parties and among themselves about the case prior;
trial was commonplace for jurors. 12
_
4_

By the late thirteenth century, this form of jury trial had reached-_
apex. 13 At about this same time, the requirement that the juror have pt(
firsthand knOWledge of the case began to be relaxed. Juries began to recei'
evidence in Court and to consider statements in the pleadings and of couns
while retaining the ability to ask questions of the witnesses.14 As ti
passed, jurors came to rely more and more upon trial testimony and oth
evidence, and by the sixteenth century use of sworn witnesses was t
norm." A century or 16two later, jurors were considered. strictly judges of t
facts, not witnesses. Nevertheless, jurors continued to ask questions

7.1 WILLIAM HOLDSWORTH, A HISTORY OFENOLISH LAW 312 (l903); I FREDERICK Pou,
& FREDERIC W. MAlT1..AND, THE HISTORY OF ENGUSH LAW 14042 (2d ed. 1898) (noting

Englishmen have a "diSinclination to admit that this 'palladium of our liberties' is in its origin
English but Frankish, not popular but royal").
8. Bl.ACKSTONE'S COMMENTARtES ON THE LAW 673_77(Demard C. Gavit ed., 1941) [hereine:
BLACKSTONE}; I POLLOCK & MAffiAND, supra note 7, at 138-43.
9. BLACKSTONE, SUpra note 8, at 673 (discussing trlalper pais, or by "the country'); 2 POLL,
& MAITLAND, supra note 7, at 623 (explaining that, by bringing a question before a jury, the p:
agreed to "be bound by a verdict of the country').
10. Austin, supra note 6, at 18.
II. BLACKsTONE, supra note 8, at 674; 2 POLLOCK & MAtTLAND, Supra note 7, at 621 (noting
lhe sheriff was directed to summon those "through whom the truth of the matter may be best know
12. BLACKSTONE, supra note 8, at 677; 2 POLLOCK & MAITLAND, supra note 7, at 624-27 (stat
that the call was received well before trial so jurors would have time to "certify themselves" of
facts).
13. 2 POLLOCK & MAITLAND, supra note 7, at 620, 64114. Id. at 628; HOl.DSWORTH, supra note 7, at 334,
;,
15. HOLDSWORTIf, Supra note 7, at 334 (stating that sworn testimony was general practice in
16thcentury); THEODORE F. PLUCI<NETr, A CONCISE HISTORY OFCOMMON LAW 129.30 (Little,
5th ed. 1956) (1929) (disCUSSing the nature of jury .examination).
'.. ;.
16. HOl"DSWORTH, supra note 7, at 336; Joseph M, Hassett, A Jury's Pre-trial KnOWledge
Historical Perspective, 43 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 155, 158.60 (1980); cf. FED. R, Evto. 606(li)
(prohibiting modem jurors from being witnesses in case).

t!(~

BroWli~
in..

witnesses without- the permission of the court. In fact, juror questions could
not be prohibited by the judge, given the jurors' oath to get at the truth."
Early juries exercised considerable clout in England, the Magna Carta
. having enshrined the right to trial by jury in civil and criminal cases, IS
Lacking in rules of eyidence and other directions from the judge, the jury's
rationale was inscrutable. Its verdict was virtually unreviewable, and
compared to the judgment of the Divine." It is against this tradition of
powerful and active juries that the legal and judicial professions began to
assert themselves and to impose legal constraints upon powerful and
traditionally active juries.

B. The Struggle for Control Over Trials in England
Advocates. trained in law did not appear at trials in any great numbers until
the fourteenth century. well after jury trials had become commonplace." Nor
did rules of evidence. directions from the court. or other positive legislation
exist to constrain medieval juries." The slow. evolutionary change of jurors
from witnesses of the facts to judges of the facts U reduced juror activism."
While the emerging trial bar may have had a helping hand in this evolution,
the bench imposed the first known overt restriction upon juries-the writ of
attaint. If the judge disagreed strongly enough with a jury's returned verdict,
the judge could use a writ of attaint, The jury would be imprisoned. and the
verdict vacated. on the theory that the jurors perjured themselves in their
capacities as witnesses." As intended, the inhibiting effect upon juries was
direct and substantial. As the role of the jury changed, however. this severe

17, DANIEL ROLLINS, THE ENGliSHMAN'S RtGHT: A DIALOGUE; IN RELATION TOTRIAL. BY JURY

19-20 (1883).
18. [d. at 13.

19. HOLDSWORTH, supra note 7, at 317 (noting that the jury verdict "inherited the inscrutability of
the judgmentsf?f God").
.
20. Morris S. Arnold, lAw and Fact in the Medieval Jury TriaL· OutafSight, Outof Mind, 18 AM.
J.L. H1ST.267, 274 (1974),
21.
at 275, 279;
21, See supra notes 11~16 and accompanying text; see also Murray Levine et aI., The Impact of
Rules of Jury Deliberat(on on Group Decision Processes,ln PEJ!SPEC'Tlves IN LAw AND PSYCHO\.OOY:
THE 1'RIAL PROCESS 263. 264 (Bruce D. Sates ed, 1981) (discussing lhe change from decisions based
on personal knowledge to evidence presented); JOHN PROFFATT, A 'reecnse ON TRIAL BY JURY § 34,
at SO~5l (l876) (discussing jurorsas judges of the facts). Other re8SQIU for this shift in roles remain
obscure. "Demographic changes and resUlting logistical limitations were also thought to playa role."
Lisa M. Harms, Comment, TheQuestioning OfWitnesses by Jurors.27 AM, U. L. REV. 127,138 (1977)
(stating that juries could only consider In-court evidence).
23. Austin, supra note 6, at 18.
24. HOLDSWORTH, supra note 7, at 337-41; William W. Schwarzer, Communicating with Juries:
Problems and Remedies. 69 CAL. L. REv. 731. 733·34 (1981); Harms, supra note 22, at 138.

u.
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and controversial remedy was used less and less until it was finally aboi'
in 1670 in Bushell's Case."
. ~,
Although the procedure of attaint was important in that it marked thi
major effort at asserting legal control over juries. its use cannot accounrsj
for the change in the role of jurors. The abolition of attaint, whichreplaced by the motion for new trial as a means of providing jud
oversight of the jury's verdict, is thought to have substantially reducedijj
activism." The trend toward hearing most, and soon all, of the eviderrc
court was accelerated since the judge could only compare the verdict to:,
evidence if the judge had heard the evidence in court."
:;1
However, it was the emergence of a professional trial bar, and'·W,
followed in the way of rules and procedures for trials, that had the gre~f
impact on the future role ofjuries. By mid-sixteenth century, an "elite lat·
class arose, jealous of its prerogatives and insistent on preserving for itselj
function of law making and law finding,":" During this time, lawyers,"'gt:
were at their strongest, and "the struggle for control over the jury came':
head. "29 Numerous controls over the jury's relative autonomy arid actit
were put in place by the architects and stewards: of an emerging advet~·
system. Rules of evidence emerged as a way of limiting and controlllngj
information available to the jury and how it was received. Thus, juf
became dependent on others for facts, "modem courts hav[ing] learnedf
method of evidence. "30 As the methods of jury selection were rettned,".
practice of challenging jurors for cause arose." Case-specific legal instr
tions and other directions from the judge became commcnptace.Yalong

25. 124 Eng. Rep. 1006 (C.P. 1670); see HOLDSWORTH, supra note 7, at 340~4!, 345.-46.
26. Jeffrey S. Berkowitz, Note, Breaking the Silence: Should jurors be, Allowed to Quef'
Witnesses During Trial?, 44 VANO. L, REv. 111, 123-24(1991); Harms, supra note 22, at 138~~
27. HOLOSWORTH, supra note 7, at 341.-42; Schwarzer, supra note 24, at 733-34 (discussing
decisions based on trial evidence rather than personal experience); Harms, supra note 22i' aJ
(discussingjury consideration of only evidence presented before judge).
28. Arnold, supra note 20, at 279.
29. ld.
30. MELVILLE M. BIGELOW. PAPERS ON THE LEGAL HISTORY OF GOVERNMENT !83 (1920)."
Much of the supply of facts which the old jury had to draw upon has been pucout of court;
and confusion has been added to much that has been kept. n comes to this: the old juryb
a complete supply of material not properly prepared;the modernjury has an incompletesup'
of material properly prepared.
Id. "[Rjules of evidence represent the most careful attempt to control the processes of communic
to be found outside a laboratory:' Edward W. Cleary, Evidence as a Problem in Commimica~i~
VANO. L. REv. 277, 282 (1952).
3I. See HOLDSWORTH. supra note 7, at 336 (discussing increased organization in the trials;
32. {d. at 336·37.
33. See Schwarzer, supra note 24, at 733·34.
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-the device of discharging deadlocked juries." Appellate review was added,
the effect ~f which was to further control jury acnon."

C. "Coming to America"

I

Vestiges of English juror activism in the fact~finding process were thought
to last until the early eighteenth century." Thus, the jury mode! available to
the colonies was one based on almost total jury passivity. No later than the
early seventeenth century, at about the time King James provided for trial by
jury in his first instructions to the Colony of Virginia,31 the process of jury
transformation was thought complete. No longer active witnesses to the facts,
jurors had become passive judges of what evidence the parties chose to
present and which proof the law of evidence allowed.'l This transition- from
the role of an active fact finder l'integrated into the fabric of the proceeding"
to that of a "passive fact finder" required to passively listen to and choose
between the parties' evidence, has been characterized as ironic" and
iUogica1.41)
Many of the customs and practices surrounding English jury trials at the
time. of colonization. were eventually inherited by the new nation and
enshrined as interpretive materials. to the Sixth and Seventh Amendments'
guarantees of trial by jury." Our centuries-old inheritance continues to
influence; if not control, current judicial customs and rituals concerning jury
trials. 42 To this inheritance the legal system has added an "elaborate set of
rules designed to regulate the traffic of information in the courtroom."4)
.These customs, rituals. and rules combine to produce a well_orchestrated jury
trial. but one of questionable efficacy given that they support a model of the

34. See HOLOSWORTH, supra, note 7. at 347.
35. See Schwarzer, supra note 24, at 733.-34.
36.
supra
note 16,
atJURY:
163. TOOL Of KINOS. "PALlADIUM Of LIBERTY" 97_101 (2d ed.
J1. Hassett,
LLOYD E.
MOORE,
THE

1988).
38. PROFfATT, supra note 22, 50.51; HOLDSWORTH. supra note 7, at 334.36; PLUCKNm, supra
note IS, at 130.
39. Austin. supra note 6, at 18,
40.
Berkowitz, supra note 26, at .123·24.
41. See Tull v, United States,481 U.S. 412, 417 (1987); Gannett Co. v, De Pasquale.443 U.S. 368.

384-87
42.(1979).
KASSIN & WRlOHTSMAN,supra note 5, at 215-16; SaLVIN & PICUS, supra note 5, at63: Roger
W. Kirst, Finding a Role for the CIvil Jury in Modem litigatIon. 69 JUDICATURE 333. 333·34 (1986);
Schwarzer, supra note l, at !45-46; David U. Strawn & G. Thomas Buchanan, Jury Confusion: A

Threat to Justice, 59 JUDICATURE 478, 483 (1976).
43. KASSIN & WRIGHTSMAN, supra note 5, at 65.
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jury that is excessively passlve" As will be demonstrated at greaterq:~
below;" enforced passivity interferes with learning and reduces opportuft~
for jurors, individually and collectively, to perform to their potentiir
community representatives and decision makers in trials of criminal and,.!

cases."

D. Resistance to Change
Despite overwhelming evidence from socia! science research~7
accepted truths about the educational process,<i8 the legal estabIislt
remains largely resistant to proposals that would modify the presen.i
model to allow for more juror participation in general and impn
communications with jurors in particular. 49 Indeed, there are even. rep.~
instances of Courts moving in directions contraindicated by the empij
data. 50
. _,
Without identifying all the reasons why the legal establishment .is,.<{
resistant to change;" it appears that (1) the investment that lawYe:rs(
judges have in the historical (and now current) model of the adversaria]i
trial and (2) the inherent distrust ofjuries that is a. part of that model.arl
main causes for resisting suggestions to expand the role and power Q,t:
jury. The fear of losing total control over the trial and fact-finding p'ro,~,e'
44. ld. at 131,215-16. The problem of juror understandingis further compoundedby the .ten..~l
of jUdges, lawyers, and expert witnesses to "speak an esoteric and mysterious language in froiif
passive audience." AUSTIN, Supra note: 4, at 100.
45. See infra notes 78·103 and accompanying text
46. See AUSTIN, supra note 4, at 100.04; KASSIN & WRIGHTSMAN, supra note 5, at 131, 215
47. See infra notes 83·103 and accompanying text.
48. See infra text accompanying notes 108-12
49. See infra text accompanying notes 83-103. As an example, the American Bar Ass~i~!j
1992draft of Standanisfor Trial by Jury contains only modest proposals for enhancing thejUty'~;
at trial-juror note-taking, the furnishingof written copies of instructions,and permission for theJUi:
10 instruct prior to closing arguments. STANDARDS FOR TRIAL BY JURY §§ 15-3.2, 15-3.2(a), (bY&,
(Am. Bar Ass'n Working Draft 1992~
.
50. Tanford. supra note 2, at 166.

51. Among the reasons that have been offered are the following: the inherentconservatism o.r.
profession. Schwarzer, supra note I, at 120;an attitude of "ownership" of the adversary process.end
possession of all information necessary to carry out that stewardship; the results of legal educado~;'
deeply ingrained notion that any change in the law requires precedent: a strong preference toY
certainty of the status quo Overan uncertain future; and the tendency of lawyers and judges to ~~i
"risk.averse" position in order to avoid reversals. It has also been postulated that many lawyers'
judges do not trust jurors enough to concede to them this additional power. Frankel, supra note
223; Friedland, supra note 4, at 208-09.
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':'prompts too' many lawyers and judges to reject even the most modest of
proposals. S2 Whether. or not. the result is intended, a principal effect of
"failing to communicate more effectively with jurors is the disempowerment
of the jury. not only inla particular case but also-as an institution.
It is natural that the "owners" of, and participants in, the current adversary
system would become defensive upon learning of repeated claims that the .lack
of juror comprehension is caused, in large part, by the adversary system itself.
But that is what judges and lawyers are beenng." Given the level and nature
of the resistance to changing the system, what is 'needed, according to some,
is a major attitude change within the legal profession-one that breaks with
the "Law aud Ncstetgte" movement -and refuses to be controlled by the
past;" one that is wilting to weigh the value to be gained by relinquishing
some forms of control over the trial process to the jury;" and one that gives

52. While trial procedures have not significantly changed in the last 100years. reform efforts have
been "lavished" upon pretrial procedures during the past three decades. See David U. Strawn & G.
ThomasMunsterman, HelpingJuries HandleComplex. Cases.6S JUDICATURE 444, 444{1982),reprinted
in INTHE JURY Box 181, 186 (Lawrence S. Wrightsman et al. eds., 1987).This phenomenonis entirely
consistent with my thesis. Refonning trial procedures in the ways suggested here and elsewhere would
require lawyers and judges to share power and control with jurors, who are not "players" in the
edversarialtrial process. These reforms result in a net loss of power and control to the legal profession.
. However,no such 10» is experienced in reforming pretrial proceduressince power and control is simply
reallocated among the players themselves; none is lost to "outsiders." Therefore, one would expect the
players' resistance to change to be lower and their motivation to Improve their own lot to be higher.
S3. See AUSTIN, supra note 4, at 100-04; KASSIN & WRIGHTSMAN, supra note 5, at 131, 215-16;
SELVIN & PlCUS, supra note 5, at 45-46 & n.7; Strawn & Munsterman, supra note 52, at 447, reprinted
in INTIlEJURY Box. supra note 52. at 186; Cecil et 81.. supra note 4, at 755; Frankel, supra note 6,
at 222; Schwarzer, supra note 1, at 119·20; Austin, supra note 6, at 18.
Interestingly, a recent monumental work in this area concluded that jurors are often confused about
the evidence. law, and procedure for evaluating and deciding the case. Fourteen separate changes or
additionsto jury trial procedure are recommended,ell without criticizing the adversary system by name.
See A.B.A. REpORT, supra note S. However. given the nature and number of suggested changes. there
was no need to make explicit that which was clearly implicit. The study was commissioned and
underwritten by the ABA Litigation Section.
54. Kirst, supra note 42•.at 333-34.
(There is] 8 common assumption that any change in the role of the jury has to satisfy a
historical test rigidly bound to pre.1791 practice. Such an assumption is disastrous if the jury's
role is to keep pace with changes outside the civil courtroom.. ' . Historicismmust be avoided
if the ... courts are to be free to experiment to-find the correct role for Ihe jury in modem
litigation.
ld.; see also Schwarzer, supra note 1. at 145-46.Thus, the history of the jury does not serve as a useful
guide for current policy. Marianne Constable, What Books About Juries Reveal About SOCial Science
and Law, 16 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 353, 363, 370 (199l). Apropos of the need to be open to the
possibility of breaking with the past, especially when considering changes in the systems for delivery
of justice. former Chief Justice Warren Burger encouraged judges to vstretch the mind" when
consideringnew ideas and to avoid thinking that because "we've always done it that way," improvement
is foreclosed. Remarks at Dedication of Arizona Courts Building (Jan. 29.1991) {copy on file with the
Indiana Law Journal}.
55. See Schwarzer, supra note I, at 120.
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proper weight to the trial's educational objective, S6 "The traditional advo
mentality is inconsistent with comprehension. Trial lawyers ... must
accept the necessity of replacing the adversatial priority with the educatj
objective, and, secondly, must adopt procedur..:s that bring the jury into..:
tria I as active participants in education. "51 By rising above perceived
interest and realizing that a strengthened jury enhances the judicial syste
a whole, S8 the legal profession contributes to an important democn
institution and helps ensure its place in our system of justice."
II. "LEARNING LESSONS" FROM SOCIAL SCIENTISTS
AND EDUCATORS"
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In recent years, the jury trial and juror behavior have been scientifically
examined with a great variety of concerns in mind." Most of the published
:; works deal with the question of juror competence and proposals to improve
it. Of these studies, tl{e great majority focus upon the active-passive juror
dichotomy and the consequences of each model upon juror comprehension.
This latter research is the principal concern of this Part.

A. The Irrational Legal Model of the Juror
Applying a strictly legalanalysis, the law's "ideal juror" is a creation of
laws, procedures, rules of evidence, legal instructions, admonitions, and the
like. However, much of that legal underpinning is based on assumptions or

[TJhe mental life ... plays too important a role in court procedure to reject
the advice of those who devote their WOrk to the study of these functions."

Although social scientists began offering their services to COUrts almost
hundred years ago, their efforts did not bear much, if any, fruit. Influej
contemporary legal Commentators criticized social scientists for their fa~
to support their claims with hard empirical data. 62 \VQat may have beer);
then about the lack of relevant and reliable research concerning jurors
trials, however, is no longer the case. The 1966 University of Chicago';
Project, the landmark work of Professors Kalven and Zeisel,63 inspired
set the standard for almost three decades of work by social scientistsothers who have subjected the trial process to close examination. 64
56. AUSTtN, Supra note 4, at 100.01.

.

57. Id. at 101; see also Cecil et el., Supra note 4, at 764.65 (suggesting that many of the N,

problems system).
may be attributable to limitations placed
adversary

on

the "cecision.making environment" b:(:
.

58. Walter W. Steele & Elizabeth G. Thornburg, Jury IllS/ruCtiOns: A Persistent Faifur;i,
Communicate, 74 JUDICATURE 249,254 (1991).
.,
59. Friedland, SUpra note 4, at 207·08; Strawn & Munstennan, supra note 52, at 447, repriilte~'
IN THE JURY Box. SUpra note 52, at 186; see Barry Gewen, Democracy in the CourtroOmj.NI
LEADER, Sept. 8, 1986, at 15, 15.
,
60. The term "learning lessons" is borrowed from HUGH MEHAN, LEARNING LESSONS: So:i::
ORGANIZATION IN THE CU.SSROOM (1979).
L.,
61. HUGo MVNSTERBERG, ON THE WITNESS STAND 117 (l j08).
62. See. e.g., John H. Wigmore. Professor Muenscerberg and the Psychology of Testimony,
ILL. L. REv. 399 (1909).
.
. ,..

t

63. HARRY KALVEN, JR. & HANS ZEISEL, THE AMERICAN JURY (1966).
,.
64. This work is said both to have sparked "the modem field of jury studies" and to have "dec
influenced contemporary understanding of the jury as an institution," Valerie P, Hans & Neil Vi.'!1.
TheAmerican Jury at Twenty-Five Years, 16 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 323, 323 (1991). Replicati.l:nfc:):

Knlven and Zeisel work is needed, given the interveningchanges in the Americanjury, such as greater
representativeness of the communjty, smaller juries, increases in the.amount of technical and complex
evidence, societal changes (for. example. civil rights, feminism, and crime), and the increased
controversysurrounding the civil jury. (d. at 34749. For another call to validate these earlier findings
through future research, see Peter D. Blanck. WhatEmpiricalResearch Tells Us:StudyingJu4ges' and
Junes' Behavior, 40 AM. U. L. ~v. 775, 800·( 1991) (arguing that future study of the jury is made all
the more necessery by "the dramatic changes that have occurred with regard to the function,
composition, and role of the jury over the last several decades"),
Since publication of The AmericanJury, a variety of traditional and nontraditional data-gathering
techniqueshave been employed by social.scientists and others studying cognitive processing by jurors.
See,e.g.. A.B.A. RePORT, supra note 5, at 2-4 (studying alternate juries in four complex cases; post-trial
interviewsofeetueljurcrs.judgea, and attorneys; and writtenjury questionnaires);GUtNTHER,supra note
S, at68~69 (recounting an experiment that allowed jurors to question witnesses and take notes); SEl.VIN
& PtCUS, supra note 5 (discussing a.cese study of a complex asbestos trial); Austin, supra note 6
(discussing the Cleveland Jury Project, a study of two juries in a complex antitrust case); Leonard B.
Sand & Steven A. Reiss, A Reporton Seven Experiments Conductedby DlstriCl CourtJudges In the
Second CircuIt, 60 N.Y.V. L. REv. 423 (19g5) (reporting experiments followed by surveys of
participatingattorneys and judges); Lawrence J. Severance & Elizabeth F. Loftus, Improving the Ability
of Jurors to Comprehend and ApplyCrlminalJury Instructions, 17 LAW & SOC'y REv, 153,161 (1982)
(discussing a study of questions asked by deliberating juries and surveys of judges and jurors); Strawn
& Buchanan, Supra note 42, at 480 (reporting an experiment involving It6 members of 8 jury pool);
The Viewfrom the Jury Box, NAT'L L.J.• Feb. 22, 1993~ 8t SI (surveying 783 jurors, almost two-thirds
of which were jurors in criminal cases). Complaintswere common among researchersabout the almost
uniform opposition of judges and lawyers to allowing observation of deliberatingjuries in actual cases.
65. See JOHN M, CoNLEY & WILt.1AM M O'BARR, RULES VERSUS RELATIONSHIPS: THE
ETHNOGRAPHY OF LEGAL DISCOUR.SE (1990) (studying the effects of manner of expression by witness
upon decision maker); Raymond W. Buchanan et et, Legal Communication: An Investigation ofJuror
Comprehension of Pattern Instructions, 26 COMM. Q, 31 (1978); John M. Conley et el., The Power of
Language: Presentational Style in the Courtroom, 1978 DUKE LJ. 1375 (studying the effects upon
jurors of witnesses' testimonial styles); Saul M. Kassin, TheAmericanJury:Handicapped in the Pursuit
of Justice, 51 OHIO ST. L.J. 687 (1990) (reporting the effects on a jury of nonevidentiary social
influences); Saul M. Kassin et al., The Dynamite Charge: Effectson the Perceptions and Deliberation
Behaviorof MockJurors, 14 LAW & HUM. BEHAV. 537 (1990); Gary L. Welts et el., The Timingof the
Defense OpeningStatement: Don't Wait Until the EvidenceIs in, IS J. ApPLIED SOC. PSYCHOL 758
(985); Lori B. Andrews, ExhibitA: Language, PSYO!OL. TOOAY. Feb. 1984. at 28 (explaining how
juror perception, may be influenced by language styles).
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wishful thinking about human nature, customs and rituals of long stan,
and expectations and beliefs about the present adversary system. The
juror model would be rational if it could be validated empirically. How,
this has not been done-the law has been slow to embrace empi
validation. Professor Cleary, a leading authority on the law of evidence
it well:
In science a theory possesses a recognized provisional and tool-like
character. If the empirical data collected do not support the theory, the
theory is discarded. Since the law never collects any empirical data, it is
spared the embarrassment of having ever to discard a theory on that
basis."

Table 1 below lists the attributes of the idealized juror contemplated by,
legal system:
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, No research-based support'can be found for this model in social science,
?.iegal. or political science literature. To the contrary, all of the studies are
':'.~ritical of this idea1ize~. picture, claiming that its assumptions 8:e.contradicted
'_ '9Y accepted psychological and educational truths and by empmcal dete."
The reported research demonstrates that the consequences of following this
accepted model are relatively disastrous for individual jurors. For example,
juror confusion reportedly runs hlgh," opportunities for learning are
negatively affected,SQ and jurors frequently lose interest and become
distracted and bored." In the absence of juror feedback at trial, court and
counsel remain unaware of whether jurors have been confused by the
evidence, whether they need additional information, and whether they are even
pursuing the right issues.&2

B. The Reality-Based Behavioral Model of the Juror
TABLE I: The "Legal Model" of the Juror
Passive-acted upon"
Merely observes"
Empty vessel to be filled'"
Object of one-way, linear communication"
5.
Complete and accurate recorder of information"
6.
Suspends judgment on evidence and issues until end of case"
7.
Does not give feedback until verdict"
8.
Exercises "recall readiness" regarding final instructions"
9.
Considers all evidence"
10. Well-served by adversarial system 76
II. Effective representative of community; role enhances participative democracy"
I.
2.
3.
4.

66. Cleary, supra note 30, at 278.
67. PAULA DIPERNA, JURIES ON TRIAL: FACES OF AMERICAN JUSTICE 236·37 (1984); OUI.
supra note 5, at 47; KASSIN & WRlGHTSMAN, supra note 5, at i3 I; Friedland,supra note 4, at 19
68. Friedland, supra note 4, at 198.
69. DIPERNA, supra note 67, at 236.
70. RobertF. Forston, Sense and Non-Sense: Jury Trial Communication, 1975B.Y.U. L. REv.
628; Austin, supra note 6, at IS.
71. See Donald E. Vinson, Litigation: An introduction to the Application ofBehavioral Science': _
CONN. L. REV. 767, 775 (1983).
. .~
72. REID HASTIE ET AL., INSIDE THE JURY 18.19 (1983); IRWIN A. HOROWITZ & THOMAS:
W1LLGING, THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LAW: INTEGRATIONS AND ApPLICATIONS 209-10 (1984).
73. See Albert J. Moore, Trial by Schema: Cognitive Fillersin the Courtroom, 37 UCLA L.
273, 278 ( 1 9 8 9 ) . · ,
74. LAWRENCE S. WRIGHTSMAN, PSYCHOLOGY AND TIlE LeGAL SYSTEM 285-86 (2d ed, 19~1
75. HASTIE ET AL., supra note 72, a122; WRIGHTSMAN, supra note 74, at 2 7 7 - 8 3 . '
76. AUSTIN, supra note 4, at I(lO..OI; SELVIN & PICUS, supra note 5, at 45-46.
77. See Friedland, supra note 4, at 207·08.

[EJvaluating how juries actually function is a strictly empirical matter. We
search for answers not in abstract legal theory and not in trial stories told
by judges, lawyers. and journalists, but in the results of systematic

research.u
Relying on the evidence produced by scientific studies and having as their
goals better~inforrned jurors and more accurate verdicts, social scientists, law
professors, a few judges. and others paint a far different picture of jurors and
advocate a far different model for the jury than the one now followed in most
courtrooms' in this country. They all. agree on one thing: jurors must he
permitted to become .more active in the trial." By "active," most mean
involving jurors in the fact-finding process through' such devices as questions
78. See sources cited Infra notes 79.98; CHARTING A FUTURE. FOR THE CIVIl. JURY SYSTEM:
REPORT fROM AN AMERICAN BAR AsSOCIATIONiBROOKlNOS SYMPOSIUM 16 (1992) {hereinafter
SYMPOSIUM
REroRT]. supra note 5, at4; SEl-VI", & PICUS, supra note 5, at 45.46; Austin, supra note
79. A.B.A.REI'ORT,
6, at 15, IS-19.
SO. A.B.A. RE\'ORT, supra note 5; Friedland, supra note 4, at 20S.Q9.
81. A.B.A. REPORT, supra note 5, at 24.57; see also Friedland, supra note 4, at 21I (discussing
how to get juries more interested and focused on the trial).
82. Harms, supra note 22. al 130-3I. I suppose this is seif--evident-if you don't ask the question,

you never know what the answer might have been.
83. KAsSIN & WRIGHTSMAN, supra note 5, at 5.
84. GUINTHER, supra note 5, at 6S; HOROWITZ & WILt.OING, supra note 72, at 21D-II; KASSIN &
WRIGHTSMAN, supra note 5, at 131: Fonton, supra note 70, aI62s..31; Fricdland,supra note 4, at 20420; Austin, supra note 6, at IS·19.
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by jurors of witnesses (asked through the judge);" note-taking,s6.
rive preliminary Instructions;" and allowing jurors to have' a ~9i'
88
legal instructions. Contrary to the passive juror model, where t~,.
expected simply to store information as it comes in, remain open-mf
refrain from making judgments about the evidence until deU
commence, research shows that jurors do and should be expected -to.
process information during the trial, 89 Research also shows that j~:
likely to mold information into a plausible "story" or "schema" basedj
prior experiences." The rate of predeliberation judgments or deci§t~
jurors is high." The active juror model contemplates juror interacHb'

85. AMERICAN JUDICAT1JRE SOC'y, SUpra note 5; GUINTHER, supra note 5, at 68.{59; Franke
note 6, 8t222-23; Larry Heuer & Steven Penrod, Increasing Jurors' Participation in Tnals: ,
Experiment with Jury Notetaking and Question Asking, 12 LAW & HUM. BEIlAV, 231, 251.57
Schwarzer, supra note I, at 139-42.
86. A.B.A. REPORT, supra note 5, at 34-37; GUINTHER, supra note 5, at 68.69; KA:
WRIOllTSMAN, supra note 5, at 128-29; AMERICAN JUDICATURE SOC'Y. supra note 5; Sand &'
supra note 64.
. .,
87. A.B.A. REPORT, supra note 5, at 49-51; VALERIE P. HANS & NEfL VIDMAR, JUDGfNotHe
122-23(1986); Saul M. Kassin & LawrenceS. Wrightsman, On the Requirements ofProof-The;
of Judicial Instruction and Mock Juror Verdicts, in IN rue JURY Box, supra note 52, at 143; A
Elwork et el., Juridic Decisions: Iff Ignorance Of the Law or in Light of It?, I LAW & HUM. B
163 (1977); E. Barret Prettyman, Jury lnstructioffs-First or Last?, 46 A.BA 1. 1066 (1960),'
88. A.B.A. REpORT, supra note 5, at 51-52; Committee on Fed. Courts, New York State Bat
Improl,'ingJury Comprehension in Complex Civil Litigation, 62 ST, JOHN'S L, REv, 549. 56,5;1
{hereinafter N.r. State Bar Report].
89. HASTIE ET AL.• supra note 72, at 18-24; HORQWITZ & WILLOfNO, supra note 72, at'.~
("The psychological literature demonstrategthat jurors could not be expected to follow the'legat
oflnformaticn processing. Informationis misplaced,misconstrued.embellished,and reorgani~¢.
will be active participants in the process of listening to evidence.')'
.,.;'.;
The idealjuror is characterized as a relatively passive record.keeper during the trial whet'
encodes the events of the trialverbatim.... ACtual juror performancemay deviate from'.
this ideal through mechanismsof selective attention,forgetting,inferential embemshtTieifi~'
and reorganization. There is always extensive cognitive activity by the perceiver
comprehensi-on and memory tasks,
HASTIE lIT AL., supra note 72, at 18-19 (citations omitted).
90. "One of the techniquesjurors seem to USe is organizing (their thoughts about the evidei\;
stories that they present during the deliberation among the jurors. These stories [are] usually
from personal expbience and 'common sense' . , .." HOROWI1Z & WILLOfNG, supra note 72,
see also HASTIE ETAL., Supra note 72, at 18-24. "The StOI)' Medel provides a complete peycl
account of cognitive processing in juror decisicnmeking, and it receives support from jury
political science analysis. jurors' accounts of their experiences during trials. and other work:"
(Citations omitted). See generally James A. Holstein, Jurors' Interpretations and Jury Decision
9 LAW & HUM. BEHAV. 83 (1985) (examining how jurors schematize information];Moore, supr... "
73, at 273 (noting the effect of this phenomenon on practicing lawyers).
':
91. WRIGHTSMAN. supra note 74, at 286, Researchshows that despite cautionaryinstruc!ions,j·
"often form very definite opinions" about guilt or innocence before the evidence is conclud~
"Virtually all models of jury decisionmaking assume that individual jurors have reached' i
predeliberarion verdict decisions at the start of deliberations.Thus, the input at the beginningof the'
task is a set of jurors with verdict preferences." HASTIE ETAL., supra note 72, at 24. "One of the e
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the judge, attorneys, and others from the time the jurors first report for duty
through the post-trial debriefing."
Contrary to the negative findings resulting from following the "passive
juror" model." studies abound documenting the benefits of permitting more
juror participation in lthe trial process as suggested by the "behavioral" or
"active juror" paradigm. For example, the active juror is more likely to have
an effective and satisfactory learning experience, and less likely to be
confused or not to remember the evidence or the law." If forms of feedback
are allowed, court and counsel are more likely to learn of confusion,
ambiguities, or omissions in 'the evidence or instructions before it is too
late." Next, surveys show that the more active jurors are at trial. the more
attention they will pay to the proceedings." Juror satisfaction with the entire
trial' experience is also enhanced by increased participation in the trial."
Last, but not least, the institution of the jury is said to be strengthened by
measures that afford jurors more of an opportunity to participate actively at
trial' and to accept the corresponding responstbiltry." To some, the issue is
trust. "One inference drawn from these restrictions [of the current system]
(which render the jury totally passive) is that the jury may be entrusted with
findings in mock jury research was that despite judges' instruction, to the contrary, many jurors form
tentative verdict preferences early in the trial," Robert J. MacCoun, Experimental Research on Jury
Dec/sian-Making, 30 JURlMETRICS J. 223. 225 (1990~ see also Fcrsecn, supra note 70, at 612 (noting
that jurors frequently vote according to their predeliberaticn decisions); Moore, supra note 73. at 274
(asserting that jurors make predeliberation decisions in a "highly idiosyncratic" way); Litigation
Sciences, Affective and Cognitive Jurors, TRIAl.., Dec, 1982, at 92.
92, AUSTIN, supra note 4. at 102. "Circular or two-way communication, that is. allowing jurors to
ask questions throughout the trial (including orientation), will improve the accuracy of transmission."
[d. at 102 (citation omitted), Porstcn, supra note 70. at 628·31 (arguing that jurors ought to have the
right.to ask questions of judge, lawyers. and witnesses about the evidence or law); Moore, supra note
73, at 278 (notin~ that verbal feedback involvingjurors would more neatly "accommodate the jurors'
cognitive filters: that is, frames of reference),
. 93. See supra notes 78·82 and accompanying text.
.
94. A.B,A, REpORT. supra note 5; HANS & VIDMAR, supra note 87, at 120-24; SELVIN & Ptcus,
supra note 5. at 63 n,13; Fcrston, supra note 70, at 628-31; Friedland, supra note 4, at 209 (noting that
"active learners are more effective than passive ones"). "Experiments have demonstrated with
consistency that the accuracy of infcrmaticntransferred by two-way communication far exceeds the
accuracy of information passed by one-way communication." Forston, supra note 70. al 629; see also
Strawn & Munsterman, supra note 52 (presenting proposals for a more active jury).
-95. AUSTIN, supra note 4, at 102-03:Pcrstcn, supra note 70, at 631; Harms, supra note 22. at 13031.
96, AUSTIN, supra note 4, at 102: Friedland. supra note 4, at 211; see also A.B.A. REPORT, supra
note 5, at 35.36,
97, Forston, supra note 70, at 629; Heuer & Penrod. supra note 85, at 233-34, 237; see also A.B.A,
REPORT, supra note 5, at 35·36,
98, Friedland, supra note 4, at 206-09.
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the responsibility to decide important matters, but not how to 9.~JXj
parameters of the decisionmaking process itself. "99
.,
Some, including judges, say that trial lawyers and judges are «irnf
the Customs and rituals that severely limit juror participation in "t}t
In light of considerable empirical data showing that trials "leav
floundering"IOI and that "pervasive confusion" results.I02 jUdg_~
lawyers must act with open minds in the broader public interest to';:
this critical public policy question.'li3

C. What Do Professional Educators Say?
The analogy between the Courtroom and the classroom is not a.comp.t¢~
by any means. However, there are enough parallels to justify a compai
For one, the emphasis in the classroom is plainly upon learning. So iti.t
as we have seen, should be, in the Courtroom for jurors. In both insta
education takes place in a group setting. Similarly, attendance is compu
for both students (at least in kindergarten through grade twelve) and
The aim of the teacher is to impart knowledge and understanding; HIe!
with trial lawyers and judges. 1004 Classroom lessons andtrials share the
structure, which consists of three main components: opening (orient~m
instructional (task conduct). and closlng.!" Following lessons, specific:{t
are assigned for completion (tests or reaching a verdict).
_',
What is the principal difference? During all three phases of class
lessons, interaction
or the exchange of information is encouraged,{{
106
compelled. Not so in the Courtroom, where jurors are acted upon ~#
expected, if not required, to remain passive.l'" The positive correl
between classroom interaction and effective learning has been an ac
truth for SOme time.!" having found its origins in the work and findir

r

99. ld. at 208.
100. See, e.g" Schwarzer, Supra note I, at
lOt/d. at 120.
102. FOTSton, Supra note 70. at 606,

133~34.

103. MacCoun. SUpra note 91. at 231.
104. See SYMPOSIUM REPORT. supra note 78. at 16.
_,'
105. JUDITH W. LINDFORS. CHILDREN'S LANGUAGE AND LEARNING 286-91 (1980); MEflANi:.'
note 60. at 35-49.
'.

106. SARA DELAMONT. INTERAcnON IN THE ClASSROOM (John Eggleston ed.• 2d -ed_~;).
LINDFORS, supra note 105. at 245-47. 270·71, 291·92; MEHAN. Supra note 60. at 79-80. 139.60;
107. See supra notes 67~77 and accompanying text.:<,~:
108. DELAMONT. supra note 106. lit 17; PHILIP GAMMAGE. TEACHER AND PUPIL: SOME' ~~
PSYCHOLOGICAL
AsPEcrS 32·34 (1971); LINDfORS. supra note 105.at 286~9 (; MEHAN._supra riotef
at
36-41.
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"social and educational psychologists in the mid- I 9005. 109 Since the view that
~tudents are only "passive receivers" has been rejected.!" interaction has
('become the accepted means of ensuring that students understand what is being
. communicated to them. Interaction should evoke questions, focus attention,
motivate .students, afsist recall, and allow students to benefit from the
exposure to others' views.'!' Among other things, student-initiated Interac..
tions (questions or comments) are thought to serve important ends-for
example, eliciting information, providing' information, and giving teachers
direction. III
Educators also attach significance to context, control, and democracy when
discussing communication in the classroom. In deciding on the optimum form
and' amount of interaction or language use for a given situation, the social
context and the function are considered.U? Thus, what is expected in a
classroom would probably not be appropriate in a worship service. II'
Arguably, the jury trial falls somewhere in between these two examples, but
somewhere closer to the classroom model given similar learning objectives
and task performance demands. Whether one is discussing classrooms or
courtrooms, considerations of control bear upon the questions of whether,
When, and how to provide: for interaction. Control in an authoritarian sense
can be achieved by strictly limiting feedback, as is done, for example, in
military courtrooms. On the other hand, effective and appropriate classroom
and courtroom control can be achieved, if not enhanced, without sacrificing
efficiency, by a careful blending and balancing of the considerations of
control and freedom of expression.'!' Concerns about context and control
lead. inevitably toa choice between communication styles-authoritarian or
democratic. Given .the educational context, and without discounting control
where control is genuinely needed, educators have chosen the "democratic

109, DEtAMONT. supra note 106, at 18.
110. DOUGLAS BARNES. FROM COMMUNICATION TO CURRICULUM 18 (1992); GERALD M. PHILLIPS
ET AL••COMMUNICATION IN EDUCATION 103(1914). "[A}leaming student will want to do something
about what he is learning. He will not want to sit passively and receive information. He will want to
take an active part in acquiring it." [d.
III, DELAMONT, supra note 106, at 18~19; CAROL EDELSKY ET AL., WHOLE LANGUAGE: WHAT'S
THE DIfFERENCE? 23·26 (1991); G....MMAGE. supra note lOa, at 32·38; LINDFORS, supra note lOS,lit
245-47, 270~71.
112. MEHAN. supra note 60; at 79·80.
113. BARNES, supra note 110. at 31..33; GAMMAGE. supra note 108, at 32·34.
114. BARNES. supra note 110, lit 32.
lIS. For a discussion of the classroom model, see DELAMONT, supra note 106, at 17; GAMMAGE.
supra note 1'08, at 32·36, For a discussionof the courtroom model.see Friedland. supra note 4. lit 206.
09; Strawn & Munsterman,supranote 52, lit 447, reprintedin INTHE JURY Box, supra note 52, at 185..
86; Gewen, supra note 59. at IS.
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classroom"!" with a few explicit, and many implicit, "speaking rJa:.
students. These "rights" are accompanied by "rules for getting the f(i
We need «democratic courtrooms" where jurors enjoy explicit "sp
rights" regulated by rules and procedures necessary to ensure a fai(:There are important lessons to be learned from our brothers and sisters
lifework has been devoted to improving learning.

D. Juror Models Contrasted
Although Table I listed the characteristics of the passive juror depic
the Legal Model;'!" a comparative summary with the research-has
classroom-tested profile of the juror presented by the Behavioral-Edu
Model is beneficial. The contrasts are numerous and striking.
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TABLE 2: The Juror Models Compared (cont'd)
b. decision on the issues

7. Does not g~ve feedback
until verdict
8. Because of "recall readiness," substantive jury in~
structions are best given at
end of case

Behavioral-Educational Model

I. Passive-acted upon

l . Active-takes responslbility for one's pert in the
learning

2. Merely observes

2. Actively participates

3. Empty vessel to be filled

3. Possesses existing frames
of reference

4. Object of one-way, linear
communication

4. Participant in interactive

5. Complete and accurate
recorder of information

S. Selective and otherwise
imperfect recall of evidence

6. Suspends judgment

6. Actively processes
information as received:
a. evaluates, classifies, etc.,
evidence"

until end of case regarding:
a. evaluation of evidence

process

116. DeLAMONT, supra note 106, at 17; GAMMAGE, supra note 108, at 33-36.
117.COURlNEY B. CAWEN, CLASSROOM DiSCOURSE S4 (1988); MEHAN, supra note 60, at 139
19Q..98.
118. Professor Friedland put it well: "[T]he responsibility {for deciding the ease] should
complemented by a corollary predicate freedom of the jury to havesome input, albeitregulated. in

deciding what information is necessary for the jury to resolve relevant issues." Friedland, supra note,
4, at 209.
119. See infra text accompanying notes 67~77.

b. frequently makes
decisions prior to
deliberations
7. Continuous feedback during
trial and deliberations
8. "Cognitive filters" used
during trial; Instructions
should also come at beginning
"of trial

9. Takes into account all
evidence

9. Selects evidence that best
fits frame of reference or
tentative verdict choice; forgets
some, confused by other

10. Well-served by adversadal
system

10. Frustrated and confused by
adversary system, which
interferes with teaming

TABLE 2: The Juror Models Compared
Legal Model
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II. Effective representative
of community; role enhances
participative democracy

II. Loss of sense of power and
control; reduced satisfaction;
importance of jury denigrated

With this frame of reference in mind, the most commonly suggested devices
for improving jury competence in general, and juror participation in the trial
in particular, are discussed and analyzed below.
III. PERMITTING GREATER JUROR PARTICIPATION IN THE TRIAL

This Part is intended as more of a listing and summary of the published
works and suggestions of others than as an analysis. While my own thoughts
are added in some places. the works of others speak for themselves. Time and
space constraints permit only an attempt to collect the very recent work,
conducted mostly by social scientists. Ten techniques or procedures, all of
which are thought to enhance juror participation and comprehension, are
presented in their order of occurrence at trial, not necessarily in the order of
their importance or merit.

A. Case-Specific Juror Orientation
In most.jurisdictions, prospective jurors receive an initial orientation in the
jury assembly room by way of a live or recorded presentation or by a written
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pamphlet. This is usually all the orientation they receive prior ti
selection, whether the case is routine Or complex,
.
Many authorities encourage that another, case-specific orientation I:L,
in many cases, especially complex or lengthy ones, either just befoi
selection or just after. Juror comprehension will be aided as jurofif\n:,

e:*i:
backff~j

better prepared to understand the evidence.'?" Court-appointed

rather than counselor their experts, should give the jurors some

terminology, and foundation for what will come.'!' At this stagc,:::j:--'
ought to be encouraged to ask questions. 122
-)t
Giving an orientation to the entire pane! before jury selection C6~;~i
some additional time, but it could make for a shorter and more meaait
voir dire, much as mini-opening statements from counsel might l 23 . -,'"
given to the whole panel or just to the jurors chosen to hear the case, ".,'
procedure holds the added advantage of responding to jurors' pre~e*i
"frames of reference" or "stories" that they use as cognitive filters':"';'
hearing evidence. 12~

B. Mint-Opening Statements Before Voir Dire
Although imminently logical, the technique of having lawyers make
statements about their cases to the entire jury panel prior to commence
of voir dire seems to be used rarely. Nor is it often discussed in
literature.P! Such a non-argumentative, Informative statement would.r
in a better test for dectecting juror bias since the prospective jurors.'
know more about the case. Voir dire and the reasons for asking.:G._.
questions would be clearer to more jurors. while the investment of tirI:t~~
expense by counsel and COurt would be negligible.

120. AUSTIN. Supra note 4. at 101; Austin, supra note 6, at 18; Strawn & Munsterman, syp,
52. at 446-47; James: Withrow & David Suggs, Procedures for Improving Jury Trials of~
Litlgatioll. 25 ANTITRUST BULt. 493. 506-07 (1980).
' .121. See sources Cited supra note 120.
122. Austin, supra note 6. at IS.
123. See infra text accompanying notes 125.26.
124. See Kassin & Wrightsman, supra note 87. at 145; Moore. supra note 73, at 278. ,
125. Bur see Strawn & Munsterman. supra note 52. at 44&47 (recommending thaI tI
preliminaryjury instructions also be read in conjunction with the Slalements of counsel).rf.;
IN THE JURY Box. supra note 52, at 184.
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C. Preliminary Jury Ins tructions
In most courtrooms. the pattern or scripted jury instructions given at the
of the case deal with very elementary legal principles of general
application and with ~arious procedural or housekeeping matters. Rarely are
they tailored to the individual case. According to social science and legal
literature! failure to give the jury more substantive guidance at this early and
critical juncture of the trial wastes a real opportunity to better inform the jury
and improve the quality of the trial and verdict.!"
Studies involving actual jurors, lawyers, and judges strongly endorse cesespecific, substantive preliminary instructions and cite a number of advantages
such instructions provide for jurors."? The advantages include the following: improving jurors' recetk'" focusing jurors' attention on the relevant
issues; reducing the chances of jurors applying the wrong rule or standard to
tbe evidenceil" reducing the number of questions by jurors during deliberations;'3Q creating more informed verdictsr'" increasing juror satisfactionjl3t and accommodating jurors' natural tendencies to immediately
process evidence when they receive it by providing relevant law that helps
jurors (1) organize the evidence. (2) assess its significance, and (3) avoid
premature judgments. l3J None of the anticipated or claimed disadvantages
materialized.P'

'o. outset

126. See SYMPOSIUM REPoRT. supra note 78. at 23.
127. A.B.A. REPORT. supra note 5, at 49-52; HANS & VIDMAR. supra note 87. at 122-23; Larry
Heuer & Steve Penrod. Instructing Jurors: A Field Experiment with Written and Preliminary
Instructions, 13 LAw & HUM. BEHAV. 409 (1989); Sand & Reiss, supra note 64. at 438-42. Depending
on the complexity of the legal issues in the case, a pretrial charging conference with the attorneys might
be advisable. ld. at 442.
128. Elwcrk e! al., supra note 87, at 169·71.
129. Amir.am Elwork & Bruce Sales. Jury Inslructions. in THE PSYCHotQOY OF EVIDENCE AND
TRIAL PROCEDURE 281. 291 (Saul Kassin & Lawrence Wrightsman eds., 1985).
130. Sand & Reiss. supra note 64, at 43942.
131. N.Y, State Bar Report.supra note 88. at 553.
132. A.B.A. REPeltT, supra note 5. at 49-52.
133. A.B.A. REPeltT. supra note 5. at 49-52; Elwork et el., supra note 87. at 171-78; N.Y. Stale Bar
Report.supra note 88. at 553; Schwarzer. supra note 1, at 583·84.
134. Anticipated,but unrealized, disadvantagesincluded: given generaljuror orientation, substantive
preliminary instructions would not be necessary; jurors' demands upon the judge would delay trial;
jurors would be encouraged to view trials from too narrow a perspective; jurors would embark on a
hypothesis-confirmingsearch; jurors would be acquittal prone, A.B,A. REPORT, supra note 5. at 49-52;
the procedure might encourage premature decision making; and jurors might oversimplify the issues,
_Sand & Reiss. supra note 64, at 438·39.
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Applicable' J S federal rules neither require nor forbid prelimin
State rules of procedure that are modeled after. the
instructions.
rules would be of the same effect. However, other state rules migh
something more than pro forma preliminary instructions. 136 Experie
respected judges and Court critics strongly recommend case .. ,".
substantive preliminary jury instructions.IJ1
For many of the reasons noted below for giving jurors written capie:
final instructions before they are read by the judge, In a copy of the"pre
nary instructions should also be given to each juror before these Inst
are read. Jurors should be encouraged to keep the instructions
available if they want to consult them during the trial. Jurors should
instructed not to let the instructions distract them in any way from';'
happening in the courtroom. Finally, it should be emphasized 11
instructions are only preliminary, and that at the end of the trial. t~,
instructions and the rules of law to be applied in deciding the case/
provided to the jurors by the judge.

D. Juror Notebooks
Describing jurors' notebooks as aids to recall and comprehension
American Bar Association's report, Jury Comprehension in Complex'E
recommends the creation and USe of multiple-purpose jurors' noteboo,
leas! in complex or lengthy trtals.!" The report suggests that the cori
of the notebooks include jurors' notes; a list of witnesses' names, incf
deSCriptions or photos if deemed helpful; copies of key documents; a gl'
of technical terms; and, eventualIy, a copy of the final jury instructioi
A trial judge who has used this practice with success in complexo
suggests two additional items: a list of the parties and their attorn~ys';j'
seating chart for the courtroom. HI Finally, Professor Austin recorn
>

135. See FED. R. Ctv. P. 51 and FED. R. CRIM. P. 30; Sand & Reiss. supra note 64. at 43~.~.
appellate courts leave the matter to the discretion of the trial judge. See, e.g., United States .v..,
666 F.2d 261, 274 (5th Cit. 1982).
.
136.See. e.s; ARIZ. R. CRIM. P. 18.6(c)("Immediatelyafter the jury is sworn, the courtshell
the jury concerning its duties, its conduct, the order of proceedings, and the elementary legal,F-!
thaI will govern the proceeding.').
137.JEROME FRANK. COURTS ON TRIAL 150 (1949);Schwarzer, Supra note I. at 129.31:
supra note 87, at 1066.
138. See Infra notes 204·{)1 and accompanying text
139. A.B.A. REPORT, Supra note 5. at 34-37.
140. Id. at 34·37, 49.
0

141. John V. Singleton, Jury Trial: Htstory and Preservati:m, 32 TRIAl. LAW. GUIDE:
(1988).
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-:ltat, after debriefing jurors following a long and complex trial, each juror be
upplied with an "on-going index containing brief descriptions of the
xhibits. "141 This is intended for the jurors' notebooks as well.

E. Note-Taking by Jurors
Everyone, else .in the courtroom is allowed to make and keep notes-why
not jurors? The irony represented by such a situation is probably lost on legal
traditionalists, .but it is not lost on social scientists and educators who have
studied the effects of the pracrlce.!" Though gaining in popularity and use,
there is still substantial resistance, notably at the federal level, to permitting
jurors to take notes. 14'
Citing several obvious edvanteges,"" recent studies endorse note-taking
as an important aid to the jury .146 Surveys reveal that most jurors, judges,
and lawyers favor juror note-taking.':" The research and plain logic of it

142. AusTIN.supra note 4, at 100 (citation omitted).
143. E,g., KASSIN & WRIGHTSMAN, supra note 5, at 129.
There is an element of arrogance and hypocrisy to the notion that jurors would be so
adversely affected by taking notes. As JudgeUrbcm noted, "If there are reasonsfor notelaking by lawyers and judges during a trial, there are at least the same reasons for notetaking by jurors." The reasons. we think. arc self-evident to all of us who kept notebooks
in school.
/d.; see also Victor E. Flango, Would Jurors Do a Better Job if They Could Take Notes?, 63
JUOICATURE 436, 439 (1980).
144. KASSIN & WRIGHTSMAN. supra note 5. at 128 (stating that 90% of federal trial judges are
thought to prohibit the practice); see also MOORE. supra note 37, al 177 (concluding that note-taking
byjurors is too distracting, but citing no data); Prentice H. Marshall. A ViewFromthe Bench: Practical
Perspectives on Juries, 1990 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 153 (dcebung jurcrs' abilities 10take notes and fearing
that these who can might dominate others); see R.M. Weddle, Annotation, Taking and Use of Trial
Notes by Jury, 14 A.L.R.31:i 831 (1967) (citing numerous state cases that approve of juror note-taking).
145. The advantages found include the following: engagement of the jurors in the trial; increased
attention of jurors; better ability of jurors to refresh memories later in the trial or during deliberations,
KASSiN & WRlGHTSMAN, supra l)ote S, at 129; Sand & Reiss, supra note 64, at 447; Austin. supra note
6, at 18; a reduction in jurors' requests for court reporter readbacks, Sand & Reiss, supra note 64. at
450; Austin, supra note 6, at 18: and increased morale and satisfaction of jurors, see A.B.A. REPoRT,
supra note 5, at 34~35. Supposed disedventegeehave been addressed in studies and found to be minimal
or non-existent. KASSIN & WRIGHTSMAN. supra note 5, at 128·29; HANS & VIDMAR. supra note 87,
at 123; A.B.A. REpORT, supra note 5. at 35; AMERiCAN JUDICATURE SOC'y, supra note 5, at 13-14.
146. A.S.A. REpORT. supra note 5, at 34~37; KASSiN & WRIGHTSMAN. supra note 5. at 436-39.
147. Heuer & Penrod, supra note 85 at 244·5.1;Sand & Reiss, supra note 64, at 448..49 (reporting
majority of defense counsel. civil and criminal, were not in favor of the practice); see also GUINTIiER.
SUpra note 5, at 295 (finding that 54% of jurors in a study who did not take notes during trial said that
they would have liked to have done so). Relying on his own survey, among ethers, one trial judge
adopted the practice, concluding that the"quality of deliberations would be enhanced. See Yeager v,
Green, 502 A.2d 980, 987-92 (D.C. Cir. 1985). It has been reported that some jurors, frustrated at not
being able to take notes, do so anyway so they will not forget certain testimony. Austin. supra note 6,
at 18; see also SYMPOSIUM REPORT, supra note 78, at 18 (referring to note-takingas "(p]erbaps the most
widely suggested reform for enhancing juror comprehension").

t.
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appear to have convinced nearly all of the legal commentators who hat
recently published on the subject. 148 If all of this is not sufficient
convince held-out judges and resistant Iitigators, nothing except a
granting jurors the right to take notes wilt change their traditional, lega
cultural attitudes quickly and efficienrly.!"
An explanatory and cautionary instruction would appear appropriate i
facilitating note-taking. At the outset, jurors should be told, among oth
things, that those wishing to take notes may do so, but that no juror:
required to take notes; that note-taking should not distract them from the CO\l.1
proceedings, such as watching witnesses testify; and that, in cases of confllc
their notes should not take the place of their independent memories.

F. Document Control
The American Bar Association, in its 1989 report, Jury Comprehension {.Complex Cases, found that the third most significant source of jury confusf
and frustration centered on the many exhibits at trial. Specifically, rna
interviewed jurors complained about the sheer volume of documents. T
jurors felt that many of the documents were not necessary, that the jury
not adequately informed concerning which documents were important
why, and that the jury had substantial difficulties finding particular exhibi
during deliberations.!" Other researchers have discovered much the sam
leading one to conclude that "[wjhile document control is primarilY-l
management burden for court and counsel, it is also a significant source of
static in [juror] comprehension."!"
,:;
Authorities also agree on the minimum elements of an effective document
control program for the trial of cases involving a large number of documents'
(I) the judge should direct counsel to minimize documentary evidence a~4i
if necessary, meet with them prior to trial to ensure the direction is honored}

148. See, e.g., N.Y. State Bar Report. supra note 88, ar 558·60; Schwarzer, supra note I, lit 138-3_ "
Austin, supra note 6, at 18; John V. Singleton & Miriam Kess, Helping the Jury Understand Comp/~_
Cases, LITIGATION, Spring 1986, at 11·12.
. '",
149. For example. Arizona has a rule allowing the practice in a~1 criminal trials in the state:
Note Taking. The court shall instruct thejurors that they may lake notes regarding the
evidence presented and keep the notes for the purpose of refreshingtheir memory when
they retire for deliberation, The COW1 shall provide materials suitable for this purpose.
After the jury has renderedits verdict, the notes shall be collectedby the bailiff or clerk
who shall destroy them promptly.
ARIZ. R. CRfM. P. l8.6(d). The state's rules of civil procedureare modeled after the federal rules
do not refer to note-taking.Despite this omission,the practice is commonplacein civil trials in
150. A.B.A. REPORT, supra note 5, at 29-31.
[5i. AUSTIN, supra nore 4, at 100.

An .

(2)-_at trial, counsel should be encouraged and, if necessary, ordered to
distinguish critical documents for the jury; (3) each juror should have, as part
of the juror's notebook, a periodically updated index to all exhibits containing
brief descriptions of each; and (4) jurors should be presented
with a simple
u1
system for retrieval of bxhibits during deliberations.

G. Questioning oj Witnesses By Jurors
Of the ten procedures discussed in this section, one-that jurors be
permitted to ask questions of witnesses through the judge-seems to have
generated the most controversy. A number of reasons probably account for
this, but the fundamental reason, in my view, is that the suggestion goes to
a core concern of the advocate-maintaining control over the case-and of the
judge-keeping control-over the trial. These concerns generate opposition by
the legal fraternity, notwithstanding demonstrated benefits and available
safeguards to ensure an orderly trial.
Studies verify that the advantages to jurors and the trial as a whole
outweigh the feared risks, and that questioning by jurors is an important
device for permitting more (and much needed) juror participation in the factfinding process. 153 The demonstrated advantages include: giving jurors a
greater sense of active participation in the search for truthiU~ providing an
opportunity to clarify an important matter and to end or avoid confusion;'"
allowing jurors to pursue relevant information not solicited by the lawyers;\$6 keeping juror attention better focused;u1 involving jurors in the
process so that they remain more alert;UJ and .revealing a juror's mistaken
160
notion of fact or law,l$9 or even juror misconduct.
Legal authorities, including many trial [udges."! are very supportive of
the procedure,161 It goes without saying that the idea enjoys strong support

152. See A.B.A. REPORT, supra note 5, at 29.31; see also supra'text accompanying note ISO.
153. AMERICAN JUDlCAiURE SOC'Y, supra note 5; AUSTtN, supra note 4, at 102~03; KASSIN &
WRIGHTSMAN, supra note 5. at 129-31;Heuer &. Penrod. supra note 85. at 251·57; Sand &. Reiss, supra
note154.
64,KASSTN
at 443-44.
& WRIGHTSMAN, supra note S, at 130; Sand & Reiss. supra note 64, at 444.
ISS. KAssIN &. WRlOHTSMAN, supra note 5, at 130.
156. [d.
157. Sand &. Reiss, supra note 64. at 444.
158. rd.
159. Harms, supra note 22, at 130-31.
160.See Riessen v, Neville, 425 N.w.2d 665, 66s-.69 (Iowa Cl. App. 1988).
161.E.g., Frankel, supra note 6; S~hwan:.er, supra note I, at 139-42.
162. SYMPOSIUM REPORT, supra note 78. at 20: strewn & Munsterman, supra note 52, at 447,
reprinted in. IN TIlE JURY BoX, supra note 52, at 184-85; Harms, supra note 22; Michael A.
McLaughlin,. Note, Questions to Witnesses and Notetaking by the Jury as Aids in Understanding
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among jurors, especially those who have experienced it. 163 It has also ,(
the attention of the popular press.!" Indeed, while no court rules hav~
found that forbid, authorize, or regulate the procedure, none m
necessary: Some support may be found in Rule 611(a) of the Feder
of Bvldence.!" which charges the judge with the responsibility of
ling the questioning of witnesses so that, among other things, the interrcg
is "effective for the ascertainment of the truth,"
.
Safeguards are necessary. of course, and readily evailabte.I'" In ore
implement appropriate procedural safeguards, steps that have been pro
or that otherwise come to mind may include: (1) requiring jurors' que
to be in writing and unsigned.!" (2) requiring jurors' questions. ~
brought to the judge, who, out of the jury's presence, discusses them w.i.ti
attorneys to determine if there are objections; (3) assuming the questions
Complex Litigation, 18 NEW ENG. L. REV. 687 (1983); Michael Wolff. Comment, Juror Qil,
Survey of Theory and Use, 55 Mo. L. REv. 817 (1990); see also NY. Stale Bar Report. supra

at 558, 560-61 (stating that "neither reason nor experience requires" that jurors not be j
questions): Robin C. Lamer, Annotation, Jurors Questioning Witnesses in Federal Court.
FED. 892 (1986); Jonathan M. Purver, Annotation, Propriety 0/Jurors Asking Questions in OJ
During Course a/Trial. 31 A.L.R.3d 872 (1970).
163. GUINTHER, supra note 5, at 68 (finding that 80% of the jurors polled wished they
allowed to ask questions); The View from.the Jury Box, supra note 64. at SIS (noting that
half of the jurors surveyed favored asking questions).
164. Lis wteht, After 200 Years, the Silent Juror Learns to Talk; N.Y. TIMES, July 7, I
("[T)he experiment is the latest milestone in a decade-long liberalizationof the roles of jud
. .") "[Jjuror's questions chip away at the trial lawyer's domination of courtroom tnte
(quoting David Wilkins, assistant professor at Harvard Law School),
165. I argue that since the trial judge has the responsibility for assuring that the trial is
seeking process, and since the judge is in control of the trial. it cannot be an abuse of disc
permit the persons that must find the facts to themselves ask questions in a structured and cc
way. See Degenedetto v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.• 754 F.2d 512, 515 (4th Clr, 1985)(noti·
Rule 611(a) of the Federal Rules of Evidence provides"guidance" on the question); Lamer, sup'"
162, at 893 (stating that Rule 611(a) of the Federal Rules of Evidence is "relevant" in deciding wl
juror questions are appropriate).
166. See State v. LeMaster, 669 P.2d 592, 597~98 {Ariz. Ct, App. 1983)'(providing ap
guidelines for juror questioning); AMERICAN JUDlCA'ruRE SOC'Y, supra note 5: Ellyn C•. ,.
Comment, Standardized Procedures for Juror Iruerragation of Witnesses, 1990U. CHt.LEOAL
572-73(proposing model rules for inclusion in the Federal Rules of Evidence),Acker's suggested
rules call for an artcmey's objection to a juror's question to be made within the juror's hearil
other proposal on this matter agrees. Opportunity to object outside the presenceof the jury ought
provided.
In Maricopa County, Arizona, where 1 sit as a trial judge, the prosecutor's office has preps
filing in selected cases a form motion seeking an order allowing jurors to ask questions in aecce
with the procedure outlined ill LeMaster. A proposedjury instruction infonning the jurors of this
and of the procedures to be followed accompanies the motion. My two years' experience ~i
procedure suggests that prosecutors are more likely than defense counsel to favor juror questi6
167. for a report on experience with oral juror questions, see Georgia Sargeant, Juror
During Trial? The Verdict Isn't in. TRIAL, Sept. 1989, at 14.

r.

proper, allowing the judge, not the' attorneys, to put the questions to the
witness; and (4) informing the jurors that they should not attach any
significance to the failure of the judge to ask a requested question since rules
of law may prevent srme questions from being asked,

H. Interim Summaries
The idea of permitting or directing counsel to sum up after discrete
segments in a long or complex case has been analogized to a professor giving
a review lecture during a course.l" and to a motorist's need to consult a
highway map a number of times on a long trip before reaching the desrination. 169 Analogies eside.. experts who have studied the technique,170 and
judges who have used it,I71 are unanimous in their views that in many cases
the procedure boosts juror comprehension. The several advantages found to
result include: enhancing juror understanding of the evidence; 112 assisting
jurors in recalling the ev-idence;173 allowing counsel to organize. clarify,
emphasize, contextualize, and explain evidence;174 and aiding jurors in
remaining focused, which prevents jurors from making premature judgments
based on only a part of the ease.!"
The procedure lends itself to flexibility. In one lengthy, complex, and highly
publicized trial, each side was allotted two hours for interim summaries
between opening statements and closing arguments, to use as they saw fit. The
longest summation lasted only ten minutes, the shortest about eighty
seconds. 116 Another appro.ach is to allocate a few minutes after predesignated segments or days of trial. Obviously, a hybrid of these two formats
could be utilized. Despite possible pitfalls,l77 the use of an interim summary

168, Austin, supra note 6, at 18.
169,
supraBar
noteReport.
l, al 144.
170. Schwarzer,
E.g., N.Y. State
supra note 88. at 555-58; Austin, supra note 6, at 18; see also
A.B.A. REPORT, supra note 5, at 25-33 (discussing the impact of the quantity of evidenceand the length

of the
trial
onPatrick
juror comprehension).
171.
E.g.,
E. Higginbotham. Juries and the Complex Case: Observalions About the Current
Debate, in THE AMERICAN CIVIL JURY 69, 78 (The Roscoe Pound Foundation 1987); genwereer, supra
note I, at 14445.
172. N. Y. State Bar Report. supra note 88, at 557,
173. See A,B.A. REpORT. supra note 5. at 34-37; N.Y. State Bar Report, supra note S8. at 557.

174. See N.Y. Slate Bar Report~ supra note 8S. at 557-58.
175. See KASSiN & WRIGHTSMAN. supra note 5. at 136-37; N.Y. State Bar Report, supra note sa.

at 558.
176, N. Y. State Bar Report, supra note 88. at 557.
177. Such pitfalls include jurors focusing on what counsel say the case is about, rather than on what
is actually shown by the evidence; jurors feeling that they do not have to concentrate on the testimony
or exhibits because one of the lawyers will explain them; and potential abuse by some lawyers. ld. at

558.
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in appropriate cases is highly beneficial because it "divides
assimilation into manageable portions. "'78
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Psychologists say that these and other juror complaints are no surprise given
the "eccentricities of the 'instruction rltual."!" "The courts want juries to
comply with their judges' instructions. With that reasonable assumption as a
point of departure. "'1e ask: so why do they cling to psychologically unsound
methods of communication?"!"

1. Final Instructions

1. General Concerns
Complaints about jurors' difficulties in understanding and foIlov'"
judgets final legal instructions have been around for some time, t7~ -.ii}
still persist. Now, however, critics have the force of empirical rese~
their side, as numerous recent studies demonstrate what most of us'::
it-that jurors too frequently fail to understand the instructions.18o 'fij
the findings are said to confinn "a persistent failure to communiC,ii
resulting in "clear evidence" of confusion.182 Among the major ,"
findings arc the following (I) jurors frequently find instructions uncle
to their technical nature, their use of legal terms, and their lack of org
tion; ISJ (2) the timing is poor since jurors hear most of the instrucm
the first time at the end of the case; la. (3) the absence of written cop
each juror contributes to confusion and poor recaH;I8.1 and (4) juror
sion is exacerbated when the judge fails to provide helpful respon
jurors' questions about instructions during deliberations. ls6
178. Higginbotham, supra, note 171, at 78.
179, See FRANK, Supra note 137, at 111.14,
.
180. Alan Reifman er al., RealJurors' Undemanding ofthe Law in Real Cases, 16 LAW,~,
BEHAV. 539, 547, 556 (1992) (reporting survey of fermer jurors that revealed that they
instructionsOn SUbstantive law less than one·halfofthe time); HANS & VIDMAR, supra ncre
22; A.BA REPOR.T. supra note 5, at 43·52; Severance & Loftus, SUpra note 64 (presenting tn,t<.
of three studies On juror comprehension of instructions); Steele & Thornburg, supra note
Strawn & BUchanan. supra note 42, at 480.82.
.~:
181. Steele & Thornburg, supra note 58, at 249,
,"

h,?~,~
~l;J
58i.:a~:

182.Strawn & Buchanan.Supra note 42. at 483; see also Cecil er at. Supra note 4. at 749 (''lli,.
if Ihejury has an AChilles heel, it is the comprehensionof legal instructions, ").
. ..
181 AS.A. REPORT, SUpra note 5. at 43.52; see also KAssIN& WRIGHTSMAN, supra note $;"
(discussing lawyers' and judges' views on how instructions should be worded and whether
actually pay aflention to them).
.
184. AB.A REJ'oRT, SUpra note 5, at 49·51, 622·24; see also KASSfN & WRIGHTSMAN, sui?,
5, at 144-46(discussing the timingof Proceduralinstructions: and SUostantive instructiom, ar .,
Some substantive instructions should be given early in the process). For a diSCUssion of
concerning the liming of final instructions. see infra text accompanying notes 196--202,
impolUnceof substantivepreliminaryjury instructions, see SUpra notes 126.38and accompanyiri'
185. See infra text accompanyingnotes 202-07.
186.A.B.A. REpORT. SUpra note 5, at 52·53; see also Severance & Loftus,supra note 64, ef h
For a discussion of how judges respond to such queslions, see infra text accompanying notes

~~~

2. Content and Style
The high rate of failure of jurors to fully understand the content of legal
instructions is especially well-dccumented.P" Given this abundance of
research data, some experts decry the lack of movement toward more
comprehensible Instrucuons.!" Students of communication science and other
experts agree on the general goals for reform. First, with the juror in mind,
instructions must be drafted as simply and clearly as the message content
permits."! Second, instructions should be as case-specific as possible, using
parties' names, actual fact issues, and examples from the case."" Third, the
volume of instructions should be reduced to the absolute minimum."?
Finally, the trial judge ought to be making some general suggestions to the
jurors regarding deliberations and the group decision-making process.!"

181, KAsSIN & WRlGHTSMAN, supra note 5, at \44.
188.Id.·
189. The major studies are listed in Steele & Thornburg, supra note 58, at 250 nn.!0·17; see also
A.B.A, REPORT, supra note 5, at 4349. But see The Viewfrom the Jury Box, supra note 64. at S15
(reporting that 86% of jurors found the instructions given by the judge easy to understand).
190. See. e,g" Steele & Thornburg, supra note 58, at 251-53: Tanford, supra note 2, at 166. While
acknowledging that the issue of juror comprehension"is not closely tied to the interests [of] the legal
profession," it has been observed that lawyen and judges might be moved to action at a faster pace if
low comprehensionof jury instructionswere made a ground of appeal. Amiram Elwork et al., Toward
Understandable Jury Instructions. in INTHE JURY BOX, supra note 52, at 161. 176; see also SYMPOSIUM
REPORT, supra note 78, at 24 (urging appellate court tolerance of nonpattem instructions); Mitchell v.
Gonzales, 819 P.2d 872 (Cal. 1991) (relying on social science research, pattern jury instruction on
proximate cause rejected as unintelligibleto avercge juror),
191. A.B,A. REpORT. supra note 5. at 4349; Schwarzer, supra note 24, at 743-41; Lisa Eichorn,
Note, Social Science Findings and the Jury's AbiUty to Disregard EvIdence. 52 LAW & COnTEMI'.
PROBS, 341 (1989) (stating that clearly worded instructions-e-ccataining some policy grounds for
excludingevidence-would helpjurors disregardthe excludedmaterial). Socialscientistscan contribute
to the improvementof jury comprehensionof instructionswith specific suggestions for improvement.
See, e-g-, Allan Lind & Anthony Partridge, Suggestions for Improving Juror Understanding 0/
Instructions, in PATmRN CRIMINAL JURY INSTll.UcnONS app. A (Fed, Jud. Ctr. 1988).
192, A.B,A. REPORT, supra note 5. at 47-48; Schwarzer. supra note 24.. at 744-47.
193,Schwarzer, supra note 24. at 747·55. The final instructionsin the Rodney King state court trial
consumed 78 pages of mind-numbing legalese. People v, Powell. No. BA·035498 (Super, Ct. Los
Angeles County, Cal, 1992),
194, HASTIE fIT A1... supra note 72, at 230; KASSIN & WRIGHTSMAN, supra note S, at 143; Strawn
& Munsterman,supra'note 52, at 445-46, reprinted in INTHE JURY BOX, supra note 52, al 183,
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It is quite common for joint bench-bar committees to sugge~)
instructions and to revise existing ones as needed. Research results Stl
suggest that such committees be expanded to include or Use the set"itit
appropriate social science representatives_fof example, experts in com:
cations,195psychology, and psychoIinguistics. and lay persons, includingt("
jurors.

3. The Timing of Final Instructions
By tradition or rule, final instructions almost always follow clo\
arguments of counsel. We are being encouraged to reconsider that ritual(
for good reason. Researchers, commentators, and judges alike contend
jury comprehension is increased if the order of these important ever
reversed so that instructions precede the arguments of counsel. 196 Reve
the normal order of closing arguments and final instructions helps j
integrate the evidence and the law.!" enables jurors to better evaluan
arguments of counset.tw and makes it unnecessary for counsel to appea'
"predict" for the jury how the judge will instruct, Which allows counse'
integrate more smoothly into their arguments the actual instructions al~~>
heard by the jury.I'"
While a change in sequence might be prohibited by rule- in some s,t
federal rules expressly permit the judge to instruct before argument. 20<1 ,.
where a rule declares a preference for instructing the jury following c
arguments, the sequence of events can frequently be altered eithe
_.
stipulation of counselor by order of the jUdge.201
Given my experience with instructing before argument, in both criminal.
civil cases, counsel are usually skeptical, if not outright resistant, to a dt~
in sequence. However, almost all report satisfaction following trial. A con
unique to defense counsel is that the prosecutor or plaintiffs attorney wl
the last person the jury hears. I inform them this will not be so, as it is

195. Steele & Thornburg, Supra note 58, at 254; Austin, supra note 6, at 18. Prepared with
of an expert in communications, examples of comprehensibleinstructionsreadily adaptable to sr_
fact patterns are found in the Iowa Civil and Criminal Jury Instructions (1988). See IOWA STATE>.
AsS'N. IOWA CIVIL JURY INSTRUCTIONS (1988); IOWA STATE BAR AsS'N, IOWA CRIMINAL II
INSTRUCTIONS (1988).

196. Ny' State Bar Report,Supra note 88, at 563; Schwarzer, supra note I, at 131-32;SCC!Waril,
supra note 24, at 755-56; Singleton & Kess, supra note 148, at 59.
197. NY. Stale Bar Reporl, supra note 88, at 563.
198. Singleton & Kass, Supra note 148, at 59.
199. Ny' Slate Bar Report.Supra note 88. at 563.
200. See FED. R. ov. P. 51; FED. R. CRIM. P. 30.
201. See. «s.. ARIZ. R. CRIM. P. 19.I(a).
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" ince the judge: usually takes the jury back after argument for important
housekeeping" matters, such as selection and excusal of alternate jurors,
"_iscussion of the anticipated schedule for deliberations and meals, and
":<reminders regarding txhibits and what jurors may take into the jury room.
Concerned counsel seem to forget that the judge always gets the last word!

4. Written Copy of Final Instructions for Each Juror
To suggest, as many do, that copies of the final instructions be given to
each juror, just as they are given to counsel, does not seem radical on its face.
Nor are there many reversals on appeal for furnishing copies of instructions
to jurors-a practice that would allow jurors to follow along as the instructions are read and then -take them into deliberations.i" Still, courts have
been slow to adopt the practice.
The absence of a rush of judges and bar groups to embrace this seemingly
innocent, yet bene-ficial, measure cannot be explained away due to the lack of
encouragement. Two of the largest bar organizations in the country have
recently recommended the pracuce.?" Not surprisingly, three different
studies of this practice, all of which included surveys of judges, lawyers, and
jurors, reported at least four distinct advantages to the practice of furnishing
written copies to jurors: (1) jurors experienced less confusion about the
charge;204 (2) jurors reported that deliberations were aided because of copied
i_nstructions;2os (3) jurors had fewer questions about the ins-tructions during
deliberationsjj'" and (4) jurors 'exhibited more confidence in their verdiet. 207 All anyone in the legal profession has to do is to try it once and ask
the jurors following the verdict if the procedure was helpful to them.

202. See Annotation. Proprietyand PrejudiCial Effect0/ Sending Written Instructions with Rellring
Jury in Civil Case, 91 A,L.R.3d 336 (1979); Annotation, Proprietyand Prejudicial Effect ofSending
Written Instructions with RellringJury in CriminalCase, 91 A.L.R.3d 382 (1979).
A less attractive alternative would be to tape-record the reading or the instructionsand send the tape
and a tape player into the jury room for the jurors' we. While an audio playback. would assist all jurors
10 some extent, especially those who might have difficulty reading the written text, this procedure poses
obvious practical problems compared to each juror having his or her own copy. Moreover, the logistical
problemspreviously associatedwith providingwrltten copies to alljurors have"greatlydiminished thanks
to the widespread USc of word processors and high speed copiers.
203. A.B.A. REPOR.T, supra note 5, at 51-52, 622-26; N.r. State Bar Report,supra note 88, at 564;
see also SYMPOSIUM REPORT, supra note 78. at 24.
204. N.Y. Stale Bar Report.supra note 88, at 565; Sand & Reiss; supra note 64, at 455·56.
205. A,B,A. REPORT, supra note 5, at 51·52,·622.26.
206. N.r. State Bar Report,supra note 88, at 565; Sand & Reiss, supra note 64, at 453-56.
207. See A.B.A. aeecwr. supra note S, at 4349.
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5. Inviting Questions By Jurors
the instructions without further comment."!" Questions regarding
vidence were similarly 'dispatched, the jurors being told eleven of twelve
.irnes to rely upon their memories of the evidence."! With admirable
traint, the researchers wondered if there was sufficient judicial "concern
d responsiveness" to puror confusion,"! and concluded that judges "may
ish to evaluate their 'Own responses to jury questions in light of these
data.'?" Although these rather disturbing results vary from time to time
within the same courthouse or from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, the results
strongly suggest a pervasive problem, especially in light of the related
findings that suggest that a lack of judicial responsiveness is a major source
of juror confusion."!
Case law allows trial judges discretion to decide how to respond to
questions from a deliberating jury,ll9 except where failure to respond, or to
do so adequately, bears on an important matter and may prompt an erroneous
verdict.f" Jurors' questions, looked on by many lawyers and judges as an
inconvenience or worse, should be viewed as welcomed opportunities to learn
about jurors' thinking-" and to determine whether additional or corrective
action is necessary to ensure juror comprehension.P! If judges more fully
and fairly respond to deliberating jurors' legitimate concerns in a manner
consistent with applicable law, being careful, obviously, not to state or imply
any view on the merits or to pressure the jury in any way, these occasions for
dialogue will help combat juror confusion and mistaken verdicts,
,0

Given the proven high Tate of juror confusion regarding legal in
tions, '" and given that a large percentage of questions from delibe.
jurors deal with the Iaw,209 One has to wonder why judges do not rou
ask jurors, immediately after reading the instructions, if anyone is Con
by, or has any questions about, the instructions? Is not that the best tf
answer questions and clear up any confusion that may have already mani
itselt? Would not that help ensure that the jurors understand the charg"
aid those who do not?
Perhaps the fear of questions being asked (and spontaneously answerg
judges) at this juncture is unsettling to some. It need not be.. nor-does
judge have to answer immediately. A recess can be called, if necessae
talk with the attorneys and to frame an answer, Furthennore, the fear 0
reversed on appeal should not deter judges from responding to j
questions about the instructions. Surely, trial judges are up to the
Besides, the benefits, real and potential, appear to outwe!gh the risks.210~

J. Questions and Requests from Deliberating Jurors
The failure of trial jUdges to be of greater assistance to jurors regardi
questions during deliberations has been shown to be an additional ro.?;
2Il
source of juror confusion. One interesting study examined all of the .tt{i
handled by nineteen judges in an urban county Over a period of One year;
Of the 405 total trials, ninety-nine deliberating juries, or about twentypercent, submitted written questions. 213 The researchers found that .i
unexpected homogeneity (seventy percent of the time), the judges answ
questions that sought clarification of instructions by simply referring the:'
208. See Supra notes 179·88 and accompanying text.
209. See Severance & Loftus, Supra note 64, at 16f>.70 (finding that almost 75%.ofthe
sent out by surveyed juries dealt with the instructions).

IV. JUROR "SPEAKING RIGHTS":
BEYOND NOTE-TAKING AND ASKING QUESTIONS,

The ten procedures or techniques discussed, in Part III have received
considerable attention from social scientists, legal commentators, judges, bar

214. [d. at 172.
2I5.Id.

See Strawn & Munstennan.Supra note 52, at 447. reprintedin IN THEJURY BOX, sup.
52,210.
at 184.85.

211,A.B.A.REPORT, supra note 5, 3t52·53; Forston,supra note 70, at 62&-29; Severance &
Supranote 64, at 172..13;see also VincentJ, O'Neill, Famous Lest Words: RespondIng to Reque
Questions ofDeliberatingJurors in CriminalCases, II CRIM. Jus, J. 381 (1989). A principle
(or judges' reticence is fear of committing reversible error at such a sensitive stage of
Severance & Loftus, SUpra note 64, at 163. lnslIUctingjurics at an impasseor at a deadlock
diVision is beyond the scope of this section. However, for suggestions concerning dialogue willijiJ
in similar straits. see infra notes 255..13 end accompanying text.
212. Severance & Loftus,SUpra note 64, at 164-65.
213. [d. at 16S.

t~

216.Id.
217. Id. at 173; see also A.B.A. REPORT, supra note S, at 52.53; Schwarzer, supra note I, at 143,
218. See sources cited supra note 211.
219.E.g., Lundquist v, Seales, 657 P.2d 912, 914.15 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1982);Waterfordv. Halloway,
491 N,E,2d 1199, 1201 (III.Ct. App, (986).
220. E.g., Bcllenbeckv. United Slates, 326 u.s. 607 (1946); Harrington v. Beauchamp Bnter.,761
P,2d 1022, 1025 (Arl<, 1988),
221. See Bernard S. Meyer &. Maurice Rosenberg, QuesUons Juries Ask: Untapped Springs of
Insight, 55 JUDICATURE lOS (1911) (explaining3 system of monitoringjury deliberations throughjury
questions in order to better understand how civil juries bring communitystandards to bear in deciding
the legal issues presented to them).
222. See Severence & Loftus, supra note 64, at 163.
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groups. and others. Although same of these suggestions still genera:t!:
in various quarters, none of tbemcan be considered radical or revalli
Rather, one might characterize them as "mainstream" proposals that Ii:
or ought to be implemented on a relatively broad scale in the ne
Momentum appears to be on their side.
Two additional proposals may further advance juror participation-a...
way communication. Hopefully. these ideas will receive added attenti
consideration in social science and legal circles and will be :'te¢
COurtrooms, jury rooms, and elsewbere. generating sufficient empiriq!
to support informed judgments. The first additional proposal~tl.
permitting jurors to discuss the evidence among themselves as the
proceeds-has received only modest attention in recent years, It has.;:
pass beyond the preliminary discussion stage to serious debate and
testing. In the interest of juror comprehension and a more demo
courtroom, it is time that it did.
The second proposal. no mention of which can be found in legal or
science literature Or in published cases, is intended to provide a vehicl
judicial and attorney interaction with deliberating jurors who indicat.
have reached an impasse or are having difficUlties in reaching a verdict
brief. the trial judge would offer the help of COUrt and counsel by askin~,!~
jurors to identify and list the issues of fact or-law that aivide them, and:t~
if addressed further, might help bring about a verdict. This proposal rna)!,
viewed by many. especially SOme legal traditionalists, as too radical and-'
worthy of serious consideration. My objective is to show that it is worthj
additional' study and field testing.

A. Discussions Among Jurors During Trial

1. The Traditional Rule Against Discussions
Among Jurors "Defies Reason"223
The traditional instruction forbidding any and all discussions about the
by jurors until deliberations commence -is a corollary of two assumptio
expectations: jurors' minds might become contaminated with out:
information and jurors' discussions of the evidence might cause them to
premature judgmentg about the case.!"

223. Schwarzer, SUpra note I, at 142.
224. Id.; see also SYMPOSIUM REPORT, SUpra note 78, at 20.
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.Consistent with the "passive juror" model. jurors are expected to correctly
ncode and store evidence. suspending all judgment in the case until
'~e1iberations commence.P' However much we idealize the average juror in
;tbese ways. the underlying behavioral assumptions have been proven
unwarranted and not-~ased on reality. Repeated studies over the past several
ears reveal that the juror is not a passive and altogether accurate encoder of
information who suspends judgment until the end of the case.!" One
::psychologist and student of juror behavior asks whether humans- are even
capable of "detached information processing"-separating the acquisition of
information.from its eveluetton.?" In two surveys that asked jurors whether
~: they thought their fellow jurors had discussed the case prior to deliberation,
eleven percent of the' jurors responded affirmatively to one survey.m and
forty-four percent to the other. 229 GIven that the jurors were admonished not
22$. Wrightsman. supra note 74, at 288~89; see also supra notes- 67-74 and accompanying text.
"226. See, e.g., HOROWITZ & WILLOrNO. supra note 72, at 209_10: WRlOHTSMAN:supra note 74, at
288·89, As concluded in HASTIE BT At., supra note 72. at 24:
Virtuallyall modelsof jury decislcnrnaking.aseume that individual jurors have reached initial
predellberaticn verdict decisionsat the start of deliberation. Thus, the input at the beginning
of thejury task is a set of jurors with verdictpreferences. Eachjuror may be presumed to have
completedall of the preliminary information-processing subtasks identified in the analysis of
thejuror's task before beginning ... the jury decision task.
See also Foratcn,supra note 70, at 612 (notingthat the "vast majority"of jurors reach a fairlydefinite
decision before all the evidence is in). Holstein. :rnpra note 90 (stating that jurors use schema in
interpreting evidenceand decidingupon a verdict):MacCoun, supra note 91, at 225 (notingthat"many"
jurors form tentative verdict preferences during the trial): Moore, supra note 73, at 274 (finding that
vjurora tended to reach a predeliberaticn verdictdecisionby focussing on only one or a very few items
of evidence"in a mock trial experiment): Nancy Pennington & Reid Hastie. Practical Implicatians of
Psychological ResearchonJuror and Jury DecisionMaking, 16PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. BULL.
90, 93-98 (1990). Thomas L. Grisham & Stephen F. Lawless,Note.Jurors Judge Justice; A Survey of
CriminalJurors, 3 N,M. L. REv. 352, 358 (1973)(findingthat approximately 57% of jurors in a study
made up their minds before the deliberations commenced).
227. WRIGHTSMAN, supra note 74, at 256. One side effect of forcing silence upon trialjurors was
recentlyreported. Having no one: to talk with abqut the high~profile case being tried. one juror went
homeeach evening,soaked in a hot bath, and dictatedher impressiomof the trial. She later offeredto
sell her tapes for $25,000. Joseph Pereira. After Curtain Falls on Celebrated Trials. Limellght Shines
on Votewand-Tell Jurors, WALL ST. J••Sept. 24,.1991,at B1. While thisjuror merelywantedto get her
thoughts of the trial "off her chest," Id. at B5. University of Michiganlaw professorRichard Lampert
suggeststhat the potentialfor suchlucrativedeals mayencourage a juror to rendera decisionbased less
on the evidencein the case than on "what he or she thinksmightmake for a more dramaticoutcome."
[d.

228. Elizabeth F; toftuS & Douglas Leber, Do Jurors Talk?, TiUAL, Jan. 1986, at 59. 60. This
finding prompted the authors to conclude that a. stronger admonition, accompanied by follow-up
interrogations of the jury by thejudge, were needed. [d. This sentimentappearsto be at odds with the
views of most who have publishedon this question.See. e.g., AUmN,supra note 4, at 103·04;Austin,
supra note 6, at 18; Friedland.supra note 4. at 199, 208..Q9; Schwarzer, supra note I, at 142-43.
229. See Grisham & Lawless,supra note 226, at 358. This same survey revealed that nearly 19%
of the jurors had made up their minds about guilt or innocence during the evidencephase. See Id.; see
also The Viewfrom the Jury Box, supra note 64, at S2, 511 (finding that. out of783 responding jurors,
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to discuss such matters prior to deliberation, one might assume that"
results are conservative.
The researchers who have ~aHed for the modification or outright ab
of the standard proscription cite a number of expected benefits from stru
juror discussions-t" (I) juror understanding of the evidence will
hanced, given the proven benefits of interactive communication
collective knowledge of the group;UI (2) thoughts or questions that
have can be shared or asked on a relatively timely basis. but m
forgotten if held until deliberations;132 (3) since many jurors form t,
verdict choices during the evidence phase, these views or biases might
during discussions and be tested by the group's knowledge;2J3 (4) "£1
conversations are likely to OCCUr anyway-these are divisive and do not
the benefit of group response;2J4 and (5) since jurors are going to talk
something,
they might as well talk about matt~rs that are relevant to
assigned task.2JS
Having proved the law's assumptions about juror behavior false and ha'
cast considerable doubt On the wisdom and en forceability of this stan
admonition to jurors, an important task remains for social scientists. Fu
research should be conducted to demonstrate the effects of an "afflrmati
instruction permitting jurors, under certain restrictions, to discuss evi
during the trial. 236 Among the concerns raised by the practice are wh
such discussions Can occur without jurors taking finn, closed-minded posi
On the ultimate issue or issues in the Case and whether the proce,
jeopardizes the fairness of the trial in some other significant way. It ist~.:
to learn the answers to these and other pertinent q uestions. 2J7

71% admitted that they began to decide the case prior to dehberations,
and 43% began deciding
.
closingarguments).
230. E.g., AUSTIN, Supra note 4, at 103-04. ''The restriction on intragroup disCUSSion shoul,
terminated so that jurors can discus.s- the details of the trial as it unfolds. Group discussion is a Ic
adjunct to note-taking and two-way communication." Jd. at 103; see also Austin, supra note 6,.
(arguing
that "group discussion Would enhance the collective knowledge of the jury while reinf(
memory retention'').
231. AUSTIN, SUpra note 4, at 104.
232. u.
233.ld.
234.ld.
235. See td.

infra text accompanying
infra236.
textSee
accompanying
note 256. notes 252·55. For a proposed jury instruction to that effectt'
237. See generally Larry Heuer & Steven D. Penrod, Some Suggestions/or the CriticalApprqi
ofa More ACriveJury, 85 Nw. U. L. REv. 226 (990) (calling for more vigorousexperimentation .'.
such progressive jury proceduresas nOle·taking and the questioning of witnesses).
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2. Legal Support for Juror "Speaking Rights"'"
The "rules for getting the floor"239 during trial ought to be modified to
.permit at least limite? discussions of the evidence among jurors who wish to
participate, thereby 'establishing a form of "speaking rights"240 for the
'decision makers. Persuaded by studies of group psychology and their own
. experiences, legal commentators argue that the restriction on predeliberation
discussions is anti-educational, nondemocratic, and unnecessary to ensure, at
. least in itspresent form, an orderly or otherwise fair tna1.241 For example,
William Schwarzer. Director of the Federal Judicial Center.t" opines that
in long or complex trials, "it defies reason to expect jurors, who may be
confused, troubled, and perhaps overwhelmed by the unaccustomed responsibility, not to share their concerns and look to their colleagues for help and
mutual support. toW, Citing numerous benefits to be gained from freeing
jurors from this overly broad restriction.P'" Judge Schwarzer asks, and then
answers, the critical question:
Again, is it better. to tum away from the truth or to face it? At the cost of
tolerating a slight departure from the conventional deliberation process, we

238. See supra notes 116-18 and accompanying text.
239. ld.
240.
241. E.g., AusTIN, supra note 4, at 103-04; Friedland. supra note 4, at 199, 208~09; Schwarzer,
supra note 1, at 14243; Austin, supra note 6. at 18.
242. Schwarzersat on the United States District Court for the Northern District of California from
1976to 1990. His insights and progressiveproposals to improvejury comprehension are heavily relied
upon by this writer and arc cited throughoutthis Article.
243. Schwarzer,supra note 1. at 142.
244. Schwarzer notes:
Discussion among jurors may reveal areas of misunderstanding or confusion that
jurors could then clarify by questioningthe witnessesor the judge. It may also help ease
the tension that jurors experience sitting on a long and complicated cast. That such
discussions may influence the views of some jurors before the trial is over is not
objectionable,since any tentativeopinion so formedmust slilIstandthe test offult debate
among the entirejury during the deliberations. In any event, the lonelyjuror who, unable
to talk to the others, remains confused during the trial is not likely to be an effective
. participantin the verdict deliberations.
Permittingjurors to talk to each other about the case during the trial may have other
positive effects. There is evidence that the opinionsjurors form early in the trial often
becometheir decisions later,It is possiblethat ajuror may be less prone to fonn and hold
to an early opinion jf he or she hears that others view the evidence differently.
Discussions with other jurors may suggest to a juror different perspectives and
interpretations that will lead to more thoughtful and open-mindedconsideration of the
case. Although the benefits of relaxing the traditionalrule arc not proveble. tbe role's
disadvantages seem sufficiently'elearto justify jettisoningthis unnaturaland burdensome
restriction.
Id. at 142-43 (citation omitted).
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could gain the benefit of improved comprehension by aUowing'juror~:ii~~
talk with each other about what they hear and see as the trialprogre~!

es.t"

.'"

He concludes by making it clear that certain parts of the current adm
should still be given:
Judges should, of course, continue to instruct jurors not to talk about
case to, or in the presence of, anyone not on the jury under any eire
stances, to keep an open mind during the trial, and eventually to reee
verdict only after full discussion with alt the other jurors.1<J6

If the legitimate concerns sought to be addressed by the current adnf
are recognized, jurors could exercise their "speaking rights" consiste.i.
the parties' rights to a fair trial. Indeed, the quality of the whole ttial,'a~
outcome, would likely be enhanced for everyone.
~
Both Professors Austin and Friedland have studied juries extens(
Professor Austin characterizes the total ban on juror discussions as "anac
nisjtic]," while Professor Friedland characterizes this ban as conducit
"deficient jury functi oning.''241 Attributing this and some other CI~
restrictions On juror activism to paternalistic and distrustful attitudes to
jurors on the part of judges and. lawyers, Professor Friedland argues that
negative attitudes are both unwise as a matter of policy and not justirt~
the data. He concludes that jurors themselves should be active participa .
defining "the parameters of the decisionmaking process. "248 The limJ
on juror discussions should be reexamined, he says, since, although it
in promoting appearances of juror neutrality, it interferes with leamin
comprehension to too great a degree.!" These changes should lead to
efficient and responsible decision makers. 2$0
Neither state nor federal case law precludes modifying present practl
allow jurors to discuss the evidence before deliberation. As a predict
should be noted that a verdict will not be disturbed where predelibe
juror discussions have been proven,"! absent a showing that the 1.
involved decided the merits prematurely or that prejudicial outside informa
245, ld. at 142.
246. Id. at 143.
247. Friedland, SUpra note 4, at 199; Austin, supra note 6, at IS.
248. Friedland, SUpra note 4, at 207·08; see aIso Schwarzer, Sllpra note 1, at 143 ('''ntt:
judgment of what it needs should be respected within reasonable limits. ").
249. Friedland,supra note 4, at 199.
250. u. at 206-12.

251. Problems of proof are presented by the rules of most jurisdictions. See, e.g.• FED..R.
606(b); State v. Frazier, 683 S.W.2d 346, 353 (Tenn. Com, App. 1984).
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jwes introduced into the decision-making process.t" Second, although the
cases .are divided on the question of whether the trial judge commits
.reversible error by affirmatively instructing the jurors that they may discuss
s.the evidence among th4mselves subject to certain conditions,2S3 the well:. reasoned cases approve such instructions as long as the jurors are also told not
;~to make up their minds on the merits until deliberations commence.i" A
.:. strong case can be made that, except in a few jurisdictions, current law does
,. not forbid experimenting with properly drawn instructions that allow jurors
to discuss the evidence among themselves before formal deliberations begin.

3. A Suggested Procedure and Jury Instruction
Given the law's legitimate concern about jurors making up their minds
before hearing a11 the evidence, arguments of counsel, and final instructions,
and given the current state of behavioral science research on -the subject. a
jury instruction can be framed that grants, defines, and limits juror "speaking
rights." Such an instruction can also enhance jurors' participation and
comprehension, and accommodate their natural need to speak about what they
hear and see, while, at the same time, preserving Iitiganta' rights to a hearing

252. Stockton v. Virginia, 852 F.2d 740 (4th Cir. 1988) (finding no error), cerro denied,489·U.S.
1071 (1989); People v. Gilyard, 260 N.E.2d 364 (Ill. App. c, (970) (same), cen: denied, 402 U.S. 911
(1971); Copeland v, Town of Amboy, 543 N.Y.S.2d 816 (N.Y. App. Div. 1989) (same); Caterpillar
TractorCo. 'I. Hulvey. 353 S.E.2d 747 (ve. 1987)(same). Centra Lukstasv. Saint Francis Hcsp., 583
A.2d 941 (Conn. App. Ct. 1990) (findingerror where a subset of jurors deliberatedcase by themselves
during recess). See generally Dale R. Agthe, Annotation, Propriety and EffectofJurors' Discussion of
Evidence Among Themselves Before Final Submission of Criminal Case, 21 A.L.RAth 444 (1983)
(collecting and analyzing cases involving discussions among jurors but not with outside parties).
253. Meggs v, Fair, 621 F.2d 460 (tsr Cir. 1980)(upholding"affirmative" instruction); United States
v, Lemus. 542 F.2d 222 (4th Cir, 1976)(same), cen. denied, 430 U.S. 947 (1977); Wilson v, State, 242
A.2d 194 (Md. Ct. Special App. 1968) (same), eerr,denied. 394 U.S. 975 (1977). Butsee Winebrenner
V. United States, 147 F.2d322 (8th Cir.) (holding that giving an "affirmative" instruction constitutes
reversible error), cerL denied, 325 U.S. 863 (1945); Commonwealth v. Benjamin. 343 N.~2d 402
(Mass. 1976) (disapproving of similar instructions); People v, Hunter, 121 N.W.2d 442 (Mich. 1963)
(same).
254. The trialjudge's instructionpermittingjury discussionsin Meggswas remarkablefor its insight
and candor.
[Ilt's only natural that you're going to talk about this case at recesses and probably at
lunchtime,and it's perfectly ell right to talk about a witness' testimony. In other words,
it might be that you might ask anotherjuror did she saythat? What was your understanding of what she said(7] That's perfectly all right.
The only thing I want to caution you on is not to come to a conclusion. Don't
commit yourself one way or the other until you hear all the evidenceand hear arguments
and then my instructions.
Meggs. 621 F.2d at 463 (citation omitted).
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by a jury that will not decide the case until it hears from both sides
judge.
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B. Interacting With Deliberating Jurors At or Near Impasse
1. Maximizing Chances for a Verdict at the First Trial

Proposed Jury Instruction: Juror Discussions
1. I want to talk with YOU about who you can speak with during this Waf;what you can speak about, and why you should keep an open mind abo"'"
both the issues in the case and about who should win or lose until the tri
has ended and you have started to deliberate.

2. As you hear the evidence in the case, you may have questions you waii{
to ask or discuss with other jurors. You may do this if you wish.
example, you may not be certain that a witness said a particular thing. Y6uf
may not have understood some testimony. You may have a question about.
an exhibit that the jury has seen. These are the kinds of questions you may;

For

take up with each other.

3. However, I ask you to do three important things if you do discuss the -,
evidence with each other:
a. First. do not make your minds up about any issue in the case,
especially about guilt Or innocence [who should win the case]. until
you have heard all the evidence from both sides. all the arguments of
the attorneys, and the final instructions of law. Obviously, it would
not be fair to the litigants if anyone of you made up your mind'
about the case without hearing all the evidence. If you do not hear;
about the law that applies to the case before you make up your
minds, you maymake a decision that is wrong for legal reasons. You
will also need to hear the attorneyssummarize and argue their cases. .
Remember, you took an oath to decide this case on the basis of the,-·
evidence-that means all the evidence-and the law I will give you,
at the end of the case.
b. Second, I ask that you be careful not to discuss the evidencewith
anotherjuror while the trial is going on in the Courtroom. That maydistractother jurors. Besides.all of you need to carefullylisten to the
evidence and observe the witnesses while they testify.
c. Third, do not discuss the evidencewith anotherjuror if any person
who is not a juror is around or may hear you.
4. To conclude, I want to remind you of my earlier instructionconcerning
who you should not talk to about the case. It comes down to this-during
the trial you may talk with each other about the evidence, following the
guidelines I have just read to you. However. you may not talk to any other
person about the case until your verdict has been read in court and you
have been told by me that your service in this case has ended.

This proposal for interacting with jurors has received very little attention in
published opinions or from legal commentators."! Some judges, in an
attempt to avoid a mistrial due to a deadlocked jury, have probably utilized
"one or more elements of this proposal in trying to discern what else could
~! have been done to salvage a verdict in the first trial. What is suggested here,
however, is a structured dialogue among the jurors, judge, and trial attorneys
when deliberating jurors reach an impasse and are unable to render a verdict.
At this point, I propose that the judge, with or without the consent of counsel,
respond by asking the jurors to consider listing the issues or questions that
continue to divide them and that, if addressed further in the courtroom, might
help bring about a verdict. Upon receiving the jury's response, the judge
might decide that one or more measures are caned for: clarifying previous
instructions or the giving of additional instructions, directing further argument
by counsel on selected points, or allowing further evidence on certain discrete
issues. Depending on the abilities of the jurors, judge, and lawyers to
articulate the divisive issues and to frame additional helpful instructions,
arguments, or other responses, and depending on how many jurors have
positions on the case that are subject to modification based on new information. the technique holds significant promise both for reducing the number of
mistrials due to deadlocked juries and for producing more accurate verdicts.
There is a category of cases, of course, that will result in a hung jury
despite the heroic efforts of all involved. Many trial juries deadlock for no
apparent reason in what appear to be cases thoroughly tried and readily
susceptible of resolution-for example, there may have been an unreasonable
and intransigent juror. Whatever the reason, nothing short of blatant coercion
could force a verdict from some juries. However, there are a large number of
cases where a declaration of mistrial quickly foHows the first indication that
the jury is deadlocked. The judge and one or both of the attorneys may
experience substantial frustration at knowing neither what prevented a verdict
nor what they might have done differently to avoid an expensive, timeconsuming, and often needless new trial. These are the types of cases for

255. But see SYMPOSIUM REroRT. supra note 78, at 22·23. In an unpublished opinion. Judge
Newblen,a federal trialjudge. utilizeda similerprocedure whenhe orderedreargument by counselon
discreet issues listed by a deliberating juty, all in hopes of avoiding a mistrial due to a deadlocked
panel. Withers v, Ringletn, 145 F. Supp. 1272- (E',D. Mich. 1990).
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which this proposal is especially well-suited. Instead of engaging in afi:~:'-
fact speculation about matters such as what caused the jury to hang, w'·could have done earlier in the trial, or what one might do differently
next trial, why not ask the jurors? At the first logical Opportunity, aSK
what is troubling them and then do everything reasonably possible to reo
to their Concerns and needs in the hope of helping them understand andjf
the case so that a mistrial will not be necessary.
Despite suggestions to the contrary,2S6 the risk of mistrials due to.
locked juries is intolerably high. Unfortunately, there is no data docum
the dimensions of the problem. However, even if, contrary to this vi
experience and those of many fellow trial judges, the rate of rnJstriar"~
a deadlocked jury is relatively low. the substantial direct and hii
economic, human, and social costs involved in one trial, let alone two'otL
in the same case. should be avoided by following this simple, i&j
procedure. It has been said that the only thing worse than trying a cas¢';:~
is having to try it twice. To that it should be added-the only thing
than trying a case twice because of a hung jury is doing so without'
reasonable measures at the first trial to maximize the chances of a: verdi
The state of the case law regarding the court's"relationship with delibei~'
juries appears to allow this sort of dialogue, followed by further proceed
in open COurt. For example, the trial judge has discretion to reopen '~:U';
deliberations for read-backs of testimony or for further instructions, argur ..
or evidence. m Indeed, it may be an abuse of discretion to fail to reope
trial to 25s
permit additional critical evidence potentially favorable to,
accllsed. In one case, a new instruction given after the jury had reac
a verdict was upheld Where the judge had not been told what the verd
was. ass Of course, there are important limitations on dealings with jur~
after an indication that they have reached impasse. Among other things; ,t~
court must take care not to coerce a verdict or to influence the jurors: .
decide a particular way. 260

256. See, e.g.; Marshall, Supra note 144, at 156(arguingtMt the risk of hung juries is "de mi"lm.
relying on the fact that in 38 yean on the bench, he has had only five hungjuries-four crimiiiid
One civil). BUf see Grisham & Lawless, supra note 226 (surveying500 criminaljurcra in New MI
20 years. ago and finding that as many as one*third of the juries reached impasse).;::
257. See, e.g., United States v, Burger, 419 F.2d 1293(5th Cir. 1969);Fernandez v. Unite~
329 F.2d 899 (91h Cir.), cert. denied, 379 U.S. 832 (1964); Henry v. United States, 204 F,2d 8t
Cu. 1953); People v, Scott, 465 N.Y.S.2d 819 (Monroe County Ct. 1983).
.
"'.
258. See, e.g. United States v. Bayer, 156 F.2d 964 (2d Cir. 1946), rev'd; 331 U.S.785 (1947);
v. Wolf, 207 A.2d 670 (N.J. 1965).
".,
259. State v. Govan. 744 P.2d 712 (Ariz, Ct. App. 1987).
.',
260, See Henry, 204 F.2d 817; State v. McCutcheon, 723" P.2d 666 (Ariz. 1986); Peoplcy;
442 P,2d 353 (Cal. 1968), overruled by People v. Gainder; 566 P.2d 997 (Cal. 1977).
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. If the trial judge never knows that a deliberating jury is having difficulty
:':in making progress toward a verdict. it seems improper for the judge to
inquire whether there are areas of disagreement that warrant further proceedings. However. once the court learns that an apparent impasse may result or
has been reached. it i~ appropriate. and wholly consistent with the public
interest in avoiding another trial in the case, to give the jury the option, even
if they do not solicit help, of telling the judge and lawyers which issues
continue to divide them in the event further proceedings might be .of
assistance. It is also reasonable to assume that jurors who are unable to agree
on a verdict may have some questions about the law or the evidence that, if
addressed further, might change some views and even some votes. Conducting
such a dialogue, if properly structured and worded.l" does not seem
coercive or suggestive of a judge's preference for a particular verdict.
2. A Case Study

The technique of interacting with deliberating jurors who are at or near
impasse was recently employed in an Arizona court in an attempt to avoid
hopeless deadlock. Following trial. all of the participants were interviewed by
this writer to learn of their reactions and whether the procedure had merit.
State v, Knapp,262 a murder case being retried for the third time in
Phoenix, Arizona. in late 1991, consumed about ten weeks of trial. Closing
arguments lasted one day and the final jury instructions were twenty-seven
pages long. After days of deliberations, the twelve-person jury sent Judge
Martone a note telling him that they were at an impasse.i" After receiving
the note, Judge Martone read an ABA-approved,. modified "Allen charge'?"
to the jury, and the jury returned to its deliberations, One and one-half days
later, the foreperscn sent .out a second note-this one an obvious plea for

261. For a suggested form of offer of assistance to the jury, see infra part tV.B.4.
262. CR90*08222 (Sup, Cs., MaricopaCounty, Ariz. filedDec, 3, t991). The trial was presided over
by FrederickJ, Martone, who has since been elevatedto the ArizonaSupreme Court.The defendanthad
spent 12 years on death row since the verdict in the first trial. A new trial was eventually ordered in a
habeas corpus proceeding in the trial COurt, Id.
263. Jury Note (Message, Nov. 25, 1991), Knapp, CR9Q-08222 (copy on file with the Indiana Law
Journal). The note staled: ''We are stuck and at this point we feel it is a deadlock-Where do we go
from here?" ld.
264. The AJ3A reworked the so-celled "dynamite charge" approved in Allen v, United States, 164
U.S. 492 (1896), and recommendedthe use of its version when reinstructingjuries thought to be at an
impassein their deliberations.See STANDARDS FOR CRlMtNAt. JUSTICE Standard 15,4.4(a),(b) (Am. Bar
Ass'n, 2d ed 1982). The ABA and others have viewed the older "Allen charge" 85being too intrusive
and coercive. Id.
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265

assistance.
After conferring with the attorneys, and over the S1ti
objections of defense counsef.t" the judge responded to the jurors."
written offer 0'[ assistance by him and counsel. 261 He asked them,
wished, to identify
and list the areas of disagreement that counsel26
address further. ! The judge's answer emphasized his desire to assf
to force a verdict. 269 Two days later, the jury responded with a
several points and concems.!" The jurors were returned to the cour
where counsel were each allowed one hour for supplemental argument
solely with the matters raised by the jury's response."! After being
to deliberate further, the jury was returned to the jury room. Howev,
265. The note read: "Because of our situation at this point, es foreperson I am at a loss'nS,t~
to help this jury reach a decision. Could you give me some help," Jury Note {Message,Nov. 26/
Knapp, CR90·08222 (copy on file with the Indiana Law Journal),
'.
266. The attorneys were given overnight to research and consider the question. The p
favored following the suggestion of the judge. For an explanation ofthe positions of COunsel
sides, see infra note 214 and accompanying text.
261. Jury Note (Reply, Nov. 26, 1991), Knapp, CR90.08222 (copy on file with the In,
Journal).
268,ld.
269. The full text of the note to the jurors read:
The
following is offered to facilitate your deliberative processes, not to force you tit.'_
reach
a verdict.

Jd.

You may wish to identify areas of agreement and areas of dieegreemenr, You may.;,
then wish to discuss the law and the evidence as they relere to areas of disagreement. ','
If you still have disagreement, you may wish to identify for the court and counseL
which issues of law or fact you would like counsel to argue further to you. If you elect
this option, please list in writing the issues you would like argued. We will then ask!..
counsel to address these issues in supplementary arguments promptly,
We do not wish to force a Verdict. We are merely trying to be responsive to your'
request for help. If it is reasonably probable that YOu could reach a verdict by supplemen•.
tal arguments, it Would be wise to give it a try.

270. Jury Note (Message, Dec, 2, 1991), Knapp, CR9O-08222 (copy on file with the Indlc
Journal). The jury's response was a laundry list of the individual members' concerns, and it
their division over most of the basic issues in the case:
In response to your offer for assistance we have determined the following areas to
be areas of disagreement. Missing evidence, unburned carpet in the doorway, the
confession flash-ever concept,John's character,John's inconsistencies,ability of the girls- .
10 set the fire with JUSt matche3 and paper.lfyou believe the confessionmust you believe
all of it? Is the confession the state's case?
.

Jd.

211. After discussing the jury's Jist of issues and questions with the attorneys, Martone
jurors:
Thank you. The lawyers will be given I hour per side to address these issues,
Again, we do not wish to compel you to reach a verdict. If at any time you feel no ;t:
further progress can be made, please let me know.
.:
Jury Note (Reply, Dec, 2, 1991), Knapp, CR9Q..08222 (copy on file with the Indiana LawJoi#;.

. d one-half days later the jurors reported that they were hopelessly
adlocked and Judge Martone declared a mistria1. 272
Within a' month of the trial's end, all participants were interviewed
'concerning their experiences with this attempt to salvage a verdict through
-active dialogue among the jurors, the judge, and the lawyers. With the
exception of the two defense attorneys, who experienced mixed reactions
ranging from initial curiosity to eventual outright opposition, all participants
were positive and recommended its use in future cases even though a verdict
did not result in the Knapp case.
Given all of the jurors' questions, confusion, deep division, and need to
make themselves heard, the twelve jurors unanimously welcomed Judge
Martone's offer of assistance.t" Their initial reactions to the invitation were
extremely positive, including feelings of gratitude for a welcome opportunity
to receive some help. The jurors had felt desperately divided and at a dead
end, but believed that JUdge Martone's offer of assistance. provided some
hope, if not the only hope, of resolving the case with a verdict. They reported
difficulties in compiling their. list for the judge. due to the widely disparate
concerns' and areas of confusion of individual jurors. and the rancorous debate
tbat had preceded their first report of impasse. Nevertheless, all were pleased
with the invitation to talk with the judge and attorneys about the case for the
first time since jury selection. Not suprisingly, the jurors reported substantial
frustration relating to their perceived Inability to ask questions during the trial
and their unsatisfactory experience with questions earlier in deliberations.
The jurors did not share the concern of the defense lawyers-that the
judge's offer for the jurors to list divisive issues would somehow intrude upon
212. Knapp, CR90·08222.
273. All of the jurors were eager to talk about their experiences with this dialogue and the
supplemental argument by counsel. Many jurors were surpris-ed to learn that the- technique was not in
common use, .The jurors learned during their deliberations that this was the first known use of this
procedurewith an Arizona jury when one juror read and reported a newspaper article to the other jurors
prior to the jury's return note listing issues for the judge. Interviews with Jurors in Knapp. CR90·08222
(Feb. 3, 1992) (copy on file with the Indiana Law JOW71al). As a part of this- esse study, the twelve
jurors were all asked the following questions with appropriate follow-up:
I. What was your initial individual reaction to Judge Martone's offer?
2, Given the tight secrecy that surrounds jury deliberations, did you feel the judge was being
intrusive or invading the jury's privacy?
3: How did you decide what to list in YOUf answer to the judge? Was that a difficult process?
4, Did the supplemental closing argument of counsel meet your expectations?
5, Did the entire effort help you, other jurors or the jury as a group? Wss it worthwhile, given
your continued inability to reach a verdict?
6. Would you recommend its usc in future cases where the jury signals that it has reached an
impasse?
The prosecutor and the defense counsel for the case were interviewed as well,
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the sanctity or privacy of their deliberations. No juror felt that the delib
process or their own individual thought processes were compromised
matter of fact, they dismissed this suggestion with the response that s
questions and confusion with those that could help was a natural and II:
thing to do. Their reactions to the supplemental closing argumentfollowed were mixed. Many were pleased to find their recollec
understandings. and views in the case confirmed by counsel. Some campi
that the lawyers seemed ill-prepared for additional argument. Only one j.
reported a change of mind as a result of the process.
Despite their inability to achieve unanimity, all of the jurors believed:
the dialogue was a positive development, that it was worth -the -time-,·j
trouble, and that it should be used in future cases where the jury evide
difficulties in reaching a decision. Furthermore, they were enthusiastic' a
this rare opportunity "to be heard from" and perplexed about why they:
been forced to "sit on their hands" up to that point in the trial.
.
The prosecutor thought that this novel procedure was a net positive. wei
of being tried again in other cases. His initial positive reaction tt
suggestion was tempered by his belief that the judge would likely be rev!
on appeal. However. he saw no downside for the prosecution, since the-t
alternative was a mistrial due to jury deadlock. In either event, the; s,
would be faced with a new trial. The prosecutor also felt that the tecbnf
held some hope for moving the jury one way or the other-that is, unti
saw the list of issues the jurors' wished counsel had addressed. AU orattorneys felt that the jury's listed issues were so broad and numerous tha
lawyers could not be of much help in only one hour of additional argu
Although curious about the procedure from an intellectual viewpoint,
defense attorneys' reactions included apprehension over the lack of I
precedent for the technique and experimenting with it in a capital case.
advocates for their client, they argued that the procedure was coercive an
undue invasion of the jury's province. citing the rights of the jurors to de,
the case for any or no reason, with the jurors' expectations that they
never be called upon to reveal any of their thoughts or thought processes
anyone outside the deliberating room. Defense counsel also preferred a hu
jury, and a resulting mistrial, to risking a verdict following use of t
procedure. Finally. they did not recommend its -use again absent some I _
authority. unless its potential for coercion was eliminated and the inqul
limited to more discrete issues.i"

274, Ironically,one defense counsel complained that he felt like a "school teacher" while
his case, The analogy is entirely apt, given the potential of this: procedure for educating and
jurors to refocus on the task at hand. After all, one would expect a teacher to respond si
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The trial judge in Knapp strongly believed in the propriety of using this
'technique in the case, especially since the jurors expressly requested help. He
thought he would have' been upheld on appeal if a conviction had followed,
since only the most tradition~bound judges would condemn the procedure. He
also saw no downside, since a mistrial was the only alternative. Although an
explicit request by the jury makes a stronger case for its use, Judge Martone
. agreed that the technique ought to be used, and upheld, in situations where the
risk of jury impasse is manifest, whether or not the jurors expressly ask the
, judge or lawyers for help. He was not persuaded by complaints of coercion
or invasion of the jury's privacy, given that he did not request or command,
but rather invited the jurors to consider- listing troublesome and divisive
issues, and that he repeatedly stated that he did not want to force a verdict
Judge Martone said that it insulted the jurors' intelligence for counsel to
suggest that the jury could be divided over nothing at all, as opposed to
divisive, substantive issues capable of definition. His only reservation about
reopening for further argument was that the opportunity might tempt counsel
to inject material ensuring a mistrial. However, that concern was not realized
in the Knapp case. Thus, all of the trial participants in this case, except
defense counsel, thought this attempt at dialogue with a deliberating jury at
apparent impasse was a positive device and a worthwhile effort to salvage a
verdict by addressing jurors' questions.

3. Reopening for Further Evidence or Instructions
Responding to deliberating jurors' questions and concerns with additional
argument by counsel. though objectionable to some, would seem to raise few
serious legal or practical problems. The Knapp case illustrates this.!" While
the judge's note to the Knapp jury did not foreclose juror questions about the
legal instructions, it certainly was not a clear invitation to submit questions
about the law. 216 Jurors ought to be clearly infonned of all appropriate
options, that' is. of their right to '!ist and return questions about the evidence.

studentsexperiencingthe same difficultieswith an assignmentor project. Of course. the timing,content.
and follow~up, among other things, may vary from the classroomto the courtroom,but the need. logic,
and basic learningprinciplesare much the same. Thus. lawyersand judges will feel more like educators
as practicesbasedupon the behavioral.educational~active modelof thejury supplantthe nadiricnallegeladversarial-passive
one. case where the jury was reportedlyat impasse. a federal trial judge based his
275. In another recent
order for additional argument upon the "inherent powers of the Court to control argument." He: also
concluded that the procedure was not coercive, did not otherwise prejudice either party. and was "a
particularly effective tool to avoid costly and unnecessary mistrials leading to retrials." Withers -e,
Ringlein, 745 F. Supp. 1272, 1274(B.D. Mich. 1990).
276. For the text of the judge's note to the jury, see supra note 269.
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the instructions, and even the deliberative or decision-making pre
itself."" Jury responses calling for the trial judge to clarify or ex:
earlier instructions or to give additional appropriate instructions ought:;~,
fully answered by the judge in the courtroom. When finished with~~
supplemental instructions. the judge ought to ask whether the jurors' questf
were adequately addressed and whether there are any further questions
As with reopening for further argument by counsel, the giving of additiof
necessary instructions, as suggested by the juri's response, would seempresent a relatively low risk from a legal point of view.
Why not permit additional evidence if requested by the jury? Comparee
reopening for additional instructions or argument, the giving of more cvide
to a deliberating jury seems to provoke more objections among trial law~"
and judges, probably because it offends more game-theory notions ort
than do the other procedures. However, cases are legion upholding a
judge's discretion in permitting reopening for additional evidence where
relevant information was omitted through the inadvertence of one of.
attorneys or of the trial judge.!" If we can accommodate our own lle:"'
why not the reasonably felt needs of the jurors} The request for other.
admissible evidence coming from the decision makers" themselves seem'
make an appropriate case for supplementing the evidence.!"
Assuming, then, that the jury's request calls for additional evidence th
relevant and nonprivileged, and that obtaining and presenting such evide
would not be too problematic in terms of cost and delay, why not allowIt goes without saying that both sides would have an opportunity to- addf
the new material, both at the evidence phase and with reargument. 181
What have traditionally been viewed as untimely and unwelcome rl
problems-questions from deliberating juries requesting or suggesting fut
proceedings-should, under the educational model of the trial, be thought
as opportunities to assist jurors in their frequently awesome task of reachi
a verdict. When it comes to seeking information from and supply!
information to deliberating juries, what is needed is a modification"stretching" of the current adversarial model and its players.
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4. Inviting Dialogue: A Proposed Jury Instruction
The following is suggested as an additional jury instruction, to be given
after learning that the.jurors are having difficulty reaching a verdict or as a
response to a jury's request for help.282
This instruction is offered to help you make a decision, not to force
you to reach a verdict or to suggest what your verdict should be.
It may be helpful for you to identify areas of agreement and areas of
disagreement. You may then wish to discuss the law and the evidence as
they relate to areas of disagreement.'
If you still have disagreement, I invite you to identify fOT me any
issues OT questions about the evidence, the final instructions of law, or the
deliberation process with which" you would like assistance from me or
counsel. If you choose this option, please list, in writing, the issues where
further assistance might help bring about a verdict.
To repeat, I do not wish or intend to force a verdict. I am merely
trying to answer your apparent need for help. If it might help you reach a
verdict, it would be wise to give it a try.

This instruction is intended to elicit enough meaningful information about
divisive issues to permit the structuring of helpful supplemental proceedings.
There is nothing coercive about it.
CONCLUSION: AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE

There is .much to do if American jury practices are to be brought into line
with reality, if juror comprehension is to be enhanced , and if the institution
of the jury is to be strengthened. Some experts fear that the prospects for real
improvement are not good without major changes, especially attitudinal
m
changes on the parts of judges and- trial lawyers.
The most frequently mentioned predicates necessary to meaningful change
in jurors' roles at trial include the following:
(1) Judges and lawyers must exhibit a greater willingness to break with the
past when presented with ~ew ideas.!"
282.The suggested instruction is basedupon theone submitted to thejurorsin Knapp, CR90.Q8222
(Sup. Ct., Maricopa County, Ariz., filed Dec. 3,1991), the text of which is found at supra note 269.

277. For a suggested invitation to dialogue, see infra part IV.B.4.
27&. This familiar teaching technique is especially well-suited for helpingjurors understand
instructions. See supra text accompanying notes; 209·{O.
279. See M.C. Dransfield, Annotation, Proprietyof ReopeningCrimina!Case in Order to Pt.
Omittedor OverlookedEvidence. After Submission to Jury But Before Return of Verdict, 87 k
849 (1963).
280. See Harrison v. United States, 387 F.2d 614, 615·16 (5th Cir. 1968); People v, Scott;'

N.Y.S.2d 819, 820 (MonroeCountyCt. 1983).
281, See Scott, 465 N.Y.S.2d at 820.
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Severalstylisticchanges beve'been made.
283. Steele & Thornburg, supra note 58, at 254.

284. JAMES MARSHALL, LAWAND PSYCHOLOOY INCONFL.ICT ISS, 158 (2d ed. 1980); Forston,supra

note 70, at 637; Heuer &'Penrod, supra note 230, a1238.
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(2)

The legal profession's traditional bias against social science resean
its results should be reexamined and modified, if not discarded alt,:
er. 28$
,

(3 )

(10) Appellate courts need to develop, announce, and enforce their own
standards of clarity and comprehension for communicating with
jurors,"?

The one-dimensional view of the trial as an adversariaI contest
be substantially qualified by the need to meet educational object"L,.
The trial participants who are "invested" in the present system IH{i
consider the interests and future of the justice system as a whol
opposed to narrow self-interest. 2&7
The same kind of attention that has been "lavished" on the pretrial .should now be directed to the trial itselt: 288
Lawyers and judges should be willing tc make appropriate "trade,
in the edversarial model in exchange for the benefits promised by:: 1
and similar proposals for greater juror participation in the tria1.28~:.·;
The legal profession must recognize the need for empirical validatrei"
Some of the proposals through social science research and evaluation-s
.
the profession must cooperate in and support these efforts. 29o
Adequate public and private funding must be aIIocated for the nece?~
research and testing and the implementation and management of n
changes.t"
Appellate courts should be more willing to support innovative":
judges by approving changes in the trial intended to enhance Ji
comprehension."?
..

(II) Judges and la)"yers should regularly meet and talk with jurors in
infcrmal settings following trial, and they should listen to what jurors

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

have to say about the trial process and whether jurors' needs are being
met. 194
(12) To implement, monitor, evaluate, and subsequently modify such changes,
inter-disciplinary committees or commissions need to be established in
place of the traditional bench-bar committees. Appropriate social
sciences as well as jurors should be represented on such committees. m
The aim of this last proposed change in process is not to turn over trials and
trial procedures to social scientists and educators. Rather, the goal is to
improve the jury trial and the results of that process. This can be accomplished by working with our counterparts in sister disciplines and utilizing
their knowledge and experience as a means to these ends. Social scientists
who are experts in these matters seek nothing more:
[Psychological research] cannot displace the normative judgments that
are inherent in the law, but it can help make the law better informed. To
paraphrase Thorstein Veblen, the outcome of psychological research shouId
be to provoke a second question where only one question was raised
before:~9&

285. HAsTIE ETAL., supra note 72, 239-40.
What is required is social invention in the law based on findings of the social.
sciences.
.-::
In the law ... there is an unwillingnessto experiment-sometimes for good reason..
dealing as it does with life in the living-but principally, one suspects, because lawyera :
have intellectual and emotional investment in their fictions. . . .
_
MARSHAl.l., supra note 284, at 155, 158; accord Elwork & Sales, supra note 129, at 294.95; W·
D. Loh, TheEvidenceand TrialProcedure, in THB PSYCHOl.OGY OF EVlDBNCB AND TRIAl. PRoem
supra note 130, at 36·38. For a discussion of practicalsuggestions for the collection and use of"
science research by courts', see John Monahan & Laurens Walker, Judicial Use of Social S~
Research, 15 LAW & HUM. BEHAV. 571 (1991).
286. AUSTfN, supra note 4. at 100-04; Schwarzer, supra note I, at 135.
287. Frankel, Supra note 6, at 222; Steele & Thornburg, supra note 58, at 254.
288. Strawn & Munsterman,supra note 52. at 444, 447, reprintedin INTIlE JURY BOX, sup;
52, at 181. 185·86.
289. Schwarzer, supra note I, at 120.
290. MARSHALL. supra note 284, at 155, 158; Heuer & Penrod, supra note 237, at 238.3~.,;
such study is "clearly warranted." Blanck, supra note 64, at 800.
291. Forston, Supra note 70, at 637. The Federal Judicial Center, the National Center f?~
Courts, and the State Justice Institute are natura! and logical candidates to promote and support.
and other jury trial innovations,
292. Porston, supra note 70, at 637; Steele & Thornburg, supra note 58, at 253.

293. Blwork et al., supra note 190,at 176; Steele & Thornburg, supra note 58. at 253. For B recent
exampleof reliance uponempirical data to reject, on grounds of incomprehensibility, a commonly used
jury instruction in negligence cases, sec Mitchell v. Gcnzales, 819 P.2d 872 (Cal. 1991). A similar
approachmay be taken in reversing a murder conviction, given survey results showing that 75% of the
prospective jurors who read commonly used death penalty instructions exhibited misunderstanding.
Arthur S. Hayes, Jurors' GraspofInstructi01l1 May Stir Appeal, WALl. ST. J., July 16, 1992, (It BI.
294. Schwarzer, supra note I, at 135.
295. Steele & Thornburg,. supra note 58, at 254; Strawn & Munsterman, supra note 52. at 447,
reprintedin INTHE JURY Box. supra note 52, at 186.
296. Loh, supra note 285, at 38.
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The Arizona Supreme Court Committee on
More Effective Use of Juries
Trial
25. Set and Enforce Time Limits for Trials
Given the benefits to the parties, jurors and the court system of trials that are as short as fairness permits, judges
ought to be given express authority, by rule, to impose reasonable time limits on trials or portions of trials.
26. Guidelines for Severance in Complex Cases are Needed
Existing authority to sever parties or claims for trial purposes ought to be utilized more often, at least in especially
lengthy trials or trials in complex cases, to keep trial time to a minimum and to reduce juror overload and
confusion. The Supreme Court should promulgate guidelines for severance for the benefit of trial judges.
27. Jury Trial Time Should be Maximized
Jurors and attorneys should be surveyed to determine whether there is a preference for trials lasting full days (6
hours) and full weeks (5 days) or trials lasting only half days (3 hours) and 4 days a week. A study should be
undertaken of the relative advantages and disadvantages of various options for hours for trial.
28. Trial Interruptions Should be Minimized
The conduct of a jury trial ought to take precedence over all other trial court business except emergencies. Trial
judges should receive training in the effective use of specific trial management techniques that would reduce
unnecessary disruption and delay. When in a jury trial, the jUdge should allow no more than one hour for lunch,
absent special circumstances.
29. Juror Notebooks Should be Provided in Some Cases
In all lengthy trials and trials of complex cases jurors should be supplied with juror notebooks for the keeping of
documents or information, e.g., juror notes; preliminary and, eventually, final instructions; lists of witness names
(and possibly photos); copies of key exhibits; and, where helpful, a glossary of terms.
30. Expand Use of Preliminary Jury Instructions
Preliminary jury instructions should be expanded in scope to include elements of the charge or claim and any
known defenses. They should be case-specific where possible and always in plain English. In complex or
technical cases, definitions of terms and other information that would help orient the jury to the case should be
included.
31. Ensure Notetaking by Jurors in Civil Cases
For over 20 years, jurors in criminal trials in Arizona have had the right to take notes. Experience has shown that
the obvious benefits of the practice (aid to memory, increased attention to the trial, etc.) outweigh any supposed
drawbacks. The civil rules should be amended to grant jurors the same right in trials of civil cases. All jurors
should be able to review their own notes during any recess.
32. Improve Management of Trial Exhibits
The trial judge should control the number of exhibits, have relevant portions of documents that are admitted
highlighted for the jury and provide copies of key documents to the jurors. In document-intensive cases, the judge
should provide an index or retrieval system for the jury's use during deliberations. For the control and safeguarding
of documents in an especially paper-intensive trial, a document depository should be considered.
33. Deposition Summaries Should be Used
To reduce the tedium of reading the contents of a deposition to the jury, and in order to improve juror
comprehension of the relevant deposition testimony, counsel should be encouraged, and in some cases, required
to prepare concise written summaries of depositions for reading at trial. Copies of the summaries should be
provided to the jurors before they are read.
~
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34. Allow Jurors to Ask Questions
Jurors should be allowed to ask questions during trials of civil and criminal cases, subject to careful judicial
supervision. At a minimum the safeguards should include: telling the jurors in advance of trial of the procedures to
be followed; having questions put in writing and left unsigned; discussing the question with the attorneys and
allowing them to object to the question out of the jury's presence; the asking of the question of the witness by the
judge; and telling the jurors that the law may prevent some of their questions from being asked.
35. Educate Attorneys and JUdges Concerning Interim Summaries During Trial
Trial judqes and attorneys should be made more aware of the advantages of interim summaries for the jury after
discrete segments of especially long trials or trials in unusually complex cases.
36. Use Modern Information Technology More Often in Trials
Trial lawyers and judges should become more aware of the availability, advantages and costs of the technologies,
present and future, that can aid the parties in case presentation and the jury in understanding and recalling the
evidence.
37. Allow Jurors to Discuss the Evidence Among Themselves During the Trial
After being admonished not to decide the case until they have heard all the evidence, instructions of law and
arguments of counsel, jurors should also be told, at the trial's outset, that they are permitted to discuss the
evidence among themselves in the jury room during recesses.
38. Use Only Plain English in Trials, Especially in Legal Instructions
Judges and lawyers should keep legalese and other technical terms to an absolute minimum at trial. Instructions
on the law should be in clear and understandable language.
39. Do not Keep Jurors Waiting While Instructions are Settled
The trial judge and counsel should have the final jury instructions substantially ready by the close of evidence. If
additional preparation is needed following the close of evidence, the jurors should be released, overnight if
necessary, in order to avoid keeping them waiting.
40. Make Jury Instructions Understandable and Case-Specific and Give Guidance Regarding Deliberations
In addition to couching jury instructions in plain English, they should be case- specific where possible (e.g., use of
parties' names) and should give the jury some suggestions regarding the deliberation process.
41. Do not Instruct Juries on Jury Nullification; However, the Rules of Evidence Ought to be Expanded in
Recognition of the Jury's Power to Nullify
Except in extraordinary situations or where required by the Arizona Constitution, juries should not be instructed on
the subject of jury nullification. However, relevancy rules should be amended or interpreted to permit greater
latitude in evidence in recognition of the jUry's undoubted power to nullify the law. For example, evidence of the
defendant's intent and motive ought to be received.
42. Give Jurors Copies of the Jury Instructions
The judge's preliminary and final instructions should be in writing. Each juror should be given copies of both. The
jurors should be able to take their copies of the jury instructions with them to the jury room, especially during
deliberations.
43. Read the Final Instructions Before Closing Arguments of Counsel, Not After
To increase juror understanding of the law and its relation to the case, and their understanding of closing
arguments, and to facilitate the arguments, the final instructions ought to be read before closing arguments by
counsel.
44. Alternate Jurors Should Not Be Released From Service in Criminal Cases Until a Verdict is Announced
or the Jury is Discharged
Because of the ever-present risk of losing a deliberating juror to illness or other personal emergency, which would
reduce the jury in a criminal case below the minimum number required for a verdict, alternate jurors should be
admonished that they might be needed for deliberations and to continue to observe all the rules governing jurors'
conduct until notified of a verdict. If an alternate is substituted, the jurors should be instructed to begin
deliberations anew.
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45. Allow All Jurors Remaining at the End of a Civil Trial to Deliberate and Vote
No juror should be designated an alternate and excused at the end of civil cases. All jurors who remain at the
close of arguments should deliberate upon and decide the case. The number of jurors' votes needed for a verdict
should be determined by the trial judge to assure that the requirement of three-fourths vote is met.

Previous Page

Jury Deliberations
46. The Trial Judge Should Decide on a Schedule for Jury Deliberations and Infonn Jurors in Advance
The scheduling of days and times for jury deliberations should be left to the discretion of the trial judge, taking into
account individual case and other local requirements. Jurors should be informed of the schedule in advance.
47. Encourage Juror Questions About the Final Instructions
Judges should solicit questions from jurors about the final instructions before and during deliberations by, among
other things, telling them in the written charge that such questions are welcome and by soliciting their questions, if
any, after a reasonable period of deliberations has passed.
48. Fully Answer Deliberating Jurors' Questions and Meet Their Requests
The trial judge should fully and fairly respond to all questions asked and requests made by deliberating jurors
concerning the instructions and the evidence, recognizing that the jurors are capable of defining their needs in
deciding the case.
49: Offer the Assistance of the Judge and Counsel to Deliberating Jurors who Report an Impasse
After hearing from deliberating jurors that they feel they are at an impasse, the trial judge should invite the jurors
to list the issues that divide them in the event that the judge and counsel can be of assistance, e.g., by clarifying
instructions or rearguing certain points.
50. When Juries Reported to be at Impasse are Returned for Further Deliberations They Should Not Be
Instructed Any Further
If the judge and trial attorneys are unable to be of further assistance after dialoguing with a jury at impasse, or if
after those further proceedings the jurors are returned for additional deliberations, no further instructions should
be given asking or encouraging them to reach a verdict, at least in criminal cases.
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Post-Verdict Stage
51. Become Proactive in Detecting and Treating Juror Stress
After trials likely to cause unusual stress or trauma for jurors, the judge should conduct an immediate jury
debriefing with the help of a mental health professional. One follow-up visit with the professional ought to be
provided at no cost. Any juror needing further assistance should be referred to community resources.
52. Assist Jurors in Coping with Fears of Contact or Retaliation
When jurors express what appear to be reasonable concerns about the dangers of being contacted or made the
target of retaliation during or following trial, the court should, after notice to the parties, conduct a debriefing and
make referrals to law enforcement authorities as necessary.
53. SOlicit Jurors' Reactions to their Courthouse Experience
The jury commissioner and trial jUdge should conduct regular surveys of juror responses to jury service in general
and to the trial in particular. Survey results should be tallied and reviewed by judges, jury commissioners and court
policy makers,
54. Advise Jurors Concerning Post-Verdict Conversations with the Judge, Attorneys and the Media
When trial jurors are discharged, the jUdge should advise them that they are free to discuss the case with the
attorneys and parties, the judge, media and the public if they wish, but that they are free not to do so if they
choose, The judge should offer to meet with any jurors who wish to do so, to thank them personally and to answer
questions of a general nature,
Previous Page

JURORS' BILL OF RIGHTS
55. Promulgate A Proposed Bill of Rights for Arizona Jurors

A Jurors' Bill of Rights listing the more important rights and expectations of jurors,
both those presently existing and those created as a result of this report, should be
promulgated to aid in educating all concerned and to better assure that the rights are
observed.
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16 A.R.S. Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 39(b)
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE FOR THE SUPERIOR COURTS OF ARIZONA
VI. TRIALS
RULE 39. TRIAL BY JURY OR BY THE COURT
Copr. © West Group 1999. All rights reserved.
Currentwith amendments received through9/1/1999
Rule 39(bl. Order of Trial by Jury:Ouestions by Jurors to Witnesses or the Court
The trial by a jury shall proceed in the following order,unlessthe courtfor goodcause stated in the record, otherwise directs:
(1) Immediately afterthe jury is sworn, the court shall instructthejury concerning its duties, its conduct, the order of proceedings,
the procedure for submitting written questions of witnesses or of the court as set forth in Rule 39(b)(10), and the elementary legal
principlesthat will govern the proceeding.
(2) The plaintiffor the plaintiffs counselmayread the complaint to thejury and make a statementof the case.
(3) The defendantor the defendant's counselmayread the answer and maymake a statementof the case to thejury, but maydefer
making such statementuntil after the close of the evidence on behalfof the plaintiff
(4) Other parties admitted to the action or their counsel mayread theirpleadings and maymake a statementof their cases to the
jury, but they maydefermaking such statement until afterthe close of the evidence on behalf of the plaintiffand defendant. The
statement of such parties shall be in the order directed by the court.
(5) The plaintiffshallthen introduceevidence.
(6) The defendantshall then introduceevidence.
(7) The other parties, if any, shall then introduce evidence in the orderdirectedby the court.
(8) The plaintiffmaythen introducerebuttingevidence.
(9) The defendant maythen introducerebuttingevidence in supportof the defendant's counterclairn(s) if any. Rebuttal evidence
fromother parties or with respect to cross-claims or third partycomplaints maybe introducedwith the permissionof the court in
an order to be established at the court's discretion.
The statementsto thejury shall be confmed to a conciseand brief statement of the facts which the parties propose to establish by
evidenceon the trial, and any partymay decline to makesuch statement.
(10) Jurors shall be permittedto submitto the courtwrittenquestions directed to witnessesor to the court. Opportunity shall be
givento counsel to object to such questionsout of the presenceof thejury.Notwithstanding the foregoing, for goodcause the
court mayprohibit or limit the submission of questions to witnesses.
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CREDlT(S)
1987 Main Volume
AmendedJuly 14, \96\, effectiveNov. 1, 1961.
1999 ElectronicPocketPart Update
AmendedSept. 15, \987, effective Nov. 15, 1987;Oct. 24, 1995, effective Dec. 1, 1995.
16 A. R S. Rules Civ. Proc., Rule 39(b)
AXST RCP Rule 39(b)
END OF DOCUMENT
Copr. (C) West 1999 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works
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AZ S1' RCP Rule 39(d)

RULES OF CIVIL PROCEpURE FOR THE SUPERIOR COURTSOF ARIZONA

VI TRIALS
RULE 39 TRIAL BY JURY OR BY THE COURT
Copr. © West Group 1999. All rights reserved.
Current with amendments received through9/1/1999
Rule 39(dl. Verdict. Deliberationsand Conductof Jury; Sealed Verdict: Accessto Juror Notes and Notebooks
1. Whenthejurors retireto deliberate, they shall be kept togetherin someconvenient place in charge of a proper officer. The
court in its discretion maypermit jurors to separate whilenot deliberating, or, on motion of anyparty, may require them to be
sequestered in chargeof a proper officerwhenevertheyleave the courtroom or place of deliberation. The court shall admonish
them not to converse amongthemselvesor with anyone else on anysubjectconnected with the trial while not deliberating, or to
permit themselves to be exposed to anyaccounts of the proceeding, or to viewthe place or places where the events involved in
the actionoccurred, until theyhave completedtheir deliberations.
2. The court maydirect thejury to return a sealed verdictat such time as the courtdirects.
3. Jurors shall haveaccess to their notes and notebooksduringrecesses,discussions and deliberations.

CREDIT(S)
1999 Electronic PocketPart Update
Added as Rule 39(c).AmendedOct. 28, 1980, effective Jan. I, 1981.Renumbered as Rule 39(d) Sept. IS, 1987, effective Nov.
15,1987. Amended Oct. 24, 1995, effectiveDec. I, 1995.
16 A R. S. Rules Civ. Proc., Rule 39(d)
AZ ST RCP Rule 39(d)
END OF DOCUMENT
Copr. (C) West 1999 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works
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RULESOF CIVIL PROCEDURE FOR THE SUPERIORCOURTS OF ARIZONA
VI. TRIALS
RULE 39. TRIAL BY JURY OR BY THE COURT
Copr. © West Group 1999.All rightsreserved.
Currentwith amendments received through9/1/1999

-

Rule 39m. Admonition to Jurors; Juror Discussions
If the jurors are permittedto separateduringthe trial,they shall be admonished by the courtthat it is their dutynot to converse
with or permit themselves to he addressedby anyperson on any subject connectedwith the trial;except that the jurors shallbe
instructedthat theywill be permittedto discussthe evidenceamongthemselvesin the jury roomduringrecesses from trial when
all are present, as long as theyreservejudgmentaboutthe outcomeof the case until deliberations commence. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the.jurors' discussion of the evidence among themselvesduring recesses maybe limited or prohibitedhythe court for
goodcause.

CREDlT(S)
1999 ElectronicPocketPart Update
Added as Rule 39(e). Renumbered as Rule 39(f)Sept. 15, 1987, effective Nov. 15, 1987.Amended Oct. 24, 1995, effective Dec.
1,1995.
16 A. R. S. Rules Civ. Proc., Rule 39(f)
AZ ST RCP Rule 39(f)
END OF DOCUMENT
Copr. (C) West 1999 No Claimto Orig. U.S. Govt. Works
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16 A.R.S.Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 39(g)
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE FOR THE SUPERIOR COURTS OF ARIZONA
VI. TRIALS
RULE 39. TRIAL BY JURY OR BY THE COURT
Copr. © West Group 1999. All rightsreserved.
Currentwith amendments received through 9/1/1999
Rule 39(g). Communication to court by jury
Whenthe jurors desire to communicate with the courtduringretirement,they shall make their desire knownto the officerhaving
them in charge who shall informthe court andtheymaybe brought into court, and through their foreman shall state to the court,
either orallyor in writing, what theydesire to communicate.
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CREDIT(S)
1999 ElectronicPocket Part Update
Added as Rule 39(f). Renumbered as Rule 39(g) Sept. 15, 1987,effectiveNov. 15, 1987.
16 A R S. Rules Civ. Proc., Rule 39(g)
A2 ST RCP Rule 39(g)
END OF DOCUMENT
Copr. (C) West 1999 No Claim to Orig.U.S. Govt Works
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16 A.R.S. Rulesof Civil Procedure, Rule 39(p)
RU\I\IES OF CIVILPROCEDURE FOR THE SUPERIORCOURTSOF ARIZONA
VI. TRIALS
RULE 39. TRIAL BY \lURY OR BY THE COURT
Copr. © West Group 1999. All rights reserved.
Current with amendments received through9/l/l 999
Rule 39(p). Note Taking by Jurors
The court shall instructthat the jurors maytake notes regarding the evidence and keep the notes for the purpose of refreshing their
memory for use duringrecesses, discussionsand deliberations. The court shall providematerialssuitablefor this purpose. After
thejury has renderedits verdict, the notes shall be collectedby the bailiffor clerk who shall promptlydestroy them.
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CREDIT(S)
1999Electronic Pocket Part Update
Added Oct. 24, 1995, effectiveDec. I, 1995.
16 A. R. S. Rules Civ. Proc., Rule 39(p)
AZ ST RCP Rule 39(P)
END OF DOCUMENT
Copr. (C) West 1999 No Claimto Orig, U.S. Govt, Works
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Jury Reform: A Brief Overview
Colorado Supreme Court Jury Reform Implementation Committee

Some of the procedures and rules applicable to jury trials in Colorado are out of date and out of line
according to the Colorado Supreme Court. We, as a society, entrust important decisions to juries; we
should therefore attempt to assure that we have representative pools of qualified jurors ready to serve,
that the information upon which the jurors are making their decisions is clear and understandable, and
that the jurors' time at the courthouse is used respectfully and efficiently.
If anyone of us enrolled in a high school or college course, we would expect to be able to take notes,
to ask questions, and to know the subject matter of the final examination at the beginning of the
course. Decisions made by juries are more important to the parties to the case and to the operation of
the justice system than an academic course. Certainly, jurors deserve no less consideration than
students.
The Colorado Supreme Court is, therefore, proposing a series of reforms designed to address some of
these problems. The Court began this process in January 1996 by appointing a diverse committee of
judges, attorneys, ex-jurors, and other members ofthe public to consider various proposals. That
committee's report was adopted in principle by the Court in February 1997. The Court then appointed
an implementation committee charged with the task of putting the recommendations into concrete
proposals for rules changes, statutory revisions, and other procedural changes to the system.
The Court has now promulgated specific implementation measures, including proposed changes to the
Civil and Criminal Rules of Procedure. The changes all reflect a shift in thinking, to a model that
directly takes jurors' interests into account in the planning and presentation of a jury trial. The pool of
names available for jury summons will be updated and cross-referenced, and jurors who have served in
the two immediately preceding years will generally not have to serve. Hopefully, by those two
processes, a larger pool of individuals will be called for jury duty, and individuals who feel as if they
are always called will get a break.
Judges and attorneys are directed to resolve as many issues as possible regarding the trial before the
jurors ever arrive at the courthouse. Once the jurors do arrive, they will be given information about
their duties as jurors and about the case to which they are being assigned so that they will know what
the case is about and what is being asked of them. The jury commissioner may even be able to excuse
some jurors who cannot serve on the case without the need of waiting a full day or longer to talk with
the judge and attorneys. During the juror examination process, jurors will not need to disclose
personal locating information about their home or business address in open court.
,
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When the trial starts, the jurors will be permitted to take notes; they will have juror notebooks that
include basic information about the courthouse and the court personnel, instructions oflaw, and
copies of exhibits in the case highlighted as relevant. In civil cases and in a pilot project on criminal
cases, jurors will be able to pose questions to witnesses by submitting the question in writing to the
judge who will then ask it, if appropriate. In another pilot project, jurors in civil cases will be
permitted to discuss the case prior to conclusion of the evidence and commencement of deliberations,
so long as all jurors are present in the jury room when such discussions occur. Both pilot projects are
designed to measure whether the change advances the jurors' comprehension of the case without
negatively impacting the rights of the litigants.
The judge has the responsibility to minimize delays for the jurors, to set reasonable time limits for
various phases of the trial, to be punctual, and to curtail the use of side-bar conferences with the
attorneys in the jurors' presence. The judge and the attorneys must attempt to assure that the
information provided to the jurors is clear and comprehensible. In longer trials, judges are encouraged
to permit periodic statements by counsel summarizing the evidence to that point and previewing the
evidence to come.
If, during deliberations, the jury has a question about the case, the evidence or instructions, the judge
must answer that question to the best of his or her ability Following entry of the verdict, if the case
has been unusually difficult in some manner, the court is to provide jurors with an opportunity for
debriefing on the case.
Jury Reform is really quite simple. It is a long-overdue attempt to provide a voice to the legitimate
concerns ofjurors who are performing a civic duty, who wish to be treated with respect and given the
best possible information with which to make important decisions. The legal system is not about
lawyers and judges; it is principally about litigants and the jurors who decide their fate. In seeking and
serving justice, the system has an obligation to be as responsive as possible to the jurors who mete out
that justice.

Please see Jury Reform: Civil and Criminal Proposed Rules in Court Business Section ofthis
issue, for the proposed rule changes on jury reform.
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Wednesday, May 8,1996

DAILY AZTEC EDITORIAL

Jury reform
New, improved juries proposed for California

Last week, a state "blue ribbon committee" passed down
much-needed recommendations for California jury reform. Those
reforms include:
1. Compensation of $40 per day for jurors.
2. Free day care services for jurors' children.
3. Restrictions on the attorneys' elimination ofjurors.
4. Permission to discuss the case during the trial period.
5. Freedom to ask the judge for clarification dur ing the trial period.
6. Decisions of 11-1 votes for most trials.
Obviously, these recommendations follow on the heels of the very publicized
Simpson and Menendez trials. These trials raised the publicconsciousness about
the potential problems with the jury system and caused the public to demand
change. Are these proposed changes the ones we want?
For the most part, yes. The first three reforms listed above are aimedat
increasing the jury pool to form a more typical cross section of society. It is a
valid concern that the state court juries consist of those who do not work and
are uneducated, and those who can afford to trade their salaries for $5 per day
(which does not even cover parking downtown). The Daily Aztec applauds
these efforts to increase diversity in our justice system.
The next two reforms will ensure that the jury deliberates on clearly defined
concepts and well-understood premises. As the system is now, these people go
into the jury room with minimal instruction and are asked to decidethe future of
living, breathing individuals. We recognize in this nation that discourse and
~Jf;fj!g,
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discussion leads to the best possible balance in decisions.
The jurors should be permitted to communicate with each other, to debate the
day's events and to air their opinions of the evidence. If they cannot do this, they
will be forced to fume silently, receiving no ideas and viewpoints other than
their own.
They should also be permitted to question the judge at any time during the trial
process. The average citizen cannot be expected to immediately understand the
ins and outs of our complex legal system. They should be given every
opportunity to become reasonably proficient in the statutes and policies that
pertain to their case. Receiving clarification at the time the issue is before the
court is vital for meaningful contemplation.
Face it, you can't just tell these people to tum off their brains for the duration of
the trial! If they're going to think, give them a basis upon which to think
accurately.
These suggestions aside, we urge the legislature to seriously consider the
ramifications of implementing reform NO.6 above. There are sound reasons for
requiring unanimous jury verdicts. If an error is made, let it be made on the side
of innocence, not guilt. If one person on the jury is convinced of the defendant's
innocence, the defendant should walk. We do not wish to live in a nation of
draconian law. We would rather live with a few criminals loose than force one
innocent person to live in jailor die in the chair. What if that innocent person
was you? We should never forget that these policies result in the suffering of
real people who live real lives.
Remember, ifthe first five reforms are implemented and reap the intended
results, the quality of the juries will improve and they will be less likely to be
hung on invalid or unethical points. We suggest that these five reforms be
implemented and observed for a very long time before the sixth is even
considered. Decisions that are not unanimous should be a last-resort option
because the implications could be horrifying,
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Jury improvement proposals for amending ORCP 58.
Adopted for publication by the Council on Court
Procedures on September 9, 2000.
Amending language is in bold; [deleted language is in
italics and is enclosed in brackets]

A [Order] Manner of proceedings on trial by the court.
Trial by the court shall proceed in the [order] manner prescribed
in subsections [(1)] (3) through [(4)](6) of section B of this
rule, unless the court, for [special reasons] good cause stated
in the record, otherwise directs.
B [Order] Manner of proceedings on jury trial.
[When the jury has been selected and sworn, the trial, unless .the
court for good and sufficient reason otherwise directs, shall
proceed in the following order:]
Trial by a jury shall proceed in the following manner
unless the court, for good cause stated in the record,
otherwise directs:
B

(1)

dire,
short

The jury shall be selected and sworn.
Prior to voir
each party may, with the court's consent, present a
statement of the facts to the entire jury panel.

(2) After the jury is sworn, the court shall instruct
the jury concerning its duties, its conduct, the order of
proceedings, the procedure for submitting written
questions to witnesses, if permitted, and the legal
principles that will govern the proceedings.
B

B [(1)] (3) The plaintiff shall concisely state plaintiff's case
and the issues to be tried; the defendant then, in like manner,
shall state defendant's case based upon any defense or
counterclaim.
B [(2)] (4) The plaintiff shall [then] introduce the evidence on
plaintiff's case in chief, and when plaintiff has concluded, the
defendant shall do likewise.
B [(3)] (5) The parties respectively [then] may introduce rebutting
evidence only, unless the court in furtherance of justice permits
them to introduce evidence upon the original cause of action,
defense or counterclaim.
B [(4)] (6) When the evidence is concluded, unless the case is
submitted by both sides to the jury without argument, the
plaintiff shall commence and conclude the argument to the jury.
The plaintiff may waive the opening argument, and if the .defendant
then argues the case to the jury, the plaintiff shall have the

right to reply to the argument of the defendant, but not
otherwise.
B [(5)] (7) Not more than two counsel shall address the jury [in]
on behalf of the plaintiff or defendant; the whole time occupied
[in] on behalf of either shall not be limited to less than two
hours.
[B (6) The court then shall charge the jury.]
(8) After the evidence is concluded, the court shall
instruct the jury.
The court may instruct the jury before
or after the closing arguments.

B

B (9) With the court's consent, jurors shall be permitted
to submit to the court written questions directed to
witnesses or to the court.
The court shall afford the
parties an opport'\lnity to object to such questions outside
the presence of the jury.

PROPOSAL No.
It

is

2

- Amendment to ORCP 58 C
(Amending language in bold)
recommended that this proposal

NOT be

adopted.

The jurors may be kept together in the charge of a proper

officer, or may, in the discretion of the court, at any time
before the submission of the cause to them, be permitted to
separate; in either case, they may be admonished by the court
that it is their duty not to converse with or permit
themselves to be addressed by any person on any subject
connected with the trial; except that the jurors shall be
instructed that they will be permitted to discuss the
evidence among themselves in the jury room during
recesses from trial when all are present, as long as
they reserve judgment about the outcome of the case
until deliberations commence.
Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the jurors' discussion of the evidence
among themselves during recesses may be limited or
prohibited by the court upon its motion, or upon
motion by a party for good cause.

PROPOSAL No. 3 - Amendment to ORCP 59
It is recommended that this proposal
it
is already covered in the ORCP.

NOT be

adopted

as

The court's preliminary and final instructions on the
law may be in written form, in which case a copy of
the instructions may be furnished to each juror before
being read by the court.
Upon retiring for
deliberations, the jurors shall take with them all
jurors' copies of any final written instructions given
by the court.
PROPQSAL No. 4 - Amendment to ORCP 57F
It is recommended that this ~osal· be studied
g 'J. of bringing back to the
further wi th
~he aOl'
council a complete proposal
for consideration.

This proposal would amend ORCP 57F and other applicable rules
to create a new method of selecting alternate jurors. The
language initially proposed is set forth below:
If all alternate jurors are impaneled, their identity shall
not be determined until the end of the trial. At the time of
impanelment, the trial jUdge shall inform the jurors that at
the end of the case, the alternate jurors will be determined
by lot in a drawing held in open court.
The council should also consider whether i t wants to
explore changes to the rules regarding post trial contact
with jurors.
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To: Maury Holland
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From: Dan Harris
Re: Final draft ofORCP 58 amendments.
Date: September 13, 2000

Maury:
I have been working with Joan Robinson of the Legislative Counsel
Committee since Monday to put the aRC} 58 proposal in to the form they would
accept. Attached is the result ofmy work vith them. They have given there stamp
of approval to the draft I am faxing to you One thing I discovered in this process
was the fact that the form used in the statute is different in some ways to the form
that is in the West publication of the rules we all use.
Call me when you have had a chance to look this over and I will explain
how we ended up with the attached draft. Thanks for your help.
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Jury improvement proposalu for amending ORCP 58.
Adopted for publication by '~he Council on Court
Procedures on September 9, :WOO.
Amending language is in bold; [deleted language is in
italics and is enclosed in brackets]
A [Order] Manner of proceedings [cn] for trial by the court.
Trial by the court shall proceed in the [order] manner prescribed
in subsections [( 1) J (3) through [,4)] (6) of section B of this
rule, unless the court, for [special reasons] good oause stated
in the reoord, otherwise directs.
B [OrderJ Manner of proceedings [(mJ for [jury trial] trial by a
jury.
[When the jury has been selected ,wd sworn, the trial, unless the
court for good and sufficient zea.son otherwise directs, shall
proceed in the following order:]

Trial by a jury shall proceed in ';he following manner unless the
oourt, for good cause stated in t:.le reoord, otherwise directs:
B (1) The jury shall be seleoted and sworn. Prior to voir dire,
eaoh party may, with the court's =onsent, present a short
statement of the faots to the entire jury panel.
B (2) After the jury is sworn, the oourt shall instruct the jury
ooncerning its duties, its conduct, the order of proceedings, the
prooedure for submitting written questions to witnesses, if
permitted, and the legal prinoiples that will govern the
prooeedings.
B [(I)J (3) The plaintiff shall ccncisely state plaintiff's case
and the issues to be tried; the c.efendant then, in like manner,
shall state defendant's case base,d upon any defense or
counterclaim.
B [(2)] (4) The plaintiff shall [':hen] introduce the evidence on
plaintiff's case in chief, and ~Ien plaintiff has concluded, the
defendant shall do likewise.
B [(3)] (5) The parties r-espect.Lv-s Ly [then] may introduce
rebutting evidence only, unless :he court in furtherance of
justice permits them to introduco evidence upon the original
cause of action, defense or counterclaim.
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B [(4)] (6) When the evidence is c01cluded, unless the case is
submitted by both sides to the jury without argument, the
plaintiff shall commence and concl~de the argument to the jury.
The plaintiff may waive the openin~ argument, and if the
defendant then argues the case to the jury, the plaintiff shall
have the right to reply to the argument of the defendant, but not
otherwise.
B [(5)] (7) Not more than two counEel shall address the jury [in]
on behalf of the plaintiff or defendant; the whole time occupied
[in] on behalf of either shall net be limited to less than two
hours.
[B

(6)

The court then shall chargE' the jury.]

B (8) After the evidence is oonolllded, the oourt shall instruot
the jury. The oourt may instruct the jury before or after the
closing arguments.
B (9) With the court's oonsent, jnrors shall be permitted to
submit to the oourt written quest:Lons directed to witnesses or to
the oourt. The court shall afford the parties an opportunity to
object to such questions outside che presence of the jury.
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Jury i.mprovemunt proposals
Counci.l on CO\l,rt Procedures
Amendments to ORCP 58 A and :B
Amending language is in bold and is underlined;

[deleted language is in itali:s and is enclosed in bracketsJ
A.

Order of Proceedings on rrial by the Court.

Trial by the court shall pro:eed in the order prescribed in
subsections [1J (1l through [4J (~l of section B of this rule,
unless the court, for [speci~l reasonsJ good cause stated in
the record, otherwise directs.
B.

Order of Proceedings on Jury Trial.

[When the jury has been selected and sworn, the trial,
unless the court for good and sufficient reason otherwise
directs, shall proceed in the following order:]
Trial by a jury shall proceed in the following order unless
the court, for good cause stated in the record. otherwise
directs:

B. (ll The jury shall be selected and sworn. Prior to voir
dire, each party may, with tne court's consent, present a
concise statement of the facts to the entire jury panel.

B.

(~l After the jury is sworn, the court shall instruct the
jury concerning its duties. its conduct, the order of
proceedings, the procedure for submitting written questions
of witnesses if permitted, and the legal principles that
will govern the proceedings.

B. [1J (1l The plaintiff shall concisely state plaintiff's
case and the issues to be tried; the defendant then, in like
manner, shall state defendart's case based upon any defense
or counterclaim.
B. [2] (!l The plaintiff shall [then] introduce the evidence
on plaintiff's case in chief, and when plaintiff has
concluded, the defendant shell do likewise.
B. [3] (~) The parties respectively [then] may introduce
rebutting evidence only, unless the court in furtherance of
justice permits them to Lrrt roduce evidence upon the original
cause of action, defense or counterclaim.
'"-'
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B. [4] (~) When the evidence is concluded, unless the case is
submitted by both sides to the jury without argument, the
plaintiff shall commence and conclude the argument to the
jury. The plaintiff may waive the opening argument, and if
the defendant then argues the case to the jury, the
plaintiff shall have the right to reply to the argument of
the defendant, but not otherwise.

B. [5] (ll Not more than two counsel shall address the jury
[in] 2n behalf of the plairtiff or defendant; the whole
time occupied [in] on behalf of either shall not be limited
to less than two hours.
[B.

(6) The court then shall

cha~ge

the jury.]

B. (8) After the evidence is concluded, the court shall
instruct the jury. The COUJ·t may instruct the jury before
or after the closing arqumer.ts!.
B. (9) With the court's gons.ent. jurors shall be permitted
to submit to the court aues1:ions directed to witnesses or to
the court. The court shall afford the parties an
opportunity to object to sucm questions outside the presence
of the jury.
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TRIAL PROCEDURE
RULE 58

7
8

9
10
11
~

A.
Order of proceedings on trial by the court.
Trial
by the court shall proceed in the order prescribed in subsections
[1] 1dl through [4 ] i § l of section B of this rule, unless the
court, for [special reasons,] good cause stated in the record
otherwise directs.

16
17

B.
Order of proceedings on jury trial.
[When the jury
has been selected and sworn, the trial, unless the court for good
and sufficient reason otherwise directs, shall proceed in the
following order]
The trial by a jury shall proceed in the

18
19

following order unless the court. for good and sufficient
reason stated in the record. otherwise directs:

21

IB(l) The plaintiff shall concisely state plaintiff's case
and the issues to be tried; the defendant then, in like manner,
shall state defendant's case based upon any defense or
counterclaim or both.]

14

15

22

23
24
26
27
28

[B(2) The plaintiff then shall introduce the evidence on
plaintiff's case in chief, and when plaintiff has concluded, the
defendant shall do likewise.]

33

B (1 )
The jury shall be selected and sworn.
Prior to
voir dire. each party may. with the court's consent.
'Oresent a concise statement of the facts to the entire
jury panel.

35
36
37
38
39

B(2)
After the jury is sworn. the court shall
instruct the jury concerning its duties. its conduct.
order of proceedings. the procedure for submitting
questions of witnesses if permitted. and the legal
principles that will govern the proceedings.

41
43
44

B(3)
[The parties respectively then may introduce rebutting
evidence only, unless the court in furtherance of justice permits
them to introduce evidence upon the original cause of action,
defense, or counterclaim.] The plaintiff shall concisely

~
~
~

state plaintiff's case and the issues to be tried: the
defendant then. in like manner. shall state defendant's
case based upon any defense or counterclaim.

49

B(4) [When the evidence is concluded, unless the case is
submitted by both sides to the jury without argument, the
plaintiff shall commence and conclude the argument to the jury.

30

31
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42
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The plaintiff may waive the opening argument, and i f the defendant
then argues the case to the jury, the plaintiff shall have the
right to reply to the argument of the detiendant., but not
otherwise.]
The plaintiff shall introduce the evidence Qn

plaintiff's case in chief, and whem plaintiff has
concluded, the defendant shall do likewise.
B(5)
[Not more than two counsel shall address the jury in
behalf of the plaintiff or defendant; the whole time occupied in
behalf of ei ther shall not be I imi: ted to less than two hours.]

The parties respectively may introduce rebutting evidence
only, unless the court in furtherance of iustice permits
them to introduce evidence upon the original cause of
action, defense or counterclaim.
B (6 )
[The court then shall charge the jury.] When the
evidence is concluded, unless the case is submitted Qy
both sides to the jury without argument, the plaintiff
shall commence and conclude the argument :!;Q the jury.
The
plaintiff may waive the opening argument, and if the
defendant then argues the case to the jury, the plaintiff
shall have the right to reply to the argument of the
defendant, but not otherwise.
B(7)
Not more than two counsel shall address the jury
on behalf of the plaintiff or defendant; the whole time
occupied on behalf of either shall not be limited to less
than two hours.
Bea)
After the evidence is concluded, the court
shall instruct the jury.
The court may instruct the jury
before or after the closing arguments.

00
89

Beg)
With the court's consent, jurors shall be
permitted to submit to the court guestions directed ~
witnesses ~ to the court.
The court shall afford the
parties ~ opportunity to object to such questions out of
the presence of the jury.

92
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TRIAL PROCEDURE
RULE 58
A Order of proceedings on trial by the
court. Trial by the court shall proceed in
the order prescribed in subsections (1)
through (4) of section B of this rule, unless
the court, for special reasons, otherwise directs.
B Order of proceedings on jury trial.
When the jury has been selected and sworn,
the trial, unless the court for good and sufficient reason otherwise directs, shall proceed
in the following order:
B(I) The plaintiff shall concisely state
plaintiffs case and the issues to be tried; the
defendant then, in like manner, shall state
defendant's case based upon any defense or
counterclaim or both.
.
B(2) The plaintiff then shall introduce
the evidence on plaintiffs case in chief, and
when plaintiff has concluded, the defendant
shall do likewise.
B(3) The parties respectively then may
introduce rebutting evidence only, unless the
court in furtherance of justice permits them
to introduce evidence upon the original
cause of action, defense, or counterclaim.
B(4) When the evidence is concluded,
unless the case is submitted by both sides to
the jury without argument, the plaintiff shall
commence and conclude the argument to the
jury.. The plaintiff may waive the opening
argument, and if the defendant then argues
the case to the jury, the plaintiff shall have
the right to reply to the argument of the defendant, but not otherwise.
B(5) Not more than two counsel shall
address the jury in behaif of the plaintiff or
defendant; the whole time occupied in behaif
of either shall not be limited to less than two
hours.
B(6) The court then shall charge the
jury.
.
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December 16, 1999
GREGORY

R. MOWE

Direct Dial
(503) 294-9458
email grmowe@stoel.com

J. Michael Alexander
Chair, Council on Court Procedures
Burt Swanson Lathan Alexander
& McCann, P.C.
388 State Street, Suite 1000
Salem, OR 97301
Professor Maury Holland
Executive Director, Council on Court Procedures
University of Oregon School of Law
1101 Kincaid Street, Rm. 331
Eugene, OR 97403

Re:

Proposed Changes to ORCP

Gentlemen:
On behalf of the OSB Procedure and Practice Connnittee, I submit the enclosed
proposed changes to ORCP for such consideration and action as the Council may deem
appropriate. The proposed changes are unanimously supported by the Procedure & Practice
Connnittee, with the exception of the "brief opening statements" proposal. Our Connnittee
may have further comment or suggested revisions relating to opening statements, which we
will communicate promptly after our next meeting in January. Judge Carp is familiar with our
rationale and process in arriving at these proposals. Feel free to call me as well with any
questions. Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,

~Mowe
Cha~SB

GRM/dlc
Enclosures
cc w/enc.:

Honorable Ted Carp
Ms. Susan Grabe

Practice & Procedure Committee

<\.TTACHMENT E-I

POrttrid3M12/6430.I OO99999UJOOI
SEATTLE

PORTLAND

VANCOUVER, WA

BOISE

SALT LAKE CnY

WASHINGTON, D.C.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO ORCP

BriefOpening Statements
[amending ORCP 58B] The parties may, with the court's consent, present brief opening
statements to the entire jury panel, prior to voir dire.
Alternate Jurors
[amending ORCP 57F] If alternate jurors are impaneled, their identity shall not be
determined until the end of trial. At the time of impanelment, the trial judge shall inform the
jurors that at the end of the case, the alternates will be determined by lot in a drawing held in
open court.
Ouestions by Jurors to Witnesses or the Court
[amending ORCP 58B] Jurors shall be permitted to submit to the court written questions
directed to witnesses or to the court. Opportunity shall be given to counsel to object to such
questions out of the presence of the jury. Notwithstanding the foregoing, for good cause the court
may prohibit or limit the submission of questions to witnesses.
Written Jury Instructions
[amending ORCP 59] The court's preliminary and final instructions on the law may be in
written form, in which case a copy of the instructions may be furnished to each juror before being
read by the court. Upon retiring for deliberations the jurors shall take with them all jurors' copies
of any final written instructions given by the court.
Jury Discussions
[amending ORCP 58C] If the jurors are permitted to separate during the trial, they shall
be admonished by the court that it is their duty not to converse with or permit themselves to be
addressed by any person on any subject connected with the trial; except that the jurors shall be
instructed that they will be permitted to discuss the evidence among themselves in the jury room
during recesses from trial when all are present, as long as they reserve judgment about the
outcome of the case until deliberations commence. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the jurors'
discussion of the evidence among themselves during recesses may be limited or prohibited by the
court upon its motion, or upon motion by a party, for good cause.
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Circuit Court of the State of Oregon
for Jackson County
Jackson County Justice Building - 100 S. Oakdale, Medford, OR 97501
Telephone (541) 776·7171

Fax. (541) 776-7057
Daniel L: Harris, Circuit Judge

february 10, 2000

Mr. J. Michael Alexander
Attorney at Law
388 State Street, Suite 1000
Salem, Oregon 97301
Re:

Jury Reform Subcommittee for the Council on Court Procedures

Dear Mick:
Our subcommittee is not prepared to submit a preliminary report at this time. We
have a meeting scheduled for February 23 and will be prepared to report at the March
meeting. I have also made arrangements to present any preliminary proposals to the
JUdicial Conference at their annual meeting April 16-19 at Salishan. I will not be
attending the meeting on ~ be attending the March meeting with a
report of our sUbcommiytee's progress.
.

cc:

Maury Holland (via fax)

JOHNSON, CLIFTON, LARSON & CORSON, P.C.
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW
ARTHUR C. JOHNSON
IACOB K. CLIFTON, JR.
"UCHARO L. LARSON
DON CORSON
DOUGLAS G, SCHALLER
DEREK C. JOHNSOW·
DENNIS M. GERL·
LARA C. JOHNSON
MARilYN A. HEIKEN
SCOTT C. LUCAS
JAMES E. BEARD

975 OAK STREET, SUITE 1050
EUGENE, OREGON

GARY J. VENCILL
Legalillvesllgator

97401~3176

(541 )484-2434

FAX (541 )484~0882

DONNA WILSON
MARDEL SKILLMAN
CATHY FITZSIMMONS
JULlA llNEBARGER~TAYLOR
LAURA KELLENBARGER, R.N,
Trial Assistants

E-MAIL ADDRESS:jclc@jclc.com

•• AlsoMember califumia and Washington Bars
• AlsoMember califOrnia Bar

February 4, 2000

Susan Evans Grabe
Public Affairs Attorney
Oregon State Bar
5200SW Meadows Road
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
Re: OSB Practice and Procedure Committee
Dear Susan:
It was good to see you yesterday atthe ChiefJustice's Civil Law Advisory Committee

(CLAC) meeting. Thank you for providing a copy ofGreg Mowe's December 16, 1999 letter
to Mic Alexander and Professor Holland regarding proposed changes to the ORCP. There
were many interesting proposals in that letter, and the Procedure and Practice Committee's
good work is greatly appreciated. Thank you also for your kind offer to make sure any
suggestions we on the CLAC cared to offer were provided to the Procedure and Practice
Committee in time for its meeting tomorrow.
<,
ORCP 57F: Alternate Jurors
On the proposed change to ORCP 57F regarding alternate jurors, as you know, the
CLAC has been interested in, and supportive of, changes in the rules that would have the
effect of not letting the jurors know in advance who is an alternate. Although no specific
proposal along these lines has been endorsed by theCLAC, the proposal you provided
yesterday is consistent with that intention. However, I have two suggestions. First, the
actual proposed language probably should be changed for the sake of clarity, perhaps to
something like this (deletions in [brackets], additions underlined):
"Ifalternate jurors are impaneled, their identity shall not be determined until [the end

<

Susan Evans Grabe
Oregon State Bar
February 4, 2000
Page 2
ofthe case] after charging the jUly but before jury deliberation. At the time ofimpanelment,
the trial judge shall inform the jurors that at the end of the case, the alternates will be
determined by lot in a drawing held in open court."
The second suggestion has to do with making this proposed, revised ORCP 57,
consistent with the procedures for exercising peremptory challenges that are currently
outlined in ORCP 57D and 57F. Although I am not proposing any specific form oflanguage
here, it is important that 57D and 57F be amended ifthe new suggested language on alternate
jurors is accepted. The reason is that the current system requires separate peremptory
challenges for the "regular" jurors (ORCP 57D), and separate challenges for the alternate
jurors (ORCP 57F), which is premised on the idea that at least the court and the lawyers
know who the alternate jurors are at the outset. Under the new proposal, that will no longer
be true. One possibility is to allow each side four peremptory challenges in cases where
alternate jurors are to be selected, to be exercised among the full group ofjurors impanelled,
without any attempt to distinguish between "regular" and "alternate" jurors.

ORCP 59: Written Jury Instructions
Perhaps I don't understand the impetus behind this proposal, but upon first reading it
struck me as a step backward from the jury reform efforts that have been under discussion.
Under current ORCP 59, "[i]feither party requires it, and at commencement ofthe trial gave
notice of that party's intention to do so, or if in the opinion of the court it is desirable, the
charge shall be reduced to writing . . .. The jury shall take such written instructions or
recording with it while deliberating ...." (Emphasis supplied). The proposal has a "may"
standard instead ofa "shall" standard. It seems to me that the "shall" standard is preferable,
and more consistent with the effort to make sure jurors are given more ofthe tools they need
to make informed decisions consistent with the law.
ORCP 5SC: Jury Discussions
I am troubled by this key part of the proposal: "... except that the jurors shall be
instructed that they will be permitted to discuss the evidence among themselves in the jury
room during recesses from trial when all are present, as long as they reserve judgment about
the outcome of the case until deliberations commence."
Under this proposal, it is difficult to draw any kind of a line between "discuss the
evidence" (before all the evidence is heard, arguments are made, instructions are give) and

Susan Evans Grabe
Oregon State Bar
February 4,2000
Page 3
"deliberations" (afterwards). How can a person truly "reserve judgment" under such
circumstances? As a practical matter, ifthe ORCP 57F proposal is adopted, alternate jurors
would "discuss the evidence" (deliberate?) during the trial, but not at the end. Again as a
practical matter, persons who at the end are not jurors will be involved in the jury's decisionmaking process. This is a troubling innovation.
My practice is overwhelmingly devoted to representing plaintiffs in civil matters, so
it is with some reservation that I mention the next point. My guess is that this proposal
would, perhaps somewhat unfairly, benefit plainti.ffs. Plaintiffs, having the burden ofproof,
put on their cases first. If the jury is allowed to discuss the plaintiffs evidence during the
trial, jurors may tend to commit to that side's position before the defense is allowed to put
on its case.
This is a more dramatic departure from past practice than might first be appreciated.
Upon reflection, in all fairness to all parties, I see great value in the current system's attempt
to postpone deliberations until the jury has heard all ofthe evidence, all ofthe argument, and
(most importantly perhaps) has heard the court's instructions on the law. Allowing jurors
(and alternates) to "discuss the evidence" as the trial progresses, in the absence of the
procedural safeguard of allowing the other side to put on its case before group decisionmaking starts, and in the absence ofany legal context regarding the meaning or significance
ofthe evidence, does not seem like a good idea.
Thank you again for your courtesies in allowing us to make suggestions about these
interesting proposals.
Sincerely,

~
Don Corson
DC/rb
cc: J. Michael Alexander
Professor Maury Holland

CIRCUIT COURT OF OREGON
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MARION COUNTY COURTHOUSE
100 HIGH STREET NE
P.O. BOX 12869
SALEM, OREGON 97309-0869

Don A Dickey
Circuit Court Judge
(503) 373-4445
Fax: (503) 589-3224

February 25, 2000

Honorable Daniel L. Harris
Circuit Court Judge
Justice Building
100 S Oakdale
Medford, OR 97501
Re:

Council on Court Procedures/Subcommittee on Jury Trial Innovations

Dear Dan:
At the phone meeting of our subcommittee the other day, I raised a question about the courts'
power to do what we often do to speed up jury trials: require premarking and ruling on admission
of exhibits before trial. Because I raised it, I offered to research the question. The following is the
result of my brief review:
UTCR 6.080 provides:
I) Before the commencement of the trial, the parties must mark all
exhibits ...
2) Tbe parties must submit to the court at the time of trial a list
of premarked exhibits ....
4) Exhibits not available at the commencement of the trial, exhibits not
reasonably anticipated to be used and exhibits intended for impeachment
purposes need not be premarked.
UTCR 6.010(1) provides:
In any civil proceeding the court may, in its discretion, direct the
parties appear before the court for a conference to consider:
a) the simplification of the issues; ...
b) the possibility of obtaining admissions of fact and of
documents which will avoid unnecessary proof or delay;

February 25, 2000
Page 2

c) such other matters as may aid the court in the
disposition of the action."
I believe these rules give the trial court all the authority necessary to do what we are doing.
Therefore I ask that the issue of premarking and ruling on exhibits be deleted from the list of
possible issues for consideration by the council.

Don A. Dickey
Circuit Court Judge
DAD:kat
cc:
John McMillan
Maury Holland
Connie McKelvey
Mark A. Johnson
Hon. Ted Carp
022500councilltr
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of the Council on Court Procedures
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FROM: Dan Harris
RE: Jury reform proposals
DATE: April 4, 2000

We will be discussing jury reform proposals at the meeting this Saturday. Attached
to this memo are the three proposals we would like to discuss. The proposals include
amendments to ORCP 58 and 59 covering the following subjects:
1. Allowing brief neutral statements to be made to the jury panel before voir dire.

2. Allowing jurors to ask questions to witnesses and the court.
3. Encouraging jury instructions to be in writing.
4. Allowing jurors to discuss the case during recesses.
5. Allowing judges to instruct the jury before or after closing arguments.
You will see from the attached memo that there are other proposals we could add to
the list iftheCouncii is prepared to do so. I have received some feedback from the OSB
Procedure and Practice Committee and the Chief Justice's Civil Law Advisory Committee.
These potential changes to the ORCP are scheduled to be discussed at the up coming
judicial conference (April!7 and 18). I have also been invited to discuss these proposals at
the OADC convention in June and the OTLA convention in August. Last December I was
in a judicial conference in San Francisco where I had the opportunity to discuss these
concepts with seven trial judges from Arizona. Without exception, they liked the changes
and informed me that they had not experienced any problems in the use ofthese new
procedures. Are there any other groups we should be presenting these proposals to for
feedback?
At this Saturday's meeting, we are looking for some guidance from the Council as to
which proposals to go forward with for the purpose of receiving informal comment and
feedback; we also need to establish a time frame for when the Council wants to put the
proposals into a form that can be submitted for formal comment.
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PROPOSAL TO AMEND ORCP RULES 58 AND 59

PROPOSAL No. 1 - ORCP 58 A and B
It is proposed that ORCP 58 A and B be amended to read as
follows:
A.

Order on Proceedings on Trial by the Court.

Trial by the court shall proceed in the order as prescribed
in subsections (3) through (6) of section B of this rule
unless the court for good cause stated in the record
otherwise directs.
B.

Order of Proceedings on Jury Trial.

The trial by a jury shall proceed in the following order
unless the court, for good and sufficient reason stated in
the record, otherwise directs:
B. (1) The jury shall be selected and sworn. Prior to voir
dire, the parties may, with the court's consent, present a
brief neutral statement of the facts to the entire jury
panel.
B. (2) After the jury is sworn, the court shall instruct the
jury concerning its duties, its conduct, the order of
proceedings, the procedure for submitting written questions
of witnesses and the elementary legal principles that will
govern the proceedings.
B. (3) The plaintiff shall then concisely state plaintiff's
case and the issues to be tried; the defendant then, in like
manner, shall state defendant's case based upon any defense
or counterclaim.
B. (4) The plaintiff shall then introduce the evidence on
plaintiff's case in chief, and when plaintiff has concluded,
the defendant shall do likewise.
B. (5) The parties respectively then may introduce rebutting
evidence only, unless the court in furtherance of justice
permits them to introduce evidence upon the original cause
of action, defense or counterclaim.
B. (6) When the evidence is concluded, unless the case is
submitted by both sides to the jury without argument, the
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plaintiff shall commence and conclude the argument to the
jury. The plaintiff may waive the opening argument, and if
the defendant then argues the case to the jury, the
plaintiff shall have the right to reply to the argument of
the defendant, but not otherwise.
B. (7) Not more than two counsel shall address the jury on
behalf of the plaintiff or defendant; the whole time
occupied in behalf of either shall not be limited to less
than two hours.
B. (8) After the evidence is concluded, the court shall
charge the jury. This may be done before or after the
closing arguments of the parties.
B. (9) Jurors shall be permitted to submit to the court
written questions directed to witnesses or to the court.
Opportunity shall be given to counsel to object to such
questions out of the presence of the jury. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, for goqd cause, the court may prohibit or
limit the submission of questiqns to witnesses.
PROPOSAL No. 2 - ORCP 58 C
It is proposed that oacp 58 C be amended to read as follows:
The jurors may be kept together in the charge of a proper
officer, or may, in the discretion of the court, at any time
before the submission of the cause to them, be permitted to
separate; in either case, they may be admonished by the
court that it is their duty not to converse with or permit
themselves to be addressed by any person on any subject
connected with the trial; except that the jurors shall be
instructed that they will be permitted to discuss the
evidence among themselves in the jury room during recesses
from trial when all are present, as long as they reserve
judgment about the outcome of the case until deliberations
commence. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the jurors'
discussion of the evidence among themselves during recesses
may be limited or prohibited by the court upon its motion,
or upon motion by a party for good cause.
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PROPOSAL No. 3 - ORCP 59
It is proposed that ORCP 59 be amended as follows:
The court's preliminary and final instructions on the law
may be in written form, in which case a copy of the
instructions may be furnished to each juror before being
read by the court. Upon retiring for deliberations, the
jurors shall take with them all jurors' copies of any final
written instructions given by the court.
JOR.Y IMPROVEMENT PROPOSALS NOT CONSIDERED AT THIS TIME:
A number of additional proposals have been made regarding
improvement of the jury trial process which we believe should not
be included with the proposal set forth above. Those additional
proposals can be summarized as follows:
1. Alternate jurors (ORCP 57 F). It has been proposed that ORCP
57 F be amended to read as follows:
If all alternate jurors are impaneled, their identity shall
not be determined until the end of the trial. At the time
of impanelment, the trial jUdge shall inform the jurors that
at the end of the case, the alternate jurors will be
determined by lot in a drawing held in open court.
Amending this rule would require the amendment of the rule
governing the exercise of peremptory challenges because the
current system requires separate challenges for regular and
alternate jurors. There are a number of different proposals for
how this concern can be addressed. This proposal could be added
to the proposals above if the Council can arrive at a consensus
for a simple way to amend all applicable rules relating to this
change.
Another concern raised is that alternate jurors would be a part
of deliberations, if the jurors are allowed to discuss the case
during the pendency of the trial. In other words, persons who
would ultimately be excused as alternate jurors would be
deliberating and have a potential impact on the outcome.
2. It has been suggested that language be added to the appropriate rule which would encourage jurors to ask questions about
the final instructions given by the court. A proposal to make
this change has not been worked out to date. This proposal could
be added to those above if it could be worked out with the
Council. It may be covered by the amendment to ORCP 58B (9).
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3. It has also been proposed that we consider adopting a rule
that would permit post verdict discussion between the parties or
their attorneys and members of the jury. This kind of proposal
raises numerous questions and could require a significant
examination by another committee before a proposal could be
submitted to the Council for consideration.
4. It has also been proposed that we consider adopting a rule
which would encourage the courts to regularly use juror
notebooks. Again, this is a proposal that requires additional
scrutiny and feedback before a specific proposal can be developed
for consideration.
5. John McMullen has proposed that we work on adopting a
standard for writing procedural rules in plain English. I think
this is a great suggestion. However, I believe that we should
appoint a separate committee on the council to study this
proposal as it raises numerous issues that would need to be
considered separate from those proposals listed above.
Again, I welcome your comments and feedback, and apologize again
for getting this information to you at this late date. We should
come prepared to discuss these proposals at the meeting this
Saturday. I will then take the proposals on to the Judicial
Conference later this month for additional feedback.

Jury refor.m proposals being considered by
the Council on Court Procedures
The subcommittee has met to consider the feedback received
from the judicial conference and, from that and other input, to
refine the proposals before the committee for presentation to the
full council for discussion.

PROPOSAL No. 1 - Amendments to ORCP 58 A and B
(Amending language in bold; deleted language in [brackets])
A.

Order on proceedings on Trial by the Court.

Trial by the court shall proceed in the order as prescribed
in subsections (3) through (6) of section B of this rule
unless the court for good cause stated in the record
otherwise directs.
B.

Order of

Proceedings

on Jury Trial.

The trial by a jury shall proceed in the following order
unless the court, for good and sufficient reason stated in
the record, otherwise directs:
B.
(1) The jury shall be selected and sworn.
Prior to
voir dire, each party may, with the court's consent,
present a brief neutral statement of the facts to the
entire jury panel.
(2) After the jury is sworn, the court shall
instruct the jury concerning its duties, its conduct,
the order of proceedings, the procedure for sUbmitting
questions of witnesses if permitted, and the
elementary legal principles that will govern the
proceedings.
B.

B. (3) The plaintiff shall concisely state plaintiff's case
and the issues to be tried; the defendant then, in like
manner, shall state defendant's case based upon any defense
or counterclaim.
B. (4) The plaintiff shall [then] introduce the evidence on
plaintiff's case in chief, and when plaintiff has concluded,
the defendant shall do likewise.
B. (5) The parties respectively [then] may introduce
rebutting evidence only, unless the court in furtherance of
justice permits them to introduce evidence upon the original
cause of action, defense or counterclaim.
B. (6) When the evidence is concluded, unless the case is
submitted by both sides to the jury without argument, the
plaintiff shall commence and conclude the argument to the

jury. The plaintiff may waive the opening argument, and if
the defendant then argues the case to the jury, the plaintiff
shall have the right to reply to the argument of the
defendant, but not otherwise.
B. (7) Not more than two counsel shall address the jury on
behalf of the plaintiff or defendant; the whole time occupied
in behalf of either shall not be limited to less than two
hours.
(8) After the evidence is concluded, the court
shall instruct the jury.
The instructions may be
given before or after the closing arguments.

B.

(9) With the court's consent,
jurors are permitted
to submit to the court questions directed to witnesses
or to the court.
The parties shall be given an
opportunity to object to such questions out of the
presence of the jury.
B.

PROPOSAL No.
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Alternate

juror rule

amendments

A number of proposals have been discussed regarding the
method of selecting alternate jurors. The goal is to improve the
experience from the juror's perspective. The proposals have
principally centered around two possible new methods for selecting
alternate jurors:
·1. Do not distinguish between the jurors and alternates until
the end of the case. The following language was suggested by the
aSB Procedure and Practice Committee for this approach:
The identity of alternate jurors shall not be determined
until the end of the trial. At the time of impanelment,
the trial judge shall inform the jurors that at the end
of the case, the alternate jurors will be determined by
lot in a drawing held in open court.
2. Choose the alternate jurors during jury selection, but
don't tell the jurors who the alternates are until the case is
handed off to the jury at the end of the trial. The court and
counsel would know who they are at the time of selection.

It is recommended that this issue be studied
before being formally considered by the council.

further

Incoming Message

Council on Court Procedures

Subject:
Oate:
Received:
From:

To:

Council on Court Procedures
05/12 5:04 PM
05/15 11 :50 AM
DonADICKEY@ojd.state.or.us
DanieI.Harris@state.or.us
CEM@HHW.com
John.McMillan@ojd.state.or.us
Maury Holland, mholland@law.uoregon.edu
johnsonm@bennetthartman.com

Dear Subcommittee Members:
Although I received Dan's note yesterday, I was not aware of it until late
today because of a jury trial. I think we should make minor changes in the
language of proposal 1B.(8) and (9) and proposal 3. See the attachment for
those changes.
With regard to proposals 2 and 4, I think we should advise the committee
along the following lines:
Alter deciding to not to recommend proposal 2 and 4, the subcommittee
did not carefully refine the language.
I suggest Instead of the language in proposal 4 which suggests we are
working only on one alternative, I suggest the following:
Alter selecting the panel of jurors (inclUding alternates):
1. Do not distinguish between the jurors and alternates until the end of
the case; or
2. Although the Court and Counsel are aware who they are at the time of
selection, the jurors are not advised of that determination until the end
of the case.
(See attached file: orcp2.wpd)
Don
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Tue, Jun 6, 2000

11:53 AM

From: Robert.P.JONES@ojd.state.or.us
To: ghenthor@law.uoregon.edu
Date: Tue, Jun 6, 2000, 10:45 AM
Subject: Council on Court Procedures

Jury reform proposals being addressed - specifically, Proposal #1 ORCP 58
B(9), ORCP 58 B(l) and Proposal #2 ORCP 58 C.
Proposal #2 ORCP 58 C: Jury Deliberations
Your proposed language faithfully follows the procedure now used in
Arizona by court rule. I had the opportunity to visit the Arizona courts
last year. Their view, based upon their actual experience, is that it is a
theoretically good rule on paper,but does not work well in practice. The
reason: There is little opportunity to have all the jurors available in
the jury room during a trial. Typically, there is a IS-minute break in the
morning and a IS-minute break in the afternoon. These are essentially
bathroom breaks. The average lunch hour is 60 to 90 minutes. A
substantial number of jurors do not remain in the jury room during the
lunch hour.
Suggestion: Why require that all juro';s be present when they discuss the
evidence? They are instructed to reserve judgment until formal
deliberations. It is beneficial for any number of jurors to discuss the
evidence as it develops during the trial.
Proposal #1 ORCP 58 B(9): Jury Questions
I am very pleased that the current version of this rule does not
restrict questions to written questions.
I'm an outspoken advocate of unrestricted oral questions at any stage
of the trial. In the approximately four years that I have used this
procedure I've never had a problem of any type. No lawyer, party or juror
has ever complained. I'm attaching an article I wrote that sets forth the
oral question procedure plus a transcript of some of the juror's questions.
Proposal #1 ORCP 58 B(l): Mini Opening Statement
Why just a mini opening statement? Why not present the complete
opening before the entire jury panel before voir dire? This would avoid
repetition. Voir dire would be much enhanced.
By chance, I will be attending a meeting for the Judicial Fitness
Commission on the same date, time and place, and I hope to be able to
attend part of your meeting. In the event I cannot, these are my thoughts.
Thank you for the opportunity to present them.
(See attached file: juryquestions5.wpd) (See attached file:
jurorsintriall.wpd)
Bob Jones
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Robert P. Jones, Circuit Judge
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While most lawyers hold the belief that a trial is a search for the truth, they
reserve the exclusive right to determine what truths the jury shall be told.
Allowing jurors the opportunity to ask questions gives the jurors the groundwork
to make more informed decisions. Why shouldn't we give our jurors all the tools
they need to do theirjob? As early as 1907, the Supreme Court of North Carolina
held, "There is no reason that occurs to us why this [questions from the jury]
should not be allowed in the sound legal discretion of the court ...." State v.
Kendall, et al., 57 S.E. 340, 341 (N.C. 1907).
This is the fourth year that I have permitted jurors to ask oral questions of
the witnesses during trial. Initially I was apprehensive. I was fearful that
something would occur that would cause a mistrial. Now I permit questions as a
matter of course, and I've yet to have a mishap.
There are currently five states, as well as some Oregon judges, that permit
written jury questions, Their procedure requires the jurors to ask written
questions after the witness has testified. The judge then reviews the questions in
chambers with the attorneys or holds a bench conference. Because of impaired
hearing and my courtroom design, my personal options were limited to either
sending the jury out or adjourning to chambers. Either option was an unwieldy
and time-consuming process. Moreover, in my experience, written questions
lessen the spontaneity ofjury participation. Oral questions asked at any time
during the testimony create a relaxed and participatory ambience in the
courtroom.
While encouraging jurors to withhold their questions until the direct and
cross-examination is finished, depending on the nature of the question, I will put
it to the witness immediately. Those types of questions are normally
uncomplicated, such as explaining a technical term.
Written vs, Oral Questions
In a bench trial, judges ask the witness oral questions without restriction.
As a fact finder, why should a judge have the right to ask questions but deprive
jurors of that privilege? What is the distinction? We know that jurors often raise
questions among themselves during deliberations. Why not hear those questions
in open court? If the question is improper, it can be answered appropriately.
1

In December, 1998, I had the opportunity to spend a week in Phoenix,
Arizona, studying their jury reform procedures. I was impressed. I listened to
panels composed of trial attorneys, judges and former jurors. While other jury
reform procedures were discussed, written jury questions were by far the most
favored.
When I brought up the use of oral questions in Phoenix, the reaction was
circumspect. No one identified a specific concern but felt it was "venturesome."
I'm not aware of any other court, in or out of Oregon, that permits oral questions
from the jurors at any time.
Electronic Objections
I returned to Portland somewhat subdued, but continued with my oral
question procedures. I was revitalized by the enthusiasm shown by the attorneys
who attended the OSB Litigation Seminar in March of this year where I discussed
jury reform, including oral questions.
My method of instant electronic objections, while not flawless, permits a
juror to ask oral questions at any time a witness is on the stand, yet preserves
counsel's right to object. Here is how I do it:
Installed in my courtroom underneath each counsel table is a concealed
toggle switch, each of which is connected to two small battery-sized lights on my
bench. The jurors cannot see either the toggle switches or the lights. At the
instant the toggle switch light is illuminated by counsel, I immediately interrupt
the question, then explain to the jury why that question was not germane. I
remain vigilant to stop a juror's question the moment I sense a problem, even
though no objection is made. Without fail, the jurors accept my explanation with
good grace.
One of the criticisms of the written question procedure is that whether the
conference with the judge is at the bench or in chambers, litigators worry that
jurors will suspect that the lawyers in some way were responsible for the question
not being answered. The electronic objection lessens this concern.
During the jury orientation, I painstakingly instruct the jury as to the
questioning procedure. I emphasize that not all jurors' questions will be allowed
and that I will be the one making that determination.
At the pretrial conference, I discuss the jury question process with the
attorneys. I assure them that, as responsible officers of my court, I will accept
their electronic objection without question. While I have occasionally disagreed
with an objection, I have not witnessed any abuse.

2

Jurors' Reactions
While I routinely ask jurors to make written evaluations ofthe attorneys'
performances post-verdict, the questionnaire does not include or solicit comments
on the jury question procedure. For this article, I've arbitrarily selected the
questionnaires from my most recent jury trial. Seven of the twelve jurors
volunteered these written comments:
"I sincerely appreciate that the judge allowed us to ask questions during the
trial. It seemed much more a participatory democracy, and I think a much more
effective procedure. "
"I liked the idea that we were able to ask questions. Thank you. "
"Being able to ask questions was very helpful and much appreciated. Thank
you for the opportunity to be on jury duty. "
"Thank you for allowing the jurors to ask questions. It helped make clear
several key points. "
"Thank you for the opportunity to ask questions as a juror. It made my
experience as a juror much more interesting and rich, and I believe we arrived at a
better decision as a result. "
"Thank you for allowing the jury to ask questions. "
"The ability ofthe jurors to ask questions made the deliberation much more
clear. "
These specific jurors' comments mirror the sweeping approval I have
received from my jurors over the years. The only criticism that I have heard from
the jurors are occasional complaints about the juror who other jurors feel asks too
many questions. That is irritating, but tolerable.
Attorneys' Reactions
First-time lawyers in my court are quite wary of the concept but, when they
understand how the electronic objection works, most are reassured. Litigators
who regularly try jury cases in my court seem to be comfortable with the concept.
The most common litigator reaction is chagrin that they had not asked the
question posed by the juror.
Litigators and judges who have not used jury questions have difficulty in
accepting that this jury reform procedure is designed for jurors, not judges or
lawyers. They expect jurors to remain silent, to digest and comprehend in a few
days what the attorneys have spent months scrupulously studying. "It may
sometimes be that counsel are so familiar with a case that they fail to see problems
that would naturally bother a juror who is presented with the facts for the first
,
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time." 1
The expected evils of juror questioning have proved to be myths. There
have been no significant reported incidents ofjuror misconduct, and there have
been no episodes of substantial interference with the orderly process of trials.
Client's Reactions
While specific data has not been collected, the reactions from the parties
that I am aware of have been favorable. It has been reported to me by several
lawyers that their clients felt the jurors' questions indicated that the jury was
paying close attention to the evidence.

1.

2.

3.

Advantages 2
The nature of juror questions often alerts the trial judge and the attorneys
when the jurors have misunderstood an important point of the evidence or
testimony, thus giving them the opportunity to correct the misunderstanding
with new witness testimony, closing arguments, or jury instructions on the
issue.
Permitting jurors to ask questions increases the likelihood that the jury will
understand the witness testimony and give it appropriate weight during
deliberations.
Permitting jurors to ask questions helps keep them alert and engaged in the
trial proceedings, thus increasing satisfaction with jury service.

Judges' Reactions
I'm not a spokesperson for judges, nor am I aware of any poll that's been
conducted as to their position on oral jury questions. In Multnomah County the
Multnomah Bar Association did a survey this year which included a question
about the use of written questions from the jury. Nineteen judges responded that
they did not permit them; ten said that they did, although some of those ten judges
did not inform jurors that they could submit written questions. My reading of my
colleagues' views is that there would be little enthusiasm for oral questions.

United States v. Callahan, 588 F.2d 1079, 1086 (5 th Cir. 1979).
JURY TRlAL INNOVATIONS 145 (G. Thomas Munsterman, Paula 1. Hannaford & G. Mark
2
Whitehead, eds., American Bar Association 1998).
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How Many Questions and How Much Time is Involved?
A recent study found that:
Only 16 percent ofthe questions asked were objected to.
The average was about five questions per trial.
That amounts to about one question per day.
There was about one question for every two hours of trial time.
It added about one hour to a one-week trial.

Insurance
There are few instances of inquires relating to the old bugaboo of insurance.
I can only recall several cases where jurors asked about worker's compensation or
collateral source medical coverage, and only one flat-out question about liability
insurance. In those rare situations I respond by saying to the jury, "I'm glad you
asked that question because it now gives me the opportunity to instruct you on this
issue." A lawyer has yet to object to my response, move for a mistrial or seek
further cautionary instructions on those occasions.
In a way, I welcome those infrequent questions about insurance. Many of
us suspect that insurance is on occasion discussed by jurors in the jury room;
giving that cautionary instruction to a jury early on should discourage that topic
from being raised during deliberations.
What Types of Questions Do Jurors Ask?
They range from the very simple to the complex. Most are intelligent and
sensible, often demonstrating a keen mind and perception. They are not
pejorative. Frequently, jurors refer to their individual notes when asking
questions. The testimony of expert witnesses, especially physicians, generates
many of the questions. Jurors commonly ask experts to define technical terms.
Most expert witnesses, many of whom have held teaching roles, respond
comfortably to fielding jurors' questions.
Lawyers who listen to jurors' questions have an unsurpassed opportunity to
discern the areas of jurors' interests. Skilled litigators recognize the advantage of
this advance insight into the jurors' thinking. It can be a distinct plus. When
requested, I usually permit the lawyers to pursue the line of questions raised by
the jurors.
What Types of Cases?
I detect a notable correlation between the simplicity of the case and the
number of questions. In many "routine" cases there are few questions; frequently

/:
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there are none. In a complex case there can be many questions. There is no doubt
in my mind that jurors focus more closely on the presentation of the evidence
when they are allowed to ask questions.
The Risk Factor
President Roosevelt's well-known saying, "The only thing that we have to
fear is fear itself," illustrates the feelings of anxiety that some lawyers and judges
suffer when this procedure is broached.
While it is conceivable that a juror could blurt out a question that is
inappropriate before the judge could intervene - this has yet to happen to me what could be the real damage? That juror's question would not be answered and,
if warranted, the jury could be cautioned. A mistrial is a possibility, yet the
hazard of a mistrial would not be as great as other juror misconduct, such as
talking to a party or a witness.
Reflections
I plan to continue to permit oral questions. It is popular with my jurors and
accepted by all but a few of the lawyers who litigate civil jury trials in my court.
I appreciate that continual judicial supervision is required to respond promptly to
an electronic objection or to halt a juror's question that appears to be headed into a
prohibited area. I would not expect many trial judges would encounter much
difficulty in monitoring the questions.
Implementing jury reforms in every jurisdiction is critical to the survival of
the jury system as we know it today. Traditional jury procedures have largely
failed to take into account how juries process information and make decisions, and
have forced jurors to act contrary to their natural tendencies)
I was a trial lawyer for twenty-seven years and have been a trial judge for
over twenty years. I'm convinced that oral questioning is the most significant and
stimulating procedural change that I have experienced!
It is a unique experience in a jury trial - regardless of the verdict you
obtain, you will have the satisfaction of knowing that your jurors were well
focused and that likely you tried a better case having had the opportunity to hear

Mark R. Horowitz, Jay H. Tressler & Gregory C. Read, The National Jury Trial
Innovations Project, THE FEDERAL LAWYER, Jan. 1999, at 31.
3
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the jurors' concerns as the trial progressed.t
Arizona Superior Court Judge Michael Dann, a national leader in jury
reform, has a simple response to lawyers who oppose jury questions: "'Have you
ever tried it?'" he says. "Inevitably, they haven't. So I say, 'Try it, then let's
talk.'''
Whether you are a lawyer or a judge, I say if you try it, you will like it!

4

Suggested reading:
a)
Judge Ken Curry and M. Beth Krugler, The Sound ofSilence: Are Silent Juries the
Best Juries?, 62 TEXAS BAR JOURNAL 5 at 441 (May 1999).
'
b)
Bill Ibelle, What Happens When Jurors Can Ask Questions", 98 LWUSA 241
(March 23, 1998).
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Juror: When you say that you propped the patient up and the fluid comes down
and there is enough fluid to safely enter - obviously, in this case, there wasn't
enough fluid there.
Dr.: That's correct.
Juror: Is there a probable reason that there wouldn't be enough fluid there?
Dr.: It has to do with my reluctance to do the procedure in the first place,
because there was just a moderate effusion, which means there wasn't a lot of
fluid. If you had a massive effusion you can go in a few millimeters and you're
still a safe distance away from the heart. With a moderate effusion it's probably
not more than that much different and the heart's moving. That's why I was
reluctant to do the procedure; because there was not a huge effusion.
Juror: OK, thanks.
Juror: Maybe this was mentioned and I missed it but you say you pulled out a
yellowish, pinkish fluid.
Dr.: Yes.
Juror: Is the pinkish normal?
Dr.: No, it would ordinarily be clear to yellow, and the pinkish means there were
a few red blood cells in it. You can't really say whether the red cells were in the
fluid or whether I produced them by going through the tissues.
Juror: OK.
Juror: Would-on the day of the procedure, echo showed you how big that space
was; before you put the needle in, when she was propped up?
Dr.: The display would show the same thing that the echo did a week or so later.
Before.
Juror: It would show you how big that space is?
Dr.: Yes. Those spaces, the amount of fluid doesn't change over a period of
time. It takes months for that amount of fluid to change.
Juror: Yeah, but she was propped up; you could actually measure that amount of
fluid.
Dr.: That wouldn't help you measure the fluid.
Juror: Would not help you?
Dr.: No.
1
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Juror: Doctor, if you could tum to exhibit 4, please. Page 2, paragraph 2. The
sentence starts, "Also of interest ...."
Dr.: Yes.
Juror: Could you read that and describe what you mean by that sentence?
Dr.: She denies being told that she has emphysema and in fact she stated that she
had a breathing test before her cancer surgery and was told that it was OK. That's
kind of intuitive. It's hard to believe that's the case after 50 years of smoking.
But some people can cough and hack but don't really get the emphysema changes
in their lungs. Smoking involves or effects different people different ways. I
would have expected that that would be erroneous, that you couldn't have a
normal breathing test but that's what she said; that's what she was told.
Juror: Is there anywhere on the autopsy that would indicate she had emphysema
or elongation of the lungs?
Dr.: The right lung weighed 530 grams, the left 400; the surface was a pink/tan
with black mottling anteriorly, with deep purple congestion posteriorly. The
black mottling could have been the affect of many years of smoking, but the
purple congestion could have been recent. She was on a respirator. There was
congestion which could have been recent, and the surface was smooth, so it didn't
say one way or the other. I think that the lungs can be overinflated, which is what
emphysema is. And you might not necessarily be able to tell that. If it's massive
you can tell that or not, but not if it's less.
Juror: I was wondering; how deep do you have to pierce the heart to create the
laceration that you did? Is the wall somewhat resilient or is it 3 millimeters deep,
. . .
or IS
It Just ....?
Dr.: The wall on the left side is 11 to 12 millimeters thick or up to that. The
right side of the heart is 4 or 5, and the problem with the right ventricle is that
there are thick muscles on those called trevecula that are 4 to 5 millimeters thick
there, but between there can be just a millimeter or two thick; so there are places
on the right ventricle that are extremely thin, not more than a few millimeters.
That's why with just the tip of a needle you can lacerate it.
Juror: And so it would be like scratching it in some places and in other places
you actually have to make an incision?
Dr.: That's right.
Juror: Could you tell on the autopsy at which point - did it just scratch it or did
it make an incision?
Dr.: Well, some place it said it was a 3 millimeter laceration, which is about that
big. Page 2, item 16. It's on the second page of number 16. About 80% down
the page. Yeah, well that's the area of discoloration, but that's had stitches put in
2

there, so there's going to be bruising around where the stitches are. But the
laceration, I don't know; I know Dr. Metzdorff told me there was a very small
laceration, but this is the total area with the stitches in it. Does that answer your
question?
Juror: Yes.
Juror: Earlier, Mr. Hart had you estimate how much ofthe fluid was withdrawn
from her and you estimated about two cups.
Dr.: He was asking about how much fluid total was there.
Juror: Yes.
Dr.: That's a guess.
Juror: And that's moderate?
Dr.: Yes. The biggest one I think I've seen was 600 and that was a man who had
been stabbed a couple weeks before and fluid had built up to the point where it
was over 600 cc.
Juror: In your experience, or in dealing with or visiting with other doctors that
do this pericardialcentesis, are there reasons in using the echo technique that
would perhaps detract from your ability because it introduces something new to
the procedure that a doctor like yourself would be unaccustomed to - or, I'm
trying to understand . . . .
Dr.: I don't think it would be a detriment, but the question is, would it help you
find the fluid, and some people think it helps them find the fluid, but does it
change the risk from small to zero? No, it's counter-intuitive to think that you can
put a sharp object within millimeters of the heart and say it's safe, whether you're
looking atthe tip of the needle or not. You get that close to the heart and it's
never safe. That's why so many of these doctors don't do it anymore, because it's
a procedure that none of us like.
Juror: I see, so if; I guess what I was wondering was if, even if a new method
were introduced, somebody with your experience with the success that you've had
in the past, am I understanding it correctly that essentially with your ability and
experience that you felt very confident with the procedure as you performed it?
Dr.: Right, butif somebody came up with a truly safe procedure, they can have
them. All of them.
Juror: I think you pointed out that it's never a safe procedure. Would echo have
given you any more information?
Dr.: No.

;"','
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Juror: No, OK, thank you.
Dr.: In terms of safety.
.
Juror: Any information as to where the fluid was, or ... ?
Dr.: Again, some people think that it helps them find the fluid. But I think the
point is we found the fluid, so it's moot at that point. We found the fluid. So it's
not going to help me find the fluid because I found the fluid. But is it then going
to make the procedure absolutely safe, and there's no way that it's going to make
this procedure absolutely safe.
Juror: OK, I'm having trouble because I've been led to believe that the fluid
thickness can vary, so if the space is two millimeters between the sac and heart
wall, would you enter a needle there?
Dr.: The fluid, there's nothing to keep the fluid from circulating around the heart
unless there are these things called loculations which weren't present. Now, the
autopsy did show some fibronous peritonitis, which has been referred to before
that was away from the site where the needle stick was.
Juror: OK, but if the ....
Dr.: There was nothing to keep the fluid from moving.
Juror: I understand.
Dr.: The fluid continues to move around, depending on what the heart is doing;
whether it fills or contracts.
Juror: OK, so it changes thickness.
Dr.: Well, it probably changes with position, it probably changes when you take
a deep breath. But that's something that's changing from second to second and
from minute to minute.
Juror: OK.
Juror: Doctor, would an echo just prior to the procedure been able to show you
if there was an abnormal swinging of the heart?
Dr.: If it was swinging, yes.
Juror: This was not a life and death situation, was it? I mean, was this
something that had to be done at that time, or could she have lived with the
problem she had?
Dr.: I think the survival rate of somebody with a cardiomyopathy of this sort is,
at generous, 50% chance of being alive in five years and probably much less than
that. So, she had a number of major things wrong; she had narrowing of the
coronary arteries which hadn't produced problems so far, she had the weak heart
muscle and she had the cancer of the esophagus that - she was cancer free
according to the autopsy but that's very guarded because they don't take all of her
and put her under the microscope because there would be little rifts of cells of
4

cancer anywhere and, as has been mentioned, that's why the American Cancer
Society doesn't call you a cure until five years. And some cancers can recur even
after that. But nobody would say that somebody's a cure until five years have
passed and they're still cancer free.
Juror: Was this her decision or was this your decision to do this procedure?
Dr.: It was Eidemiller's decision. He wanted her to feel better. And he thought
some of her symptoms might be better if we removed the fluid and he wanted to
see if the fluid was cancerous.
Juror: OK, thank you.
Juror: On the consent, have you in similar types of situations actually referred to
somebody with a second opinion in the case that they do ask more questions and
continue to probe? Have you referred to another physician in similar cases?
Dr.: I tell patients to get second opinions all the time. In fact, the nurses have
chastised me for that because they think that confuses the patient.
Juror: So that could be verified ... , OK, thank you.
Juror: In relation to a large effusion, the way she was sitting up, which way
would the heart be swinging and also relative to where the needle was?
Dr.: Well, there's no evidence at all that her heart was ever swinging and, as I've
said before, swinging doesn't usually occur unless the effusion is massive. That's
when you get the swinging of the heart. Her echo didn't show that she was having
swinging of the heart.
Juror: But if she did, or if there is a large effusion, which way would the heart
be swinging if she was sitting up or a person was sitting up?
Dr.: Well, the heart, when it contracts, it kind of tilts up like that; the tip of the
heart kind of tips up normally, but the swinging would be more of a thing like
that. See, the heart is attached by all the great vessels - the pulmonary veins, the
aorta, the pulmonary artery. It's anchored at this end, so this end isn't anchored so
it can move. And ifthere's a lot of fluid then it can move this way but it always
moves, tilts up to its apex, it tilts up each time the heart beats. Which is why if
you roll them on their side you can feel that. When I examined her; if you feel
most people's heart with them rolled over on their sides what you feel is a tap as
the heart touches the inside of the chest wall. If you have a hypertrophied
ventricle you feel the tap and then it pushes your hand away a little bit. And hers
was like that. So it's a clue just clinically by feeling the chest that she had this
thick heart muscle.
Juror: If it was Eidemiller's decision to proceed with this, but you didn't really
think you should, why did you go ahead and proceed?
Dr.: Good question. He wanted her to feel better and I couldn't really argue with
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that. I think everybody wanted her to feel better, even though we knew she had
some terrible diseases and that would make it hard to make her feel better.
Juror: Wouldn't you have told her or stated that was why they thought to go
ahead with it?
Dr.: That's why I told her that I thought it was risky and that she shouldn't have
it done. For the exact reason that happened.
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